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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION! 
1. The Purpose of the Dissertation 
This dissertation is primarily straight history. 
The purpose thus Will be largely to desqribe accurately 
and systematically the historical development of Method-
ism in Southern California and Arizona. The dissertation 
will not be simply-a chronological treatment. In several 
instances the history will be treated topically. The dis-
sertation will not be used as a vehicle upon which to pass 
extended value judgment on controversial personalities. 
Such judgment has no place in a work of this kind. How-
ever, attention will be given to major developments, ac-
tivities, and leadership. The dissertation also will deal 
with an evaluation of these, especially as they have had 
any influence upon the Church as a whole. Finally, an 
evaluation will be made of the relative strength and ac-
tivity of the two branches of Methodism in Southern 
California and Arizona previous to und.fication •. 
2. Limitations 
The inclusive dates of this study are 1850, the 
1 
2 
earliest record o~ Methodism in Southern California, 
through May of 1939, the date of unification of the three 
major branches of Methodism. Brief background material of 
Methodism in Northern California also will be given •. The 
attempts at unification through the years and including 
1939 as they pertain~ to Southern California and Arizona 
will be discussed. The Methodist Protestant Church was 
never active in Southern California and Arizona, and there-
fore the dissertation will be limited to a consideration 
of the other two branches of Methodism. This study will 
not consider any of the Methodist bodies, like the Free 
Methodists, which did not unite in 1939. From all avail-
able records these groups were not active in Southern 
California· or Arizona in any noticeable capacity, if at 
all, until after unification. The original in.tent of the 
writer was to bring the history to the present year, but 
the vast amount of available material has necessarily 
limited the dissertation at 1939 as a terminal year. Tihis 
is a natural breaking point in the history of Methodism in 
any area of the United States. At unification the work of 
the Church in Southern California and Arizona was placed 
under the jurisdiction of the Southern California-Arizona 
Conference of The Methodist Church •. B:y the authority of 
the General Conference of 1948 this Annual Conference rep-
resents the continuing life of the Arizona Conference and 
the Pacific Conference of the former Methodist Episcopal 
C.hurch, South, and the Southern California Conference of 
the former Methodist Episcopal Church.1 Thus the dis-
sertation must deal with Methodism in both Southern 
California and Arizona and must begin at the earliest 
known date of Methodism in both areas. 
3. Previous Research in the E~eld 
No systematic study of the histo~y of Methodism in 
Southern California and Arizona has been done to this 
time. Two histories of Methodist work in California, one 
of the Northern Church and one of the Southern, were 
2 published in the last century. However, both of these 
are histories of Methodism in the northern area of Cali-
l. Journal of the Southern California-Arizona Gonference 
of The Methodist Ohurch, 1956 (n.p.: n.n., 1956), p. 5. 
Cited in Appendix A as Southern California-Arizona C'on-
ference Journal. The present Conferenca is the con-
tinuing life of the Pacific cronference only in so far 
as it has within its boundaries all the churches of the 
Los Angeles District of that former Conference or the 
Los Angeles Conference which emerged from and returned 
to the Pacific c·onference. John M. Gabrielson, li-
brarian, Historical Society of the Southern California-
Arizona Conference of The Methodist Chu.rch, letter to 
the present writer, April 1, 1957. 
2. c. V.~ Anthony, Fifty Years of Methodism A History of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church Within the Bounds of 
the California Annual Conference from 1847-18 (San 
Francisco: Methodist Book Concern, l90l ; J. c. 
Simmons, The History of Southern Methodism on the 
Pacific Coast (Nashville: Southern Methodist Publish-
ing House, 1886). 
3 
fornia and have only passing references to some of the 
activity in Southern California. This is likewise true of 
a much more recent book by LeonLoofbourow.1 An extreme-
ly able dissertation by Ernest Thacker has dealt with a 
specific phase of Methodism in Southern California within 
2 
a limited time period. Another dissertation by s. Raynor 
Smith, Jr. has treated somewhat the same phase of Method-
ism, but it is considerably broader in reference to time 
and locality. 3 Finally, one master 1 s thesis has touched 
upon Methodism in Southern California, but again this has 
dealt largely with the relationship of Methodism to social 
themes and has not been limited to Southern California.4 
Turning to the history of Methodism in Arizona, one 
1. Leon L. L:oofbourow, In Search of G:od' s G_old, A Story 
of Continued Christian Pioneering in California (San 
Francisco: The Historical Society of the California-
Nevada Conference of The Methodist Church, 1950). 
2. Ernest W. Thacker, 11 The Methodist Church in Southern 
California in Relation to the 'Social Gospel' 1928 
Thr·ough 194111 (unpublished Ph.Do dissertation, Uni-
versity of Southern California, 1952). 
4 
3. s. Raynor Smith, Jr., 11 The Attitudes and Practices of 
The Methodist Church in California with Reference to 
Certain Significant Social Crises, 1847 through 1949 11 
(unpublished Ph.D. dissertation, University of Southern 
California, 1955). 
4. Marion Broderick, 11 The Methodist Episcopal Church on 
the Pacific Slope A Study of the Relationship of 
Religious Forces to the Frontier" (unpublished Master's 
thesis, University of Southern California, 1929). 
f'inds even less previous research .. Onue or twice a summary 
history may be found in a Conference journal. Only one 
book has been written, and it is very short in length and 
1 treats only of' the Southern Methodists. No previous 
research, therefore, has been done that would preclude 
the purpose and necessity of' this dissertation. 
4. The Methodology of' the Dissertation 
The history will be unfolded in six main divisions. 
The first division will treat the work of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in S:Ou,thern California until 1876, when 
a separate A:l:'ln.ual c-onference was formed. ']he second 
division will similarly consider the work of' the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, :South, in Southern California until 1870, 
when a separate Annual Conference of Southern Methodism 
was formed. The third division will continue the history 
of Southern Methodism in southern G'alif'ornia until uni-
f'ication. The fourth divisiora.. will similarly continue the 
activity in Southern California of' the Methodist Episcopal 
Church until unification •. The fifth division will survey 
1. William J. Sims, Southern Methodism in Arizona (n.p.: 
n.n., 1950) • .Sims was active for mor•e than fifty years. 
in Southern Methodism o:tm the Pacific c·oast: and in Ari-
zona. His work in part is based on personal recollec-
tions. It.is an interesting treatment but definitely 
limited. These last two statements may also be made 
for Anthony and Simmons. All three of these books are 
totally lacking in documentation. 
5 
the work in Arizona of both branches of Methodism from 
the earliest days until unification. The sixth division 
will then; consider the question of Methodist unification 
as it pertained to Southern:. California and Arizona. 
6 
CJIAPTER II 
THE METHODIST. EPISCOPAL. CHURC:Effi IN. SOUillHERN CEIFORNJIA' 
TEROUG H 1876 
1. Tb the Formation of the California Conference 
-
rn November of 1826 Jedediah :Smith,. ·a_ Methodist 
layman but more fervently a fur trapper, reached San Ber-
nardino, California. He and bis seventeen fellow trappers 
had left Bear Lake, Utah, in August, had crossed the fiery 
southern deserts, and had thus become the first Americans 
to cross the continent to California.1 Lewis and Clark 
had opened the first transcontinental door--to Oregon--
and now a second,, the overland route to California, was 
open. The Mexican vrar of 1846 began to awaken interest in 
California, and the first considerable emigration occurred 
in 1846. In that year the first Methodist family on record 
reached Sutter's Fort and moved on to Santa Clara. Here, 
in October of 1846, the ~irst Protestant sermon within 
California v-ras delivered; and in the following month the 
first Methodist Church in California was organized, the 
1. See Harrison Clifford Dale, The Ashley-Smith Explora-
tions and the Discovery of a Central Route to the 
Pacific 1822-1829 ( r•ev. ed.; Glendale,, California: 
The Arthur H. Clark Co • .,, 1941), pp. 241-251. 
7 
1 C:ommuni ty 1\fethodi st Church of Santa Clara. 
The next year the ~eneral Board. of Missions ap-
pointed William Roberts as superintendent of the Oregon 
Mission. Accompanied by James Wilbur, he landed in San 
Francisco in April. The folloWing year saw the formation 
of a church at Santa O'ruz under Elihu Anthony and the 
beginning of. organized work in California as a district 
of the enlarged Onegon and California Miss,ion Conference. 
~o this work came six men, the two most prominent of whom 
were William Taylor and Isaa,c Owen. ':Dhese early men may 
rightfully be considered the founders of C~lifornia 
Methodism. 2 
2. Work of the California Conference in Souxhern 
Cialifornia 
B:y the year 1851 the work in California had pro-
greased to a point where a separate C;onference was pos-
sible, and in August in San Francisco the California 
cronference was officially organized. During these early 
years the concentration of population was in the region of 
San Francisco, and this r,emained so fort several years_ •. It. 
was not· until the completion of the Santa Fie line to Lo..s 
Angeles in 1886 that any great and penmanen:t influx to 
1. lioofbourow, op. cit., p. 31. 
2. See Anthony, op. cit .. , pp. 9-25. 
8 
l Southern California took place. Nevertheless, the 
California Conference was concerned that those few Ameri-
cans, mostly mixed Mexican, in the Southern Galifornia 
area were without a minister of the ~ospel. A Rev. Henry 
Kroh, missionary of the GErman Refor~ed Church, had been 
2 
the first Protestant minister to visit Los Angeles. 
This was in November of 1849. The following year Rev. J. 
~ Brier, a located Methodist minister of the Idaho Qon-
ference, preached the first Protestant sermon in Los 
Angeles. 3 Brier's stay, like that of Kroh, was short, 
and his presence was not under a Conference appointment •. 
Tihe c-alifornia C'onfereuce, meeting in February of 
1853, decided to remedy the situation in the southern 
area, and the presiding bishop appointed the Rev. Adam 
Bland as a 11 mi ssi onary11 to Los Angeles. When Bland ar-
rived in the city, there was not. a single Methodist within 
its bounds, and he was almost four hundred miles from the 
nearest Methodist preacher. Shortly after he had arrived, 
he wrote to Isaac Owen that he was doing the best he 
1. Carey McWilliams, Southern California Country (N.ew 
York: Duell, Sloan & Pearce, 1946), p. 118. 
2. Clifford M. Drury, 11 A Cllronology of Protestant Be-
ginnings in California, 11 California Historical Society 
Quarterly, XXVI (June, 1947), 171. 
3 .. Marco R. Newmark, 11 The Story of Religion in Los 
Angeles l78l-1900, If ~e Historical Society of' s·outhern 
California Q.uarterly, XXVIII (March, 1946), 38. 
9 
could but that unless emigration changed things, the 
territory was not going to be worth its salt. Then he 
continued: 
But I suppose this part of C.alifornia is 
destined ••• to be the big-end of Cali-
fornia. It is a fine country--good lands, 
fine stock country, etc. But £f all society 
I ever saw here is the worst. ., 
His optimism evidently kept him going. He leased the El 
Dorado saloon and transformed it into a chapel, while his· 
2 
wife conducted a school for girls. Plans for a church 
had to be abandoned for lack of funds, and it was not until 
1868 that a permanent structure was erected, the first i;n 
Southern California for the Methodist Episcopal O'hurch. 
rruring the year Bland traveled about the area, 
mostly northward, getting as far as Vventura and S:anta 
Barbara, preaching the G.ospel and attempting to fin-d 
Methodists or make new ones. kt Cnnference the following 
year Bland was made a Presiding Elder and left to work in 
the nonthern part of the state. Nevertheless, the O'on-
ference must have felt that he had sowed some good seeds 
because Los Angeles was made a district with five sta-
tions: Los Angeles, Santa Barbara, San Diego, El Monte, 
1. Adam Bland to Isaac Owen, July 19, 1853, Bland MS, 
Bancroft Library, University of c·alifornia •. 
2. Newmark, op. cit., p. 38. 
10 
1 
and Tulare (taken from another district). Only two of 
these were filled, however, and nothing significant vras 
accomplished. The district was discontinued at the next 
Conference. For the following twelve years forty was the 
largest membership Los Angeles reported to Annual Con-
ference at any one time. Congregations met spasmodically 
without ministers during these years also at Santa 
Barbara, El Monte, and .San Bernardino .. Yet nothing was 
accomplished, and the appointment;:l continued to read 11 to 
be supplied." In 1858 the Methodist Episcopal Church 
withdrew from Los Angeles 11 because of the strong feeling 
excited against ~the~ by reason of their attitude on the 
2 
slavery question." Furthermore,. L.os Angeles was cer-
tainly no paradise. Harry Carr, a popular v~iter on Los 
Angeles, has said of the city: Hour pueblo in the fifties 
was a vile little dump. 113 Gross immorality and violence 
1. Methodist Episcopal Church, Minutes of the Annual 
Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 1854 
(N'ew York: Carlton & Phillips,. 1854), p. 319. This 
series cited hereafter in this chapter as Minutes. 
This series of Methodist Journals, as well as all 
others listed under "official Methodist Journals 11 iri 
11 
the bibliography, is an official publication of the 
Church. In some cases the publishers have varied through 
the years, indicated by an 11 etc., 11 though the place of 
publication has remained the same. In some still 
fewer cases the place of publication has also varied, 
and this is indicated by an 11 etc.tr 
2. California Independent, x· (September 13, 1900), 75. 
3. Cited in The Horizon (Los Angeles: First Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1938), p. 11 •. 
were the rule rather than the exceptiono Add to this con-
dition that of the growing sectional conflict in the 
feeling of these Methodist ministers, and it is not hard 
to sympathize with the religious retreat. 
' 
In l866, the Cl vi l War having ended, Adam Bland,, 
then Presiding Elder of the Santa Clara District, re-
turned to Los Angeles to reorganize the work that had been 
·totally abandoned eight years previously. The Annual Con-
f'erence this year left Los Angeles, San Bernardino, and 
San Luis Obispo, a new appointment, to be suppliedo No 
supply was sent to any.of' these, and the task of reorgan-
ization fell wholly upon Bland. Before the next C:onf'erence 
he had succeeded in re~establishing the Methodist Episco-
pal Church in Los Angeles. ~rty people came in the spring 
of l867 to a Quarterly Conf'erence and Dove Feast, and the 
l Rev. Columbus Q~llet was appointed pastore This wa~ the 
beginning of the continuous existence of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in Southern California •. Q'onf'erence that 
fall sent four men to Los Angeles, San Luis Obispo, San 
Bernardino, and Santa Barbara. Using these towns as bases~ 
for operation, the ministers began to spread out across 
the southland. This first year of reorganization was a 
critical test, which was successfully passed. Q'onf'erence 
l. Ibid., p. l2. See Appendix .AP: also. 
l2 
in 1868 heard the first full report from the Southern Cal-
ifornia area. Four appointments reported a total member-
ship of one hundred and tw·enty-eight and churches formal-
ly organized at Los Angeles and San Luis Obispo. 1 With a 
bridgehead established the Church pushed ahead. New 
churches were formally organized at Santa Barbara in late 
1868 and at Compton and San Diego during 1869. By the 
next Conference it was clear that the future was bright. 
Just at this moment the first of several land booms 
descended upon Southern California. In 1869 the trans-
continental railroad was completed to San Francisco,, and 
the expectation of extension into Southern California 
brought thousands into the area. The influx of such mul-
titudes brought the usual profligacy and vice of the 
frontier towns. Yet it also brought good people, many of 
whom were Methodist or receptive to Methodism, and the 
churches were quick to open their doors to them. 
When the California Annual Conference met in 1870, 
the growth of the Church in Southern California and the 
increasing population caused by the land boom made pos-
Sible the creation of the Los Angeles District. With a 
Presiding Elder to oversee the entire area and the 
ministers, plus the ever-increasing regulari~y of yearly 
l. Minutes, 1868, p. 218. 
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appointments, the next five years showed a steady growth 
in membership, church valuation, and financial support. 
New churches were organized at Riv~rside,. Santa Ana, and 
SaThta Maria, while those already organized strengthened 
their position. Many of these societies which were organ-
ized in these early days were part of large circuits 
.. 
embracing several communities. Indeed, by 1875 only six--
C'ompton, Los Angeles,. Riverside, San Diego, Santa Banbara, 
and Wen-tura--had what might be considered a trfull-time11 
minister who worked only at one place •. Even at these 
places the pastors probably traveled to nearby settle-
ments in hope of establishing new societies. 
3. Formation of the :Southern California Conference 
At the California Annual c_·onferenc:e in 1875 many 
ministers proposed that a new Conference for :Southern 
c-alifornia be formed. The rapid growth of the churches 
was pointed to as well as the increasing population •. 
rrespite the fact that the real estate boom was over by 
1874 the population was holding steady •. Los Angeles City, 
which in 1850 boasted 1,610 people, by 1875 had 8,453, 
and the population of the county in the same period had 
14 
. 1 
risen from 3,530 to 24,344. Since 1870 the churches had 
shown a continuous advance on all fronts. Over the ob-
jection of a minority, who felt the proposal was as yet 
premature, the California Conference took the action 
whereby the Southern California Conference could be formed. 
The formal organization of the new Conference occurred the 
following fall, September 6-10, 1876, wlth Bishop William 
Harris presiding. In order to give the young Conference 
sufficient strength the line of division was placed con-
siderably north of Tehachapi,, the natural boundary, and 
eight churches of the Mojave and San Joaquin areas became 
part of the Southern California Conference. In the years 
to come until unification several of these were shuffled 
back and forth between the two Conferences. The Southern 
California Conference began with 13 church buildings, 9 
parsonages, 1,257 members, 24 ministers in full relation-
2 
ship, and 3 men on trial. The original members of that 
organizing Conference session and their appointments 
I<Tere as follows: 
1. Los Angeles Chamber of Commerce, Research Dept., 
11 Population of Los Angeles City and County by Years," 
1955, p. 1. (Photostat.) 
2. Minutes of the Southern California Conference of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, 1876 (Los Angeles: Mirror 
Printing, Ruling and Binding House, 1876), pp. 3-5, 
30. This series cited hereafter as Southern California 
Minutes. 
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IJos Angeles District, A. M. Hough, Presiding Elder 
Los Angeles, George S. Hickey 
East Los Angeles and Pasadena, Charles Shelling 
Florence and Santa Monica, A. Bland and John A'llen ( O.T .• ) 
rrompton, M. M. Bovard 
Riverside, J. L. Mann. 
orange and Anaheim, F-. D~ Bovard ( O.T.) 
San Bernardino, ~o be supplied 
San Diego, ~. F. Kouts 
San D:iego Circuit, Westminster, Julian, all to be supplied 
Santa Ana,, J. D. Crum 
Pomona, I. M. Leihy 
Principal o:f L_os Angeles Academy, o. s .. F:rambes 
Santa Barbara D1strict~, P. Y·. C:ool, Presiding Elder 
Santa Barbara, Stephen Bowers 
Qoleta, Q~ W. ~arr 
San Buenaventura, W·. A~ Knighten 
V!entura Circuit, J. M. C_ampbell 
S.anta Maria, J. H. Hawley 
Lompoc, J. B. GTeen 
San Luis Obispo, F-. S. Woodcock 
Visalia, J. H. Peters 
Plano, C~.P. Stayton (O.T.) 
Grangeville, J. McKelvey 
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B:akers:field, Kernville, Mojave, Cambria, all to be st.:tpplied 
1 
T:ule Indian Mis&ion, c::. GI. BElknap 
Bince the :first appearance o:f Adam Bland in hOS 
Angeles in 1853, the Methodist Episcopal Church had come 
a long way. Notwithstanding an interruption o:f eight 
years she had made up :for lost ground and had extended the 
ffiospel in Southern California :from Ban Diego in the south 
some three hundred and thirty miles northward to Ban Luis 
Obispo •. Methodist I'Tork was still too new in the region to. 
have exercised any leavening effect upon society •. 'Ehe 
Con:ference was still trying :firmly to establish itself. 
Yet the :future seemed bright, and the minutes o:f that 
:first Conference are cast in nothing but optimistic tones .. 
1. Ibid.,, p •. 17.·. 
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CHA+''DER I I I 
TEE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, SOUirH., IN SOUJTHEB:N 
CALIFORNIA THROUGH 1870 
1. Formation of the Pacific Conference 
In 1849, following on the heels of the gold rush,, 
the Bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, de-
termined to establish a mission in California. Accord-
ingly, Dr. Jesse Boring and D. W. Pollock of Georgia, 
and W. Wynn of St. Louis, sailed thither by way of Panama 
in February of 1850 with a generous supply of standard 
Southern Methodist li terature •. 1 After arriving in .San 
Francisco they organized circuits and enrolled members. 
By 1852 the tot~l work had progressed so fast that a new 
Conference was warranted. Consequently, in April of 1852 
the first session of the Pacific Annual Conference was 
held in Wesley Chapel in San Francisco. 
2. Work of the Pacific Conference in Southern 
California 
As was the case with the Methodist Episcopal Church 
1. James W. Lee, Naphtali Luccock, and James Main Dixon, 
The Illustrated History of Methodism (St. Louis: The 
Methodist Magazine Publishing Co •. , 1900), p. 546. 
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at precisely the same time, the work of the Southern 
Methodists was confined to the general vicinity of San 
Francisco •. In 1854 the Sol.l.therners became aware o:f the 
possi bili ties in Southern California. Los Nietos was a 
small community about :fifteen miles southeast of Los 
Angeles and evidently was part of the Los Angeles Cir-
cui t of the Methodist Epi.scopal Church. Within the grol.lp 
here an abolition society had formed. One of the members 
of the congregation was Alexander Groves. With several 
others he became dissatisfied,. for he :felt that the 
church should be :for worship and not :for agitation, or 
at least not for agitation on the slavery issue as their 
subsequent action was to prove. These members asked :for 
the address of a Southern Methodist preacher but were 
refused. When the Presiding Elder came, he was advised o:f 
the reqQest and mentioned it in an article for the 
California Christian Advocate. 1 IDle Presiding Elder o:f 
the Stockton District of the Paci:fi c Cbnference happened 
to read the article and immediately went south to investi-
gate the possibilities of establishing Southern Methodism 
there. He :found a group o:f nine people, including Groves, 
l. Unfortunately the early files of the Advocate were 
nearly all destroyed in the earthquake of 1906, and 
this article has thus been lost to history. J. c. 
Simmons, op. cit., pp. 334-335, is therefore the only 
record we have o:f this early beginning o:f Southern 
Methodism in Southern California. 
1 
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who had withdrawn from the Methodist Episcopal Church 
and were holding weekly meetings. The Presiding Elder 
formally organized a class of sixteen and promised them 
a pastor the next year. Thus in 1855 J. T. Cox began work 
as the first Southern Methodist pastor in Southern 
California. 
From this very meager beginning the Southern Church 
tried to extend its influence. The Los Angeles area, how-
ever, was not much more receptive to the~Boutherners than 
it had been to the Northern Methodists. At least the 
Church did not have to withdraw its ministry completely. 
A Los Angeles District was created in 1858 but was dis-
continued the next year. The Los Angeles appointment never 
reported more than forty members, and San Bernardino, a 
circuit,~ reported even fewer. During the war years 
attempts were made at least to continue the work. No 
journals of the Pacific Conference have survived, if indeed 
they w·ere ever published. What we can gather, therefore, 
of the activity of the Southern Church is fragmentary at 
best with Simmons as our main authority. In 1860 Los 
Angeles was left to be supplied, and this was apparently 
true the following year also. Then in 1862 the Rev. J. O. 
Stewart, for three years the Agent of the Pacific Meth-
odist College, was sent to Southern California. Every 
place that he went cannot be determined, but it is estab~ 
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lished that he organized a society in Carpinteria in 
18621 and also began work in San Bernardino the same 
2 year. The folloWing year a church was regularly organ-
ized in San Bernardino. 3 Sometime in 1864 Stewart wa& 
ambushed and killed by some Mexicans, and the ministry 
4 
was lef't to a Rev. Mr. Hoge or else abandoned. 
The war yeaTs throughout the entire state were try-
ing for the SouthernMethodists. As early as 1856 the two 
Methodist bodies in Cialifornia, feeling somewhat closer 
to one another by virtue of their distant separation from 
the other states, began negotiations for unification. ~e 
California c-onference· took the initial step by stating a 
willingness to accept members of' the Southern Church into 
the California Conference in the same grade and standing, 
i.e., probationer or full member, on trial or in full 
1. Bernice Horton, 11 Early History of the C:arpinteria 
Methodist Church, 1949, p. 1. (Mimeographed.) The 
register of the church indicates that five were re-
ceived into membershlp. See Appendix k for a more 
lengthy discussion of carpinteria and other early 
churches. 
2. Tihe San Be:r•nardino Daily Sun, May 12, 1956, p. 8. 
3. Ihe.;ersoll 1 s Ci:entury Annals of San Bernardino c·ounty 
1769 to 1904 (Los Angeles! L. A. Ingersoll, 1904), 
p. 409. Cited hereafter as Ingersoll's Century Annals. 
Tni s book supports the contention that Stewart was' 
in San Bernardino in this period,. 1862-1863 •. 
4. Simmons,. op. cit.,. p. 165. Also see Appendix .P:. •. 
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connection. This was rejected by the Pacific Conference 
under the impression that it 11 was a well laid plan to 
1 
bodily absorb the Pacific Conference.'' The Southerners 
suggested instead that steps be taken to look toward better 
relations and that each should ask the respective General 
Cbn~erence to set up a separate and independent Methodist 
Church in California. Both of these propositions were re-
jected by the California Con~erence, and efforts at unifi-
cation thus came to an end. As the war progressed,. the 
feeling against the Southern Church in Califo-rnia became 
bitter. Bishop H. H. Kavanaugh, in C'alifor•nia in 1864 on 
episcopal visitation, was arrested while at a camp meeting 
and accused of being a spy. Only after considerable delay 
and a personal appeal to General McD~well was he re-
2 leased. A U'ongregationalist periodical,. The Pacific, 
was illustrative of the attacks on the Southern Church. 
An editorial in 1864 declared that "there is not a frag-
ment of the Methodist Episcopal Church,. South, left in 
this State •. It has long since ceased t_o be in the ma'in a' 
1. Minutes of the Pacific Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South, 1934 (San Francisco: Grover 
C~ Emmons, 1934), p. 112. ~is series cited hereafter 
as Minutes of the Pacific Cbnference. 
2. A. H. Redford, Life and Times of H. H. Kavanaugh 
(Nashville: n.n., 1884), p. 420. 
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1 power for anything but evil. 11 
With the war over the task of reorganization was 
begun. The general Minutes_ for 1866 and 1867 reveal only 
one appointment in the Southern area--to Los Angeles. 'IDle 
Second year after the war was the period during which the 
work evidently began really to assume any significant 
proportions. The circuit rider was J. E. Miller,. of whom 
Simmons says: 11 To him we are largely indebted for the 
planting of our Church in Southern Californiao112 In 1868 
the Southern California area became the L_os Angeles 
Mission District.,of the Pacific Conference~ and San Ber-
nardino Mission and Santa Barbara were added to the ap-
pointments. In September of this year the first Quarterly 
Conference ever held by Southern Methodists in Southern 
California took place in Los Angeles.? A year later the 
work was further enlarged with five more appointments. 
3 •. Formation of the Los Angeles Conference 
In 1870 the Southern Church.apparently felt that the 
ministry in Southern California not only was progressing 
satisfactorily but also was assured of an increasingly 
~ 
l. Quoted in Minutes of the Pacific Conference,. 1934, 
p. 115. 
2. Simmons, op. cit., p. 384. 
3. Horace Mo DuBose, A History of Methodism 1884-1916 
(Nashville: Publishing House of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, South, 1916), II, 460. 
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fertile field for evangel:ization •. Thus in order to cen-
tralize the activities and to give them an added weight 
of importance the Los Angeles Conference was created. On 
October 26, 1870, B:i shop W. M. Wightman met with ten 
ministers in San Bernardi.no and organized the Conference. 
The original members of the Conference and their appoint-
ments were as follows: 
Los Angeles District, W. A. Spunlock, 
Los Angeles Station, M. w·. Glover 
Los Angeles C"ircui t, s ... M. Adams 
Los Nietos, W. Moores 
El Monte, A •. Adams 
Santa Clara, J. E. Miller 
Santa Barbara, D. M. Rice 
San LlJ.iS Obispo, J:, W. Allen 
T!~ehachapi, J. M. Rogers 
Presiding Elder 
G:. N--. Bi.J.tler, lios Nietos Collegiate Institute, Principal 
San Bernardino District, W. Monk, Presiding Elder 
San B:ernardino,, W. Monk 
Arizona, A. Groves 
San Bernardino Circuit, San Luis Rey, San Diego, all to 
be supplied. 
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l 
R. A. Latimer,, Sunday School Agent 
As had been the case for the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, the war had interrupted the anticipated ministry 
of the BouthernMethodist Church and had made necessary 
a complete reorganization. By 1870 when the Los Angeles 
c-onference was formed, notable progress had been made. 
Again, it was too early to see any impact upon society or 
upon the total Church; but the years ahead held promise, 
and the Southerners set their shoulders to the job at hand. 
l. M·ethodi st Episcopal Church, South;, Minutes of the 
Annual Conferences of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
South, 1870 (Nashville: Southern Methodist Publishing 
House, 1871), p. 514. Gi ted hereafter as Minutes. 
South. 
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CBAPTER IV 
THE METHODISr.II EPISCOPAL CHURCH-, SOUJTIH, 1870-1939 
1. 'Ilhe L~os Angeles C'onf'erence, 1870-1922 
i. Qeographical boundaries 
Although in mileage the 'Jiehachapi range is f'ali' f'rom: 
being the bisector of' Galif'ornia,, it has nevertheless long 
symbolized the division of' the state into its northern and 
southern sec·tions. Carey McWilliams states it precisely: 
••• Southern California is the land 'South of' 
Tiehachapi'--south, that is, of' the transverse 
Trehachapi range whic-h knif'es across to the 
ocean just north of Santa Barbara •••• r-n the 
vast and sprawling state of' G'alifor.nia, most 
state-wide religious, political, social, fra-
ternal, and commercial organizations are divided 
into northern and southern sections at the 
T:ehachapi line .1 
From 1852 to 1870 the work of the Pacific Conference em-
braced the entire state of' California. From 1870 to 1922 
the Southern California and Arizona areas were under the 
jurisdiction of the D_os Angeles Con:f'erence. Following the 
dissolution of this Cbnf'erence in 1922, the activity in 
1. McWilliams, op. cit., p. 46 Fo~ a visualization of' 
the geographical boundaries of the various C'onf'en-
ences involved in this study see Appendix C'. 
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Southern California continued under the Los Angeles 
District of the Pacific Conference. The boundaries of this 
district remained the same as they had been when the dis-
trict was part of the Los Angeles Conference. McWilliams' 
observation, with the addition of San Duis Obispo County, 
is certainly validated by the boundaries of the Southern 
Methodist Conferences. Moreover, it is interesting to 
note that at unification these boundary lines of the 
27 
Southern Church in Southern California were strikingly 
similar to the lines established for the united Conference. 
ii. Growth in Southern California 
The Southern Methodists entered into the newly 
organized field with a great deal of determination. The 
first Conference in 1870 reported only two church build-
ings and a total enrollment of four hundred and seventy-
five members. From this very small b.eginning the direction 
was almost- inevitably forward. ~en years later the number 
of churches had multiplied better than five times, and the 
total membership had more than doubled. By 1900 over 30 
l 
churches and more than 2,000 members were reported. Of 
these about one-sixth were in Arizona. The Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South, never reached any large pro~ 
1. For a suggestive idea of the numerical strength of 
the Northern and Southern Church see Appendix E~ 
portions, numerically speaking, in Southern California 
throughout its entire history. Hy l880 the Northern 
Methodists had passed it numerically in every way and 
soon outdistanced it completely. When: the Los Angeles 
CDnference dissolved in l922, only 4,5l2 members and l6 
l 
churches returned to the Pacific C:onf'erence. 
During much of' its- hi story work in: the Los Angeles 
Qbnf'erence was conducted on a circuit basis. ~s wa~ 
more true of the first thirty years,. however, during 
v-rhi ch circuits constituted about one-third to one-half of' 
the appointments. In l873 only two of the entire fourteen 
appointments, Los ABgeles and San Bernardino, were con-
sidered stations. By l900 the circuit work had gradually 
matured into stations, and at the last Conference in l92l 
only two of eighteen appointments in SoQthern California 
were to circuits. 
When the Los Angeles C~.onference began, two districts 
were created, Los ~ngeles and San Bernardino. ~wo years 
later San Bernardino had given way to Santa Harbara, and 
in l873 a third district, Arizona, was added •. Tihe pattern 
of the changing district lines for Southern.Methodism 
was one resembling a quilt of' many colored patches. Tihe 
approach of' the Conference was evidently an experimentrol 
l. Minutes of the Pacific c·onference, l922, p. 60. 
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one as it attempted to solidify the work in the strongest 
manner, and this :frequently meant changes every year or 
two. Thus, for example, between 1890 and 1895 one dis-
trict changed names and boundaries from SanLuis Obispo 
to Santa Barbara to Lompoc and back to San Luis Obispo o 
This was typical. Only after a good deal o:f experimenta-
tion with three districts, :from 1873 to 1895, was it found 
expedient to organize everything under just two Presiding 
Elders. From 1895 to 1920 Los Angeles and Arizona were 
the two districts. In 1920, just before the end of the 
Los Angeles c·onference, Arizona was divided into two 
districts, an action which foreshadowed the new C~nfer­
ence created there in 1922. 
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Attempts were made to spread the Gospel in many 
localities in Southern California that later had to be 
abandoned, a phenomenon that was not peculiar to the 
Southern Methodists either in Southern California or. in 
Arizona •. Sometimes, as happened in Pasadena, this was 
mainly because of the already well-established church or 
churches of the Methodist Episcopal Church. In other 
places, like Mani:fee and. Bellena, there was just not enough 
potentiality to warrant the continuation of a minister. A 
d.bnference Board of Church Extension was established :tn 
1883, and throughout the United States in 1902 the Southern 
Church began a 11 Forward Movement in Missions, 11 looking to 
the establishment of many new churches in strategic areas. 
Yet neither event had any noticeable effect in the Los 
Angeles Conference. At no time was more than $'2,100 in 
any one year allotted for church extension in Southern 
California either by the General Board of Church Exten-· 
sion in Nashville or the Conference board. During most of 
the period after 1900 Arizona received considerably more 
of the financial resources. 
iii. Trinity Church: a major undertaking 
The impact of an Annual Conference upon society or 
the Church cannot be measured solely in terms of sta-
tistics. While the Souther~ Church was never strong in 
numbers in Southern California, it cannot be maintained 
that her influence was quite insignificant, either to the 
area or to the Southerm Church in general. The main reason 
why this is true lies in the existence of Trinity Church, 
Los Angeles. 
In 1869 Abram Adams was appointed to the Los Angeles 
station. Late that year he succeeded in organizing a 
society of eleven members which by Gonference time the 
following year had grown to fourteen. This seems like slow 
growth indeed, yet here was the foundation of Trinity 
Church,, which was to become one of the leading churches 
of Southern Methodism. Past and present historians of 
California Methodism have considered Trinity Church as the 
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major project of the former Los Angeles Conference, and 
there seems to be no reason to dist~ust this judgment.1 
By 1880 T~inity Church had become the largest church in 
the Conference in membership and was never to relinquish 
that position. This church, until unification, showed a 
growth unparalleled in all of Southern California Meth-
odism with the exception of First Church Los Angeles 
and to a lesser degree First Church Pasadena and First 
Church Glendale, all of the Southern California Con-
ference. During the decade 1920-1930 'lli"inity Church quad-
rupled in nearly every line of endeavor •. 
The existence of a large sanctuary and an intensive 
p~ogram were part of the reason for this growth and 
position of leadership. These in turn were results of the 
earlier vision of Dr. R. P .. Howell. Dr. Howell assumed the 
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1. For example, see Minutes of the Pacific Conference,. 
1934, p. 120, pa~t of the historical sketch of Southern 
Methodism by Grover Emmons. See also Loofbourow,. ~· 
cit., p. 165. From the old Los Angeles Conference 
thirteen churches in Arizona are still in existence. 
Only two, Phoenix Central and Prescott, are what might 
be called 11 outstandimg 11 from the standpoint of size, 
Conference leadership, benevolent giving, etc.; and 
both achieved this after the end of the Los Angeles Con-
ference. In Southern California ten churches remain. Of 
these, besides Trinity, only Downey, San Bernardino, 
and Westmont might be considered 11 outstanding, 11 and they 
too hav..e had their best days since 1922. This is not to 
say that smaller churches were not or are not vital. 
They are, but this does help to point up the prominence 
of Trinity in that Conference. See Appendix D for a 
dileneation of Southern Methodist churches. 
pastorate of' Tlr1ni ty in. 1909. He had been. there only a f'ew 
months until he began to think about the futu.re of' the 
church. He believed that Southern Methodism should have 
a great institution in the heart of' Los Angeles, which he 
believed was someday going to be a tremendous center of' 
population. Under Dr. Howell',s leadership of four. years an 
enlarged program of' Sunday School, youth work, and mission-
ary giving was put into action, ._and a building program was 
launched whic-h took on almost fantastic proportions. The 
Trinity Building c:ompany, composed of' lay members of Tnin-
i ty Church, borr.owed $1,000,000 from an investment company 
to do three things: (1) erect a nin.e-story building which 
was to include the sanctuary-auditorium,, two hundred and 
ten hotel rooms, and a dome auditorium on top of the 
ninth story; (2) purchase twenty feet of' additional land; 
(3) furnish the entire building,, including a pipe organ 
which was built eventually at a cost of $4o,,ooo. 1 
Ih 1913 Charles Selecman was appointed pastor and 
arrived in the midst of' the construction. After three 
years the congregation of about 1,000 members :found the 
loan (at one time $1,100,000) impossible to carny, and 
1. Bishop Charles IT'. Selecman,, Bishop of '.Tihe Methodist 
Church and :former pastor o:f TTinity Church, personal 
letter t'o Alec G:erald Nichols, October 10, 1956,. copy 
to the present writer, March 12, 1957. 
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the property had to be turned over to the investment com-
pany. The congregation, having now to rent the auditorium, 
regrouped their forces under Dr. Selecman, and in 1919 
held services in a new church at Twelfth and Flower which 
became the permanent home. 
With the coming of Robert P. Shuler in 1920, for an 
unbroken ministry of thirty-three years, Trinity Church 
entered its greatest days. Dr. Shuler quickly made up :for 
the time that had been lost in the troubles of building. 
Except :for building, a much more intensive program of 
church activity than even Dr. Howell's was started. The 
almost unparalleled growth of 1920-1930 was probably the 
strongest period of the entire life of the church, since 
the depression of the thirties and the rapid urbanization 
of industry and decentralization of population of the 
:forties took their inevitable toll. In 1926 the church had 
two hundred and twenty-five men in the Wesley Brotherhood, 
l 11 the largest membership o:f any Brotherhood in Methodism." 
The Woman's Missionary .Society and youth program also con.:.. 
tinued to be strong, and each year saw Trinity well in 
:front of other Pacific Conference churches in membership 
and giving :from these organi~ations. At times more than 
ten foreign missionaries received full or partial support 
1. Minutes of the Pacific Conference, 1926, p. 27. 
from Trinity Church.1 
~~o bishops of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
South, served part of their pastoral ministry in Southern 
California. Both of these served those years of their re-
spective ministries at Trinity Church. Bishop Charles 
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Selecman has been, mentioned in connection With the build-
ing trials at the church. He began his ministry in the 
Missouri Conference in 1898 and came to Trinity from that 
Conference. For seven years he successfully led the church 
through these critical days of its existence. For six 
months in 1918 he took a leave of absence to serve as Field 
Secretary of the War Work Commission of the Southern Church. 
He returned and served until 1920 when he was appointed to 
the First Methodist Church in Dallas, Texas. Dr. Selecman 
was elevated to the episcopacy in 1938. 
~wenty-five years previous to Dr. Selecman 1 s min-
istry at Trinity, Horace M. DuBose came to the church from 
Texas. He served as minister from 1888 to 1890. The next 
four years he served as editor of the Pacific Methodist · 
Advocate in San Francisco while still a member of the Los 
Angeles Conference. In 1894 he transferred back to Texas. 
He was elected to the episcopacy in 1918, and for the firsk 
1. Personal interview with Dr. Robert Shuler•,, former 
pastor of Trinity Church, June 29, 1957. 
two quadrenniums of.his new office he was assigned to 
supervise the western Conferences. His able leadership 
was largely responsible for the creation or the Arizona 
Conference in 1922 and for the smooth transition or the 
Los Angeles area back into the Pacific Conference. 
During the ministry or Dr. DuBose in Los Angeles 
Trinity Church came into early prominence because or Dr., 
DuBose's pioneer work with the Epworth League. As early 
as 1884 societies or the scope and object or the League 
existed in both Methodisms. About 1883 one such society 
had been organized by Dr .. DuBose in Shearn Church (South--
ern:) in Houston, Texas. In 1889 in Cleveland, Ohio, a num-
ber or young people• s societies or the Methodist Episcopal 
Church were amalgamated into a union known thenceforward 
as the Epworth League. In that same year several organized 
societies or youth in the Southern Church in California 
and other western states were brought into co-operation 
through the use or a common constitution and plan of work. 
Then in May of 1890 the society at Trinity in Los Angeles·, 
which was the pioneer society in this co-operative ven-
ture, addressed through the local Church Conference a 
memorial to the General Coni'erence then convening in St. 
Louis. This memorial asked that the organization be recog-
nized by the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, and be 
made an integral part or its order. The memorial was acted 
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upon f'avorably, and the C£eneral Cbnf'erence ordered the 
f'ormation of' Leagues 11 f'or the promotion of' piety and 
loyalty to our Church among the young people, their edu-
cation in the B~ble and Christia~ literature and in the 
ul 
missionary work of' the Church ..... 
Judge Nathan. Newby of Trrinity Church was undoubted-
ly one of the most active and consecrated laymen in all 
of Southern Calif'ornia Methodism. As early as 1900 he was 
directing the growth of' the Sunday School at 'Ilrinity. 
Many times he was a delegate not only to his Annual Con-
f'erence but also to the G:eneral Cbn:t'erence. crontinuing his 
service at unification,, he was one of' the lay delegates to 
the uniting Conf'erence and once delegate after unif'ication 
to G_eneral Cbnf'erence. Until his death in 1951 Judge N'ewby 
gave unsel:t'i sbly of' his time and his talents. It 'lf.ras ap-
propriate and signif'icant that the last session of' the 
Paci:t'ic c·on:t'erence singled out Judge N"ewby f"or special 
recognition and thanks for his years of service in the 
Southern Church. The many tributes to him at his death 
were testimonies to a Christian of' the first rank. Judge 
N.ewby was no small reason for the prominence of 'JD:>ini ty 
Church .. 
1. DuBose, op. cit., p. 74. 
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iv. Educational institutions 
The numerical deficiency most naturally limited many 
projects that the Los Angeles Conference might otherwise 
have undertaken. The desire for an institution of learning 
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is a good example of this. When the Conference began,. there 
was at least one such institution, the Los Nietos Col-
legiate Institute, located at Los Nietos. One of the first 
appointments of the bishop that year was G. E. Butle~ as 
principal of the school. A second school at Wilmington, 
Wilson College, was also operating at about the same time. 
Beyond the meager fact of the existence of these two 
schools there seems to be little known. Apparently they 
provided training for the ministry of the Conference,. as 
was common in those days, since at least one Conference 
undergraduate completed his course work at one of these 
l 
schools.. Unfortunately no Los Angeles Conference 
journals before 1883 can be found, and the general 
Minutes, South are no help on this matter. By 1883, at the 
latest, Wilson College had either ceased to exist or was 
no longer a Conference school as there is no mention of it 
thereafter in the Conference journals. LikeWise this is 
the last year in which mention is made of the Los Nietos 
school .. 
l. Ibid., p. 460 •. 
Tihe Conference in;l884 enthusiastically adopted a 
resolution looking tow-ard the establisbment of another in-
stitution of learning. The next year some land was donated 
and a cornmi ttee appointed to collect funds. However,. 11 the 
enterprise was a failure, 11 and the cornmi ttee saw 11 no: 
prospect of establishing an educational institution with~ 
l in. our Conference. fl Hy 1895 the Conference members had 
come to a definite position that it was not Wise even to 
attempt to found another institution. 2 ~his attitude was 
maintained for the remainder of the life of the Conference. 
Since they could not promote their own school,_ the 
Conference members voted support for the Pacific Methodist 
College at Santa Rosa, which had been founded in 1861 •. The 
support given by the Conference was more often vocal than 
monetary. When the college was forced to close in 1903 
for lack of funds~ a California Junior College under 
Southern Methodist auspices was proposed in 1906 by the 
Pacific Conference. The Los .Angeles Conference supported 
the enterprise and was partially represented on the Board 
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of Trustees. The school never opened because the University 
l. Minutes of the Los .Angeles Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Chur•ch, South, 1886 (L.os Angeles: Times 
Printing and Binding Rousey 1886), p. 11. This series 
cited hereafter as Los Angeles Minutes. 
2. Los Angeles Minutes, 1895, p. 14. 
o:f California at Berkeley, which was groWing rapidly, 
.threatened to swallow up the new pro~ect. The school was 
1 disbanded and no :further work was attempted. In 1923 
a project at Berkeley through the Epworth Methodist 
Church was undertaken. This was in the nature o:f Wesley 
Foundation activities. No move :for a separate insti tu:~ 
tion o:f higher learning was ever begun again. 
The Los Angeles Con:ference made periodic special 
attempts to stimulate the religious life of individuals 
in the local church. A periodical, the Los Angeles 
Christian Advocate, was started in 1885 to deepen the 
adult religious li:fe. Within three years it had to cease 
publication :for lack o:f :finances, and the project was 
never again brought to the C~on:ference. Concerted e:f:forts 
to reach the youth were more success:ful. Sunday School was 
always a chi e:f interest o:f Southern Methodism, and the L.os 
Angeles Conference repeatedly stressed the need :for better 
physical :facilities and better teaching. The :founding o:f 
the Epworth League in 1890, especially aided by the 
pioneering endeavor o:f TTinity Cnurch, gave an impetus to 
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the youth work •. Not having any camp ground o:f its own, the 
Conference participated with the Methodist Episcopal Cnurch 
at the Huntington Beach youth institute. 'Jloward the end o:f 
1. Los Angeles Minutes, 1913, p. 35. 
l920 a move was made to establish a Conference camp-
ground, but this materialized only in Abizona aften the 
Arizona Conference was established. 
. \. 
V'. Womerr' s work: 'lfue Homer 'Itoberman Ueaconess: Home. 
Tib.e ac-ti viti es of the women centered in the. Woman''s 
Home Missionary Society and the Woman;''~ ~oreign 1-iiPsionany 
Society. In l9l4 when. these two §lroups. wer.e combined 
throughout the entire Southern Church into the Woman ''s' 
Missionary Society, mor.e co-ordinated and. concerted. effort 
was produced. Ais was true of the c·onference as a whole,. 
the women were never great in number. Most of their,ac-
tivities consisted of supporting the local church and the 
~~nference programs, visiting the sick, and supporting the 
publications of the Church. 
The most positive contribution by the women of the 
Los .M:rrgeles C~onference was the Homer T:oberman :p~eaconess 
Home. W'Ork among Sp:ani sh people had been.. start.ed l:>.y the 
Los· Angeles Cbnference in 1895.:.. but. a. year later haQ.. to b.e 
discontinued. In 1903 a former mayor of L.os Angeles,,_ 
James ff•. Tioberman, and his wife established a ITeaconess 
Home in nos Angeles as a memorial. tp their son: •.. 'Jfb:e home 
was given to the Woman• s Home MiPsio:p_ary Society. o;f the 
<!onference and was opened in 1904 as a home base for 
deaconess and city mission v-ror.k. It was used also as a;: 
temporary home for working girls and for invalids. On the 
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educational side the women conducted a children's seWing 
1 
class and a night school for Chinese. The Chinese 
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endeavor, which was never extensive, gave way to the more 
natural and extensive nationality group in Los Angeles, the 
Mexican,. The location of the Home was moved in 1913 from 
Sunset Boulevard to the east side of Los Angeles, where 
it functioned as both a mission and medical clinic to a 
massive concentration of Mexicans who were Without any 
health or welfare services. Boys and girls' clubs, sewing 
and cooking classes, and a night school were all conducted 
in addition to the clinical operations. 
For twenty-four years the Settlement House remained 
in this location. In the middle of the twenties,, when 
another gigantic real estate boom descended upon Los 
Angeles, the House was nearly lost for lack of funds. 
People had come to Los Angeles With problems, but their 
money was·going into pleasures rather than to charitable 
groups. The women tried to solve the many personal prob-
lems but found few financial resources. The Settlement 
I House was invited to join the Community Chest and thus was 
save, for continuing work by proper budgeting and adminis-
1. Lds~eles Minutes, 1903, p. 10. It is a rather in-
t~resting sidelight that Mayor Toberman first came to 
C~lifornia as the tax assessor for California, an 
appointment made by Abraham Lincoln in 1864. 
trai:Jion. By l937 industry had moved into the surrounding 
areJ and residents had moved out. The invitation from San 
Peajo was accepted, and tn November of that year the 
agency moved and established itself' as the Homer Toberman 
SetJlement and Clinic. This was the real beginning of' the 
nei l house as it exists today. Tb the club 
acti ities a dental clinic was added. The depression made 
the task doubly difficult, but the determination and con-
sec ation of' the Southern Methodist women in Southern 
California to make the project a success never faltered. 
Whe unification took place in l939, Homer Toberman 
rignufully took its place as a project of the united Gon-
ferlce, mtnistertng to the needy of any race, culture,, 
or f'[fith. Today it still continues in that same world 
outreach. 
vi. Laymen grow in experience 
The year l866 was a revolutionary one for Southern 
Met~odi sm, for laymen , .. rere admitted to both the Annual 
Conference and the General Conference. The inevitable re-
sul t was a more thorough interest and understanding of the 
totaiL task of' the Church. Nevertheless, the lay activity 
was rtill somewhat spasmodic until the creatton of the 
l. B_kss Akerson, 11 The To berman Story, 11 October, l953 ,, 
pl. 9. (Typewritten.) 
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Board of L"ay Activities in 1914. 'I\his same year 
the os Angeles c:onference created a Cbnference Board of 
Lay lctivities. T!wo years later S. He Davidson was 
elecJed the first c-onference Lay Leader. 
With the creation of the General Board in 1914 and 
the increasing experience that years of participation 
brou~ht, it was natural that the laymen should prove to be 
a vi ~al part of the life of the churches. When the G:enenal 
Conflrence of 1918 granted the same representation to 
womeh, an even greater lay awakening and participation re-
sul tbd. The Methodist Episcopal Church, South,. brought a 
muc better• lay organization into the unified C.hurch than 
did uhe Northern Methodists. The name of the G'eneral Board 
of t e Southern Church was adopted by the Uniting Gonfer-
encJ. The uniting of the Southern Methodist women's work 
in 1914 also pointed the way to the union of all women''s 
worki in 1939 as the Woman's Society of Christian Service •. 
In ~outhern rraliforn1a many leaders of the Methodist 
Epi~copal Church were aware of the potentialities being 
rea~ized in: Southern Methodist laymen here on the coast •. 
I As jarly as 1915, only one year after the creation of the 
G:en,ral Board of L.ay Acti viti es, ·one leader of. the 
Met,odist Episcopal Church wrote concerning the partici-
pat~on of Southern laymen in the Annual c·ouference: 
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Their presen.ce seems to work to the ad-
vantage of the proceedings and why not~ 
Would not the presence of counsel of certain 
of our wide-awake laymen be of great value 
to us now and then, both in committee work 
and in our public deliberations11 
Att a D.lstrict cronference in Los Angeles in 1920 the com-
mitt e on lay activities brought in the following report: 
Methodism has for some years been slowly 
waking up to a condition of things long known 
to the Mohammedans, viz., the importance of 
the work of the laymena ••• Tihe wise pastor 
will seek to enlist the co-operation of every 
available member of his flock. The local 
talent may not be very promising, but it is 
often capable of great development, and 
from these who are developed are to come the 
leaders of the work of the future.2 
In waning days of the Los Angeles dbnference the lay-
men were active even though they were small in number. 
The r activities consisted mainly of supporting the 
program of the local churches and of the C~onference .. 
I More important, some of the future leaders were gaining 
vallable experiencea 
I I -
l. ~. J. Hanson, 11 The Pacific Methodist C"onference, 11 
balifornia Christian Advocate, TIXIV (November 4, 
1915)' 9. 
2. ),District Conference Records of the Los Angeles 
bistrict of the Pacific Conference of the Methodist 
kpi scopal Church, South," 1920, p. 6. (Mimeogr•aphed.) 
Cli ted hereafter as 11 Di strict C~oni'erence Records. 11 
vii. Social issues and controversies 
The Los Angeles Conference never became embroiled 
in aiy serious social controversies. From its beginning 
unti the enactment of National Prohibition the Confer-
. encelyearly voiced a concern over the tt evil of the liquor 
traf ictt but no concrete action was ever taken beyond the 
vagul generality of 0 pledging ourselves to labor for the 
advalcement of true temperance. 111 Sabbath observance and 
divobce also came up for consideration. Like the Northern 
Methldists the Southerners heartily endorsed the proposed 
I Cons-
1
ti tuti onal Amendment to permit the 
2 
Federal Government 
to r[gulate marriage and divorce laws. 
The turn of the century saw an increasing resistance 
to t e Mormon Church from religious groups. This antag-
onisk centered in the issue of polygamy. The practice had 
been officially abandoned in 1890 as a prerequisite to 
statrhood. Nevertheless, there were a considerable number 
of crmmunities throughout the state where the practice 
continueli for some time. Both Methodist bodies in Southern 
Cali~ornia b~tterly opposed the seating of B. H. Roberts 
in the United States House of Representatives.3 An 
I 
I 1. Los Angeles Minutes, 1890, p. 12. 
29 Lbs Angeles Minutes, 1911, p. 55. See also Southern 
California Minutes,. 1911, pp. 107-108. 
3. Lbs Angeles Minutes, 1899, p. 20. Southern California 
Minutes, 1899, pp. 72, 80. 
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edit0rial of 1902 in the California Christian Advocate 
was 1ypical of the Methodist feeling to Mormonism: 11 It 
reprisents one of those reversions of type from Christi-
anit~ to heathenism, carrying humanity back to sheer ani-
/ Ill 
malism ••• It is ••• beastliness and fanaticism. 
Even as late as 1915 there was still strong anti-polyga-
mous resolutions at both Annual Conferences. 
A similarity of social thought in the two Methodisms 
whicl was reflected in the matter of Mormonism was also 
evidlent in the issue of war. As shall be seen later 
[lnt~a, p. 18~ this issue in the Southern California Oon-
fere ce led to a most unfortunate event. The pronounce-
ments of the Los Angeles Conference were strikingly simi-
46 
lar to those of her sister Conference and reflect a society 
cauaht in the wave of patriotism and an unequivocal fight-
ing]spiri t: 11 We encourage no soft expression of pacifism 
in he face of the frowning approach of autocracy, mili-tar~sm and cruelty. :e are fighting to make the world 
safe for democracy 11 When the ·Nar was won, the Confer-
J 0 
ence supported President Wilson and the League of Nations. 
Witt its failure in 1920 in the United States the Confer-
enc~ ceased any further mention of either war or peace. 
1. 1 Mormon Propagandism, 11 California Christian Advocate, 
nrr (July 3~ 1902), 3. 
2. los Angeles Minutes, 1917, p. 52. 
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2. Los Angeles District of the Pacific Conference~ 1922-1939 
i. clntinuea growth 
lWith the organization of the work in Arizona into the izona Annual Conference there was not enough strength 
leftlin the Southland for the Los Angeles Conference to 
cont nue. Consequently; the Conference dissolved in 1922 
I . 
and returned to the Pacific Conference where it had been 
bornl At this time sixteen charges with 4,512 members 
conslituted the strength of Southern Methodism in South-
! l . 
ern ~alifornia. More than one-third of t4ese members 
were at Trinity Church •. As indicated earlier, Trinity 
Church continued to dominate the Southern Methodist 
soenr in Southern Calif'ornia ana to a large extent in the 
entire state. This was in large part due to the dynamic 
I 
and voluble character of its pastor. 
At the first Conference in 1922 four new charges 
were added to the Los Angeles District, but only two of 
thesJ survived for the united Conference. Six other 
churrhes during the twenties were organized and also con-
tinuld past unification. Generally speaking, the story of 
churfh extension was similar to that before 1922. The 
Pacific Conference never allocated much money for church 
extehsion or missionary support to the Los Angeles 
I 
I l. Milnutes of the Pacific Conference, 1922, p. 60. 
Dist~ict During the depression there was not one -new 
Chur ,.,l h or. ga-ni zed w in Southern California. Several were 
forcid to discontinue their ministry. Nonetheless, in 
1939 twenty-two charges with 8,509 members in the Los 
Angeles m strict became a part of a united Southern 
california Methodism.l 
11. Kouth activities advance 
The growing interest in youth which was apparent by 
1922 increased steadily thereafter. Sunday School pro-
gr~s and teacher education continued to be stressed in 
order to make the churches more vital to the young peo-
ple. This was helped by the appointment of a c·onference 
superintendent of Sunday School work. Tihese years also 
broight a considerable enlargement of the total summer 
camping program. In the C;onf'erence one large assembly 
was held in the northern part of the state and one in the 
southern. By the mid-thirties a full Conference program of 
insfitutes and camps for intermediate and senior high 
sch0ol age youth was an actuality. The depression pre-
venied the acquisition of several desirable camp sites, 
butltheir availability on a rental basis made the 
conlinuation of the summer programs possible. When the 
1. kinutes of the Pacific Conference, 1939, p. 85. 
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.pi 
exte ded emphasis on youth started in the forties, there 
was ~ good deal of experienced leadership from the 
SoQttern Church available becaQse of the concrete 
expe ience of previous years. 
iii. aymen continue to advance 
The maturation of the laymen continued in these 
next two decades. The most conspicuous example was_ Nathan 
Newby of Trinity, who achieved a real degree of leader-
ship. In 1924 the Wesley Brotherhood organizations be-
gan to appear throughout the Pacific Conference, and this 
gave J further permanency and prominence to the lay ac-
tivities. Much of the vitality of Southern Methodism al-
;,qays l y in personal evangelism, and this was true in 
Southern California •. Every concerned layman became a per-
sonal. lntness. A notable example of this was the mission-
evangeJ:sm crusade from September to Easter inaugurated 
by the 1925 Annual Conference. Very detailed planning,. 
from a preliminary survey of each local field, followed 
.. 
by rall es and personal evangelistic efforts,_. to a eli-
max in the reception of members, went into the crusade. 
The key people in this endeavor were the laymen of the 
local c~urch with the center of the program in 11 face-to-
face and heart-to-heart interviews." The results spoke 
for the \selves and illustrated the power of Christian 
-----
--~--
laymen: 355 additions on profession of faith and 1,166 
addilions by letter of transfer in the Los Angeles 
\ . 1 Dist J..Ct. 
The Wesley Brotherhoods also were vitally concerned 
about Christian stewardship. Special efforts were di-
recte tovrard the full payment of all benevolent claims 
as well as the encouragement of tithing. In 1930 the 
Generll Conference enlarged the scope of activity of the 
Board of Lay Activities to include the training of church 
offic,rs. Co-operating with the Board of Christian Edu-
catio,, laymen gave additional leadership here and gained 
more eKperience in the program of the local church. When 
\ 
unification came, the laymen of the Southern Church were 
exceedJngly well prepared •. 
\ 
While the Wesley Brotherhoods were doing important 
jobs, +• women or the Pac~f:ic Oonf'erence were also mak-
ing prokress. The Homer Toberman project has already been 
mentionrd. This cont~nued to be the biggest project or 
the women on the district. Support of the local church 
program \also continued, and the succ.ess or the crusade or 
1925 owed much to the personal witnessing of the lay 
women. Tbe final year of the Woman's Missionary Society, 
1938-193~, was its greatest. Twenty-one auxiliaries re-
ported 1~255 member, but much more significant was the 
\ 
of the Pacific Conference, 1926, p. 65. 
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repo, t that for the stxth consecutive year the Los 
I I Angeles District led the Woman s Missionary Council o·r 
the ~ethodist Episcopal Church, South, in th~ entire coun~ry in per capita giving for all causes. Transition 
of tfe women of ·the Southern Church into the un1 ted 
society was smooth and easy, and they brought to it 
yearJ or personal dedication and stewardship. 
iv. Social issues and controversies 
( 1) Prohi bi ti on 
Southern Methodism in Southern California was never 
really so disturbed on social issues as the Southern 
Califlrnia Conference. The unanimity or feeling that ex-
isted on the liquor question before the passage of the 
Eighteenth Amendment continued into the twenties and the 
thirt·\es. Both Northern and Southern Methodist Annual 
Confe ences urged full support of law enforcement. The 
1928 e ection found both Conferences solidly behind Hen-
bert H\over. At neither Conference was the religious issue 
mentioned in the resolutions. The opposition to Smith 
centerrd solely on his avowed intention to try to bring 
I . 
1. Annual Report of the Womants Missionary Society of the 
Los \Angeles Conference, 1939 (n.p.: n.n., 1939), p. 33. 
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1 
about repeal. After the Amendment was repealed, both 
C:onf\erences generally hoped for its re-enactment but con-
centrated their efforts mainly on trying to curtail ad-
\ 
vertising on radio, billboards, and in newspapers •. 
(2) Movies and gambling 
Repeated attacks on gambling and movies were also 
prev,lent. In the Southern Church the leadership, as it had 
on t:de liquor question, centered in Dr. Shuler. The loose 
moralt of some Hollywood stars and the suggestlve tones of 
many \ ovies brought repeated blasts from Shuler in his 
magazine and periodically from resolutions presented at 
I Annua1 Conference. The Southern California Conference also 
enj oi I ed hopes for more decent movies." Both cronterences 
spoke out likewise against efforts to legalize gambling. 
(3) The economic order 
Tihe Pacific Conference was never officially very 
conce about questions of the economic order. While the 
Southe n California Conference was embroiled in a fierce 
controyersy concerning economics, the Pacific Conference 
never haa more than one statement, which at the most was 
vague:l"we recognize our responsibility and assume our 
obliga ·ion to secure and maintain justice in the economic· 
I 
1. MinJtes of the Pacific Conference, 1928, p. 22; 
Sou~hern California Minutes, 1928, p. 12. 
I 
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l 
and usiness world." As Dr. Thacker has noted, during 
the entire period of the depression not one specific sug-
gestion as to how to deal with the problems was brought 
I 2 forward. 
( 4) Modernism 
Tbis is not to say that the Southern Methodists in 
Caliiornia were not concerned about the distressing eco-
nomic and social matters. Dr. Shuler more than once made 
some very searching remarks in his magazine. However,, it 
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is suggestive that issues of more of a moral nature created 
eatest stir. Thus there was more interest and con-
tion upon prohibition, gambling, and movies. More-
over, this would seem to follow naturally from the more 
conservative theological outlook of Southern Methodism. ·· 
I Significantly, therefore, besides the serious controversy 
I 
in 19~5 over unification[infra, chap.vii] the only major 
conflJct within the Southern Church in Southern California 
was t \at of modernism. 
From the start, when the issue first came before the 
Annua Conference, there was little doubt regarding the 
position of the members. At the last session of the Los 
l. For\ example, 
1931, p. 64; 
see Minutes of the Pacific Conference, 
1932, p. 50; 1933, p. 54. 
I 2. Thacker, -=O~P:..:•:._.;c:;.:i~t..::.•, p.; 127. 
es Conference a resolution promoted by Dr. Shuler 
was assed that memorialized the General Gnn:ference to 
take strong action against modernism in the form of Bibli-
cal eriticism and to wholeheartedly reaffirm the faith in 
the 1rthodox doctrines of Christianity such as the virgin 
bint\ and the bodily resurrection. 1 Two years later a 
reso ution, again heade_d by Shuler, was adopted by the 
Paci ic Conference deploring the 11 liberal notions 11 among 
some 
that 
When I 
eaders in the Church and the "naturalistic notions11 
2 d crept into some of the Sunday School litenature .. 
he Scopes trial was headline news in 1925, nearly 
every issue of Bob Shuler 1 s Magazine carried some vig·-
orous protests against modernism. 
(5) Maurice M. Johnson 
It soon became evident, however, that not everyone 
was s tisfied •. At Annual Conference in 1925 an event oc-
curre which reverberated for a decade throughout Southern 
California and which almost led to the closing of the 
Broadway Church in Glendale. Maurice M. Johnson was a 
local ~eacon on trial in the Pacific Conference and was 
pastor at the Broadway Church •. A!t Cbnference in October 
1 •. Los \Angeles Minutes, 1921, p. 48. 
I 
2. Mindtes of the Pacific Conference, 1923, p. 25. 
I 
~~ 
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he ·as discontinued on the ground of' unacceptability. He 
bitterly resented this action, and on November 1 he spoke 
to a packed house at the First Presbyterian Church ·in 
Gle!ale. His subject was 11 The Battle at Rerkeley. 11 It was 
gene ally thought that he was discon~inued because of his 
f'ail
1
_.re to take seriously the Conference course of study. 
In h~s address Johnson vehemently denied this. He then de~ 
clarled that a motion regarding this was first made and 
then withdrawn 11 because of fear lest it be lost and I 
1 
then remain in the COnference." He continued by sta·ting 
that the real issue centered in the matter of Sunday 
Scholl literature. After reading the Sout~ern Methodist 
literature,, he found 
page after page that contained things con-
trary to the Word of God. I then spoke out 
against it. That put me in the 'class or 
1 Bolsheviks 1 and resulted in my being con-
sidered almost altogether insubordin~te and 
impossible for the Methodist Church. 
According to Johnson,. for f'our years he had been 
protrsting this material but had been told to 11 go slow11 to 
allor time for the General Board in Nashville to make 
changes. Af'ter four years, seeing no evidence of any 
.I 
I 1 •. "JR.ev. Johnson !fells of Berkeley Battle,,'' 2Jhe Glendale 
EV-ening News, November 2, 1925, p. 2. The c·onf'erence 
journal only indicates that on October 21 his case 
w~s brought up and then postponed •. The next day he 
w~s discontinued. 
2 .. I~id. . 
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cha , e. Johnson published a tract in which he pointed u:p:: 
the katter. Many people, including some prominent mew-
bers of the ~eneral Board,. wrote t~e Pnesiding Elder 
protjsting the tract., Johnson was· then told by the :Pre-
sidipg Elder that he was personally extremely upset be-
causb 11 he wanted to keep the friendship of these great . 
boarhs in order to get some money from them for the Pacific 
I l . 
CbasJ work." clohnson was~ told that he must stop his 
protfsts on leave the GQendale church~ In turn the Pre-
sidihs Elder receivefr many letters from membens of the 
chur~h intimating that the c!mJ:,ch would spl1 t wide open if 
.I.ohnkon were removed.~ Ei'ghty-fi ve per cent of the church 
pet1 fioned Bishop DuBose :tor Johnson's retur.n an:d sent a-
special committee to Arizona to confer with the bishop~ 3 
On Nbvember 29, five weeks after ~ohnson was discontinued, 
a nsf "undenominational church,!' the Maranantlla jlaben-
nacle, was organized in Glendale. It was formed as a ~1 re-
sul t of the action of the Pacific C:onference .... when it 
4 
dismissed Kev. Maurice M. J:ohnson.u The new church was 
I 
1. Itid. No copy of this tract seems to have survived. 
Ilhltensi v:e searching did not turn one up. 
- I . 
2 •. I1bids · 
-~--
3. 11 ~ohnson :Past on of N:ew·: Chwr_ch, 11 Tihe G'lendale Evening 
N.ews, November 30, 1925, p. 7 .. 
4. riid. 
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"composed mainly of people who withdrew from the Broadway 
Churbh. 111 Fortunately the Broadway Chur.ch survived,, but 
it. wls some time before the controversy died down •. J"ohn-
sorr.lontinued for some months to publish leaflets sewere-
ly cti ticizing: the Methodis.t Episcopal Chur:ch,, So:u·th •. 
I 
v. Robert P •. Shulen 
HI~ a di scu ssi on of Southern G'alifonnia Methodism, 
North or South, no serious student can legitimately by-
pass R-obert P. 11 Eob 11 Shuler •. Thene is little doubt tha't in 
the en.-tire history of Methodism in the West ~ .. Shuler 
stanhs out as~ one of the most prominent an-d con-troversial 
figu~es. At every Annual ctonf'erenc~e from 1921 through 1939 
D:r. 1huler could be found either speaking for resolu.tion-s 
that. he personally had drafted or speaking for or against 
other resolutions or business matters. After unification 
he wts probably the mo&t pnovocative member of' Gbni'erence 
mainly because of his growing conservatism on social is:-
suesl •. Whenever. the social action committee was to neport,. 
I . 
:e::r:e:i:u:::~:u:e::::aP:::r:~t::::Y:o::e::a::~~a. 
Shulrr .. Bef'ore Unif'icat1on he was elected to <1eneral O·on-
j 
1. 11IDistrict CJonference Records," 1927, p •. 71. 
I 
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ce five times. In the Southern dhurch he was cer-
tai Y. one of the foremost leaders. In the united dhurch 
room for many other outstanding men. 
Within a year after his arrival in Los Angeles Dr. 
Shuler struck out at the vice and corruption which he 
saw Jn the city. The last session of the L.os Angeles 
donflrence in l92l, less than a year after Shuler's arriv-
al ldopted a report read by Shuler 11 that no minister of 
, I 
God should remain silent of tongue or inactive in service 
in m~eting the crisis that is upon us ... 111 Since that day 
Dr. fhuler has been anything but silent on many issues in 
. Southern dalifornia. In the spring of the following year 
he bbgan :publication of Bob Shuler's Magazine, which was 
stribtly editorial. The following endorsement of that 
magazine by his fellow ministers of the Southern Church 
in Southern dalifornia is given in full not only as an 
indication of the breadth of Dr. Shuler's interests but 
alsJ as an indication of the official respect in which 
he was held.: 
Resolved.: That the District Conference of the 
Los Angeles District of the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, heartily commends and recommends 
Bob Shuler's magazine, for its courageous and. 
opportune opposition to individual and com-
mercial vice, :political impurity, office-hold-
ing unfaithfulness, malodorous movies, the 
l. rlos Angeles Minutes, 1921, :p. 47. 
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beastly bootleggers,. and. their degraded., 
yet often persistent and. poisonoQs propa-
ganda, now pouring forth from a purchased 
press, purchased by papal influence; we fur-
ther commend the Magazine for its steadfast 
stand in behalf of personal and. civic right-
eousness,. of obedience to law, of morality 
and virtue in both men and women; of true 
Americanism and true patriotism, of consistent 
Christian character,. and the principles of 
Protestantism for which our fathers suffered. 
sorely at the stake and in terrible torture 
chambers; and above all we recommend the 
Magazine for its manly and magnificent defense 
of an open and inspired Bible, and. of the 
Deity of our Lord and Saviour,, Jesus Christ, 
Who was 'In the Beginning with God, and. Who 
was God~ 1 1 
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During the 19201 s Bob Shuler was the most active man 
in Sruthern California Methodism in the fight for better 
government •. He spared no efforts to expose those people 
I 
or those firms that were either attempting to sWindle 
1nvett1ng Oaltrornians out of their money or attempting 
to drfraud the tax payer through corruption at every level 
of government. In addition to his magazine Dr. Shuler had. 
his bwn radio station KGEF over which he was as unafraid 
to sbeak his mind as he was to ~~ite in his magazine. In 
I 
the Pantages case Dr. Shuler's demand for justice over·-
stepbea. technical legal bounds. He was found guilty of 
tryilg to influence the case, was fined~ and jailed for 
twe~y days.2 In 1933 hts radio station was silenced by 
I 1. 11 IDistrict Conference Records," 1923, pp. 37-38. 
2. Tlacker, op. cit .. ,, pp. 353 ff., studied the case as well a~ a good sampling of other interests of Dr. Shuler. 
the 1 .ederal Communications Commission. More than once he 
fou]a 
is Jo 
under 
himself involved in libel suits. 
To assess the importance and influence of Dr. Shuler 
easy task. The magnificent growth of Trinity Cnurch 
his leadership has already been noted. Whether or 
not by the middle of the 1930 1 s his fellow ministers of 
the Southern Church held him in the same high respect and 
gra itude for his endeavors as many had in 1923 cannot be 
staJed ~nth a degree of finality •. It does seem significant, 
howJver, that his fellow workers sent him to General C'on-
ferJnce all three times during the decade •. Moreover, the 
:PacJfic Methodist Advocate, the official organ of the 
SouJhern Church on the Pacific Coast, quickly rushed to 
his defense during the controversy with the government 
age,cy over his radio. Likewise this journal, as well as 
Met~odists in general, came to his defense when he was 
fined and jailed; and during many of his activities the 
ediiorials of this official journal could be found on his 
sidl. 1 Dr. Thacker has concluded that 
probably Shuler did advance municipal re-
form in some respects when he was on the air; 
but it seems that he did considerable harm, 
not only to the individuals he denounced, but 
also to the prestige of the church as an 
agent for social action. It may well be that 
I 
I 1 •. )for example, see 11 The Indictment Against Bob Shuler, 11 
Facific Methodist Advocate,.LXXXI (May 18, 1933), 3. 
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some of Shuler's utterances helped deepen 
the resentment many £eople felt toward 
'political' parsons. 
Thac er feels that Shuler incurred resentment among_ those 
who auld have responded to a more temperate presentation 
of t e Gospel. Moreover,. as Thacker suggests, B:bb 'Shuler 
unfo~tunately did not always use discretion in dealing 
with personalities. How much wisdom he displayed in his 
struggles in the period is certainly a real question. 
Afte~ unification much of his opposition has centered on 
vari~us pronouncements of the Annual Conference a:s well 
as dlfferent individuals. Bob Shuler has felt keenly that 
since unification the emphasis of the old Southern Church 
on 11 ersonal heart-warming salvation11 has too much been 
lowed up in the Social Gospel ... fl 2 This has often 
caus[d him to keep controversies alive rather than to 
try [o heal the breach in the Church's ranks. His de-
votilon to a cause has always been sincere, but at times 
the kisdom he has displayed in promotion of that cause 
has een open to question. Whatever might be said,, how-
criticism of D~. Shuler's ideas and activities, 
eit er now or later, it cannot be doubted that he has 
I 
1. TLcker, 
2. Personal 
op. cit., p. 360. 
intervie"\'r with Dr. Shuler, JJune 29, 1957. 
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alwa~s been a man unafraid to speak out for whatever he 
beli~ved to be the truth. For that he must always be 
admi~ed. One might only wish that at times Dr. Shuler 
. I had fried to be more constructive in his criticism o~ 
indi~duals and the Annual Conference. 
v~i·. Cll:crover C. Emmons 
Grover Carlton Emmons was one of the most beloved 
men 0f Southern Methodism and held in the highest regard 
and tespect by his fellow ministers of the Pacific Con-
feretce. He began. his ministry as a supply pastor in 1912 
in tle White River Conference, and after five years in New 
Mexiao joined the Pacific Conference. His parish ministry 
toucted California lives from San Diego to Fresno. He 
represented the Pacific Conference three times at General 
::n:J:e:::·w:: ::: :::t:::::;:yo::~:::1:;t::: ::c::: 
Conf1rence, yet he was sensitive to the minority wtew. 
For ~our years he was the Los Angeles District Presiding 
Elde • In 1934 he founded 11 The Upper Room, tt which soon 
beca! one of the finest religious publications and de-
votio al booklets of Protestantism. Besides his duties 
as ed tor he was Secretary of Home Missions, Evangelism 
and Hlospi tals of the General Board of Missions of the 
South\ern Church. While in Nashville much of his heart 
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was ~till in Southern c-alifornia, and for eleven years,. 
1928[1939, he was secretary of the Pacific Conference. 
At t~e first session of the united CJonference_ he was:: 
accorded the honor of being chosen as its first secre-
tary. After unification and until his untimely death in 
1944 Dr. Emmons continued to edit 11 The Upper Roomtt and 
to serve as Co-ordinating Secretary of the G.eneral Board 
of angelism. As a pastor, administrator,. and editor 
Grojer Emmons was a credit to his Conference and to his 
Churlch. Greater still,. he loved people of every ~alk of 
lif , and in turn he was beloved by all of them. 
3. Delegates to General Conference 
One of the important responsibilities of the 
A~al Gonference is the QUadrennial election of dele-
gatjs to the General Conference. These delegates, elected 
by Jnd representing their individual Conference members, 
helJ to make all of the laws of the Church and to ful-fil~ any other sigulficant tasks designated under the 
ConJtitution of the Church. Most naturally these delegates 
are chosen from among the most able leadership and usually 
rep esent a good cross section of the thinking of the 
I 
1. ~he factual material of this section is based on 
daterial in the Conference journals as well as the 
9pinions of several living people who knew Dr. Emmons 
v;ery well. 
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Annu[l Conference. 
i. Los Angeles Conference 
During the years of existence of the Los Angeles 
Conference,, 1870-1922, thirteen creneral Conferences of the Met~ld1st.Episoopal Church, South, were .held •. ~o these the 
Los h:b:geles Qoni'erence elected thirteen clerical and 
1 fifteen lay delegates. 
Of the thirteen clerical delegates eleven were 
ed one time: TI";. R. aurtis, H. M. DuBose, J. F. G. 
J. E. Harrison, William H. Kavanaugh, J. J. N. 
R. Ai'. Latimer, Millard J. Law, Robert F. Parker, 
E. P. R-yland, 0~. 0::~ Selecman. 
~wo were elected two times: A~ram Adams,. Robert 
Howell .. 
Of the fifteen lay delegates all fifteen were 
ed one time: R· .. E. Adams, F.rank M. Buster, J.::. H. 
1. See the 11List of Delegates-'' found in the first section 
o each General C'onference journal e T.hi s applies also 
to the delegates of the Methodist E~iscopal Cburch. 
· e figures 11 thirteen" and 11 fifteen for the delegates 
ere, and other figures in a similar section of sub-
s1equent chapters, represent different men or. women, 
some or whom were elected more than once. In a total 
cbunt there have been more clerical delegates than l~y delegates in the Methodist Episcopal Church be-
ctause laymen w.ere not allowed equal representation 
u til 1900. In the Southern Church equal representa-
t on was graruted in 1866. See Nolan R. Harmon, 'Jihe 
Q ganization of The Methodist Church (New York: 
Abingdon-O::okesbury Press, 1948), pp. 116-121. 
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Davi son., Gideon E. Franklin, J. B. Glover, E. E. Green-
Mrs. R. P. Howell, H. A. Hughes, Ulrech Knach, 
Isaal N. McGuire, M. L. Montgomery, E. B. Moore, Albert 
oglerby, L. D. Palmer, L •. M •. wicks. 
To the special called General Conference of 1924 
to consider unification one clerical and -one lay delegate 
were elected. The clerical delegate was Robert P. Shuler •. 
The lay delegate was Mrs. W. J. Sims.1 
I . 
ii~. Pacific Conference 
In the period 1922-1939, during which the Southern 
Methodist work in Southern California was under _the 
Paci1ic Conference, four G.eneral .Conferences were held •. 
Ti.b t1ese the Pacific Conference elected seven clerical 
I . 
and eight lay delegates. 
· l Of the seven clerical delegates five were elected 
one [ ime: Charles D. ·Bulla, J. .. A. B. F!l:'y, John R. Kenney, 
A. T:G 0 1Rear t w. J. Sims. 
I 
I . 
1. N0te that this special session was held two years 
after the L.os Angeles Conference had dissolved,. yet 
it received delegates representing this former Con-
f~rence (in addition to the Pacific Conference). It is 
I 
nmt clear today why this was allowed. The General 
cchnference Journal is silent. So are the Pacific Con-
f~rence Journals, which do not even indicate the 
eiection of Sims and Shuler. Dr •. Shuler today does not 
I 
remember the details. It may have been that because of 
t*e recency of dissolvem~nt of the Conference, it was 
felt that the members were entitled to representation 
o
1 
such a critical matter. 
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One was elected three times: Grover C'. Emmons. 
One was elected four times: Robert P. Shuler. 
Of the eight lay delegates six were elected one 
time: William Glass, J. B. Rader, G. C. Stephenson, E. 
M. Sleet, Jr., W. P. Thomas, Miss Lillian Walton. 
I Two were elected three times: A. H. Moore, Nathan 
To the Uniting Conference of 1939 two clerical and 
Newbr· 
two ~ay delegates were elected. The clerical delegates 
were J. R. Kenney and J. c. McPheeters. The lay delegates 
were Nathan Newby and E. M. Sweet, Jr •. 
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CNAPTER V 
THE METHODIST EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 1876-1939 
1. Growth of the Southern Ca:lifornia Conference 
1. Gjeographical boundaries 
The Tehachapi Range as a natural dividing point 
bBtw en Northern and Southern California has already been 
suggested, and. it has been sho"\\rn that the So.uthern Church 
fairly closely adhered to this [supra, p. 2§) 'J2b1 s was not 
so i · the case of the Methodist Episcopal Church. rn 1876, 
when Southern· California Conference was organized,, 
of separation was moved. considerably north of 
pi about one hundred. and. seventy-five miles •. The 
Conference thus took in part of the large San Joaquin 
Valle~ •. During the life of the Southern California Con-
:ferenfe there were numerous boundary charJges, and each 
time rhe line of division remained. considerably north of 
the Tehachapi line. Probably because of its location north 
o:f thr Mojave Desert and east o:f the Sierra Nevada 
Mountains, Inyo County was included for a long time in 
the Nkvad.a Mi·ssion. In 1917 it became part o:f the Sou,thern 
Oali:ftrnia Conference as did the Las Vegas area. In 1920 
the w<Drk in Arizona, :formerly a mission,. became part of 
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the Conference. The eastern boundaries of the Conference 
thus remained unchanged up through the united Annual 
Conf' ence. 
At unification the more natural line of demarca-
tion rf·the southern and northern sections of the state 
was ftxed, and it has thus remained almost precisely to 
this day. The Southern California-Arizona Conference 
boundlries today include Southern California as far north I . 
toward!. T'ehachapi as Lancaster, on the coast to the north-
ern lJ,ne of San Luis Obispo County, and in the eastern 
I part ill o~ the Owens Valley up to Bishop; also the 
southern part of Nevada and all the state of Arizona. 
ii. Lt Angeles: Missionary ana Church Extension Society 
From the beginning the rapid expansion of churches 
was atital concern to the Southern California Conference, 
and t e first Conference took concrete steps to promote 
this. ~ Conference Board of 8hurch Extension was estab-
lished and $2,500 was voted to promote new churches •. 1 
Every fear thereafter the establishment of new churches in 
new colmunities was under discussion at Conference and be-
came (tappily) almost an obsession. As noted previously, 
the Southern Church never attained any great numerical 
I 
1. Sou~hern California Minutes, 1876, p. 20. 
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stringth in Southern California and was far outdistanced 
by ~~he Methodist Episcopal Church even though intensive 
eva gelism was common to both. The exact reason for this 
precisely ascertained, but it quite· possibly was 
two- old: (1) the antagonism to the South engendered by 
the Civil War, (2) the increasing strength of the Method-
ist kpiscopal Church that gained momentum as it progressed 
so rlpidly after the war. Whatever the precise reason the 
fact was there, and numerical strength for the Northern 
Methodists meant more money with which to work. This in 
turn meant more churches to attract more people. 
In 1886 the Santa Fe Railroad completed its line to 
Los ngeles, and this set off the second boom in Southern 
Calilornia, particu:arly in San Diego and Los Angeles. 
Almost everyone became imbued With the fever of real I . 
estate speculation. One visitor from the East told of at-
tend~ng services in one of the Methodist Churches in Los 
AngeJes. 11 When the services were over, the preacher 
grasJed his hand, asked if he were a newcomer, and pro-
ceedJd to sell him a lot in a newly opened subdivision. 111 
In 1887 the Southern Pacific Railroad transported 120,.000 
people to Los Angeles, while the Santa Fe Railroad aver-
I 
1. McWilliams, op. cit.,. p. 119. 
. .. 
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aged three passenger trains daily into the city.1 During 
the hree-year span of the boom:, 1886-1889, the growth o::f 
the domthern California Conference was immense. The 
:~:t o:3:r::c:: • a;:o::~;::: :::::s::S:::S~~ ::e l886 
memb1sh1p rose from 3,909 to 5,.l75.2 j]Wo new· dlstricts 
were created, and the growth was thought to be so grea-t 
and ~ermanent that the Conference passed a resolu.tlon to 
request the General Con:f'erence to allow them to divide 
into two Conferences during the next quadrennium if they 
so desired. When the boom shriveled up in 1889,, the reso-
was rescinded. Nevertheless, the permanent g_ro~rth 
Angeles and the rest of Southern California had 
been rssured, as well as a healthy future for the Sou~h­
ern California Conference_ 
Ho~r did the Conference continue to react to this 
growth and opportunity? From the very first it was evident 
to 
mar
l y that Los Angeles was destined eventually to be ~ 
great city. Leaders of the Northern Church sensed this as 
had some of the Southern Methodists. The vision of Robert. 
W. c. Farnsworth in this connection was very important. In 
l883 ie was made Prestding Elder o:f the Los Angeles ms-
1 1. Ibid., p. 118. 
2. solthern California Minutes, 1887, p. 88. 
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trilt. Under his direction a Home Missionary Society was 
org~nized. This society made it possible to keep men in 
cha.lges where otherwise it would not have been possible. 
The society was the foremost agent in the Conference for 
ext ding the work to new communities. Dr. W.arnsworth saw 
that new places w.ere selected carefully and then bought 
lots and erected churches. For this enterprise he enlisted 
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the help of laymen who agreed to give funds to every church 
I 
completed in the district. T~e Conference Church Extension 
Society matched the amount given by the individual laymen. 
Thus, through the vision of Dr. Farnsworth, a substantial 
reservoir of funds became available for the purpose or 
churbh extension. 
Nevertheless, the work in Los Angeles still suffered 
for ]Lack of funds and co-ordination, and the reports of 
I 
the Presiding Elders of the district, following Dr. 
:::nt:::t:: ::::t:::::r:::~e1:ol::; :o::::e:::n:::::::::n 
Unioh was created in Los Angeles 11 for the purpose or es-
tabllshing mission services and Sunday Schools in needy 
sectJ.ons of the city, planting new churches in unoccupied 
terrdtory, and helping churches struggling with burdens 
of' dyt."l Methodism in Los Angeles on the district had 
l. sJuthern California Minutes, 1895, p. 25. 
uni~ed for the purpose of aggressive evangelization. 
How~ver, the folloWing year the group had to disband 
' 
i 
sinde.it was umable to perfect its structure and to uti-
liz~ its resources. For the next seven years a committees 
com~osed of laymen and ministers,. remained together to 
try to work out an effective plan. 
On March 31,. 1904, the long years of labor and hope 
came to fruition. The Los Angeles City Missionary Society 
of tihe Methodist Episcopal Church was formally organized 
I 
to ~ring the churches into closer fellowship and co-opera-
tion, and 11 the special privilege of such an organization 
woul:d be to strengthen the weaker churches and to create 
new Sunday Schools and churches in this rapidly growing 
! 1 
ci ty,. 11 I'n 1914 the name of the Society was changed to 
11 The: Los Angeles Missionary and Church Extension Society" 
and ~he boundaries were extended to cover the territory 
of the Los Angeles District as well as the city. For the 
firsrt few years funds were obtained by individual dona ti o.ns 
and ~oluntary church offerings. In such a method of fund-
! 
rais~ng there was a good deal of uncertainty, and eventual-
ly the work was made a part of the regular benevolence 
apportionment of the Conference, with apportionments to 
the Los Angeles n·istrict churches only. Still,, the needs 
l. Southern California Minutes, 1904, p. 89. 
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of the Society continued to be presented to the churches 
throughout the Conference. Emphasis· was laid upon the 
grea;t growth of Los Angeles and the lack of :funds With 
which to meet the challenge. In 1921 the Los: .Arngeles 
D~s~rict Superintendent reported that over one million 
dollars was needed on his district to do an adequa~e job 
of expansion that the changing situa-tions demanded. 1 
Sometimes, as these reponts w-ere read and requests :for 
mon~y made, the Society at first found that it was not 
witliout opposition. Some pastors of large churches on 
other districts maintained that their churches had no re-
sponsibility to the city of Los Angeles, its problems, and 
the ichurches 1 programs. However,. this was not the attitude 
of the C:onference as a whole, and by the eanly thirties 
neaPly all opposition had melted. When the enormous 
buiJlding fund drive for Plaza and the C.hurch of All Nations 
was ,undertaken, 116 churches from all over Southern Cal-
2 i:fornia pledged over $100,000. ~e achievements of thiS' 
soc~ety prov;ed its value to the total don1'er.ence program., 
and 'throughout its history it has gained increas-ing 
support. 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1921, p. 73. 
2. See The Los Angeles Missionary and Church Extension 
Society, 11Minutes of the Board of T:nustees, 11 October 
1920-May 1927, p. 5, and contrast with 11Minutes, 11 
Gctober 1929-June 1931, p. 194. 
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To recount all the activity of the Society would be 
an ~lmost impossible task. Its leadership reads like an 
honor roll from ministers like Bromley Oxnam and G:eorge 
A. Warmer to laymen like G_eorge c·ocbran, one of the 
or•i.ginal trustees and who served for thirty~five years as 
treasurer. The quality of this leadership and the pur-
pose of the Society has been aptly summed up by Mildred 
Harris, its secretary for many years: 
They have been representative of the best 
business and spiritual leadership in the 
church, men and women of vision and under-
standing, keenly aware of the city and its 
problems and opportunities, and they have sought 
to serve the needs of the people of the city, 
to further the work of Methodism and the church 
at large, to promote interdenominational co-
operation and to make the city a better place 
for everyone regardless of race or color or 
creed.l 
The majority of the churches on the Los Angeles Dlstrict 
' . 
today, as well as several on the Long Beach District, in-
cluding El Segundo and Tiorrance, received their start with 
'2 
the aid of funds from the City Missionary Society. Many 
of the churches like Westwood and Hollywood First became 
strbng and effective churches and still are serving the 
present cronference in positions of leadership. Part of the 
1. Mildred Harris and George A .. Warmer, 11 The Los Angeles 
Missionary and Church Extension Society of'the Method-
ist Church," 1954, pp,. 4-5. (Privately printed.) 
2. Ibid., P• 9. 
task of this organization has been t:o keep up w.i th a 
changing society in the downtown area. This has sometimes 
meartt that it was better for some churches, like Vernon 
Avenue, to merge and for others, like Grace, to sell their 
pro~erty to be reinvested to establish churches in bett.er 
locations. 
Many times the job of keeping up w.i th the changing 
soci1al patterns ha.s been difficult, sometimes a seemingly· 
impossible endeavor. This has been especially true since 
1940 when the process of decentralization.greatly ac-
celerated. Ye·t 1 t has b.een true a.t. other times in the 
past. The third great boom in California, Which occurred 
in the early twenties as a result of oil and motion 
i ' pictures, created complexities previously unknown t:o the 
chur'ches in Southern California •. The District SUperin ... 
ten~ent of Los Angeles in 1925 entitled part of his re,-
port . 11 A Close_ Up of the Process of Losing American 
Cities}' More than fifty per= cent of the immigra.t.ing Meth-
odis!ts were being lost. The· reason he found could be: laid 
to the following: (1) the lack of suitable buildings, 
(2) the tremendous heterogeneousness of the people who came 
from. all parts of the country, (3) the ttcountless bootleg 
religionsu which d.rew.,many earnest:. but undiscriminating 
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Metb,odists. 1 This population in:flux in the twenties into 
Southern California has been characterized as 11 the largest 
2 
intetnal migration in. the history o:f the American people." 
There were nev•er enough :funds to construct adequate build-
ings and to carry out well-balanced programs •. ']]:re hetero-
geneous cl}aracter o:f the population only added to the dif-
ficulty •. Robert Cleland has ably summed up the religiQUS 
confusion that resulted from all of this: 
A highly polygGt population had transplanted 
its faiths from every portion of the globe to 
Southern California. A large element in the 
population, coming from a background o:f 
strong church affiliation and early religious 
training 1 , severed their denominational con-
nections when they started, :for California, but 
they could not so easily rid themselves o:f the 
deep-seated craving :for some :form of worship 
and religious expression. Like boats without 
moorings, they were consequently blown about 
by every Wind of strange or novel doctrine 
that sprang up so readily in the unstable 
society of the new land • .? 
Southern California, with Los Angeles as its center,, be-
came, the land of the 11 Four Square Gospel, 11 of Theosophy, 
of spiritualism, and a multitude of other religious lean-
ings. For the next generation they spread out from Los 
Angeles in an ever widening circle. By the mid-thirties the 
1 •. Southern Calif'ornia Minutes,. 1925, pp. 50-51. 
2. Robert-~lass Cleland,, California in Our Time (New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf', 1947), p •. 128. 
3. Ibid., p. 214. 
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Long Reach Uistrict Superintendent reported that the 
work on his district was being increasingly hindered by 
the presence of "traveling evangelists,,11 "renegade radio 
' l 
preaJchers, 11 and 11 queer religious periodicals." 
In l928 the Dns Angeles Dlstrict Superintendent 
agai~n entitled part of. his report 11Losing the 01 ty. 11 Tin 
five years almost a half million people had moved into 
Los Angeles. !]he gain of the Southern California Con-
ference was less than 2,000. An average of ll% in the 
Obn:ference, and 9% on the district, of non-resident and 
inactive members were 11 dumped into the garbage can. 11 
While the population gained. 7CY/o, the dbn:ference had 
gained only l8%. The shift of population continued to 
• 2 
close churches. With the coming of the depression the 
dif$iculties were only heightened since transiency was 
multiplied many times again. Amid all of these dif:ficul-
ties the Missionary and Church Extension Society carried 
its work forward, and it seems significant that the group 
was always aware of the problems. They were the first to 
see the need for the co-ordination of Methodist agencies, 
an tmportant step which was finally accomplished in l936. 
l. Southern California Minutes; l937,. p. 330. 
2. S.outhern California Minutes, l928, p. 79. 
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The District Superintendent, who was a member of the 
Soci'ety, in 1928 had reported that the weakness of Method-
ist !work in L.os Angeles was due to the :fact that the work 
was ~dministered under 11 five di:fferent Con:ferences, also 
:from Boston, Philadelphia, dhicago, Cin.cinnati ,, and other 
1 General Headquarters." With such decentralization o:f 
management it is small wonder that the Methodist Episcopal 
Church was fighting a losi.ng battle in Los Angeles. Bishop 
Jame~ c. Baker, W1 th the insight and wisdom that was to. 
be a1mark o:f his twenty years o:f administration, was quick 
to s~e the problem. In 1933,. just shortly after he had 
been' assigned to the California area, he called a meeting 
of all ministers and boards in Los Angeles. Committees 
i immediately went to work. In 1935 they reported to Annual 
! 
Conf~rence the grave need for a permanent council o:f all 
I 
agenpies to correlate the entire program o:f the Southern 
California Conference and to perfect plans whereby the 
chur¢hes could better relate themselves to the many social 
and Iflissionary problems o:f the L.os Angeles area and the 
• 2 
rural areas. ']he folloWing year 11 The Federation· o:f 
Meth9dist Agencies" was organized. For the first time in-
the history of the Conference there was a way to correlate 
1. Southern Cali:fornia Minutes, 1928, p. 79. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1935, PPo 137-138. 
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the ,entire program of the Conference and to present it 
! 
effeiotively to the entire constituency. As unification 
drew! near, the council was able to report that 11 the 
Fede~ation is already giving to our institutions and 
' age~cies a sense of unity and a consciousness of their 
l 
rela!tionship to the total program of the Church." 
In. assessing the significance of the Los Angeles 
MissU.onary and Church Extension Society it must be ad-
mi tt'ed that much work which needed to be done never solidi-
, 
I 
fied! and that many problems have even yet to be solved ... Yet 
' 
thes!e have often been difficulties which spread far be-
yondiLos Angeles. The organization must be judged by the 
I 
things that have been accomplished. These have been mag-
I 
nifibently positive in terms of new churches and the im-
1 
I 
plem~ntation of the Gospel in the life of much of the city. 
The Society has never slacked up either in an awareness of 
its ~ask or in the zealous pursuit of solutions for the 
problems of the changing city •. Dr. Guild,, the District 
Super·intendent who in 1925 first presented the specter of 
I 
losing the city, concluded his report with the words 11 We 
must' find the way." To that end the Los Angeles Missionary 
and Church Extension Society still stands dedicated. 
1., Southern California Minutes,. 1937, p. 374. 
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iii. Tihe coast and valleys 
While the Methodist Episcopal Church was groWing in 
Los )Angeles, it 'i.Yas likewise· extending itself throughout 
the :rest of Southern California. During most o:f the life of 
the Conference the work was carried on :from Ban Diego in 
the south to Merced -:four hundred miles to the north. The 
I 
job ~as aggravated at times by the switching of several 
churbhes in the San Joaquin Valley between the Southern 
Cali~ornia and the California Conferences, creating a real 
sense of instability in some of these churches. Other 
time~ difficulties presented themselves in the :form of 
distance. For many years all of the churches in the north 
were under the Fresno Di-strict, and the immense expanse of 
the district made :fellowship rather hard •. The Ppesiding 
Elder in 1885 reported that his district was 11 250 miles in 
leng~h, and of in:fini te breadth, tr a thickly settled area 
1 
that: 11 seemed remote :from most of the Conference. 11 ~ee 
years later he pleaded on the Conference :floor :for the 
~· 
bishop to take steps to make the entire San Joaquin Val-
ley a third Conference because o:f the expanse of territory 
' 2 
invo+ved. Another thing that made the task more di:ffi-
cult was the lack of real episcopali supervision. The 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1885, p. 37. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1888, p. 38. 
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Southern California Conference sent a memorial more than 
five, times to the General Conference requesting an epis-
' 
copal residence in Los Angeles. It was never granted_ The 
:firsk 11 resident11 bishop in California was appointed in 
1884~ but this did not mean daily supervision by any 
means. Not until 1932, with the creation of the area sys-
tem ?-nd the assignment of Bishop Baker to California,, was 
ther~ any real supervision in the sense o:f intimate work 
wi th
1 
the District Superi.ntendents, the ministers, and the 
chur~hes. Before that time the system of episcopal visi-
tation prevailed and meant little in terms of actual super-
visibn. This same predicament also confr•onted the Southern 
Chur~h on the West Coast. 
! 
If the picture-of' districting in the Southern Church 
is that of a multi-colored quilt, that of the Methodist 
Epis~opal Church in Southern California is one of an al-
most]unsolvable jigsaw puzzle. During the life o:f the Con-
ference there were :fourteen changes in district alignment 
as the Conference attempted to give cohesiveness to the 
larg~ expanse of territory. For several years churches 
within Los Angeles were in two districts. For the last six 
years of the Conference the Pasadena District extended 
across the whole of northern Arizona. It was not until 
unifi'cation,. with the 1-ri thd.rawal of the' churches of the 
San Joaquin Valley that a really satisfactory alignment 
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i 
was ~chieved. Yet even today to one unfamiliar with the 
pecu1iar problems of the area the district lines seem odd. 
I 
i Notwithstanding these problems of distance and lack 
of e~iscopal supervision the Conference grew rapidly and 
I 
estaltlished important churches along the coast and in the 
I 
I 
! 
vall~ys. The boom of the 1880's spread out in all direc-
' ! 
tions from Los Angeles. New churches were established 
along the coast northward from San D~ego and east of Los 
I 
! Angeles to Beaumont. When the boom collapsed, the churches 
I 
beyo~d Los Angeles felt the financial pinch the hardest. 
I 
~wo districts were discontinued and churches showed de-
' 
crea~es in nearly every respect. During the decade 1890-
1 
I 
1900~, however, despite the continuing tight financial 
i 
I 
situf-tion,. church membership nearly doubled and fifteen 
i 
new ~hurches were organized. By the turn of the century 
the great agricultural potentialities of the Imperial 
I 
Vall~y began to be exploited,, and the Conference moved 
intol that area with an aggressive evangelism •. 
I 
I The period o:f the first World War was for the Con-
I 
:ferehce one of trying to hold the lines, and this was done 
i 
successfully. Then came the period of the 1920's, a period 
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of p~osperity for most of the nation--except farmers. While 
Los Angeles,. as well as Ban Diego and Long Beach, was en-
joyi~g a gigantic real estate boom, the agricultural areas 
found themselves in a depression. This was reflected quick-
ly iln: the churches. The Fresno District Superintendent in 
I 
1925:, reported many cases where members were leaving, hav-
, 
ing ]lost all of their land, and those who remained had no 
mon~y with which to support the church •. Debts and benevo-
lencies remained unpaid; salaries were lowered •. Coura-
geoulsly the churches carried on, and the ministers worked 
as b;est they could. One pastor was told by his church 
that: they wanted him to return but could not promise him 
any :definite sala:r:'Y• His reply was 11 I will come back and 
1 
take! pot luck with you." B3y 1928 the situation was 
littp..e better, and then the general depression descended 
on tlhe nation. 
I 
' 
~e Southern California Conference as a whole showed 
a c o
1
nti nual grov-rth sino e the organi za ti on in 1876. Start-
ing !with a little more than•l,200 members, by 1939 she 
coul'a count more than 90,000. Only during the depression 
I 
yearis 1930-1935 did a decrease take place. Throughout the 
hist'ory of the Conference many churches were, started in 
commbnities but later had to be discontinued because of 
fina~cial reasons or the simple factor of community stag-
nation. Nevertheless,. this at least shows through the 
years the vital concern of Southern California Methodists 
for people in all places. The solid churches today are a 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1925, p. 42. 
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witness to that faith. 
2. Laymen at Work 
Unlike the Southern C.hurch the Methodist Episcopal 
Chur~h never admitted laymen to membership in the Annual 
Conference on an equal basis with ministers. They were 
collaterally members of Annual c-onference through their 
parallel Lay Cbnference, but in actuality they were never 
members of the Annual Conference. In the l930 1 s in South-
ern balifornia laymen often met in joint session With the 
clerical body, but this still was not a full equality .. 
' However,. it is interesting to note that nearly every 
i 
Gene~al ITon~erence from 1892 oaward received a memorial 
from the Southern California Con~erence requesting equal 
status for laymen in the Annual Co~erence. The Conference 
voted overwhelmingly for the Amendment in 1919 that would 
have:allowed them this equality had it passed. 'IDle fact 
that Southern laymen were more integrally involved in the 
orga~izational structure meant that the Southern Cnurch 
had a much better lay organization than did the Northern 
Church at unification with a much keener sense of the 
1 total structure and outreach of the Church. 
Yet by no means did this indicate that the laymen of 
l. Personal interview with Alpheus B. P. Wood, lay 
leader, Southern California-Arizona Conference, 1941-
1955, June 19, 1957. 
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the Southern California Conference were inactive or un-
I 
awar;,e of the problems of the area. The Lay Electoral Con-
ference, which before 1900 met once every :four years to 
elec't delegates to General Conference, was cognizant of 
locBJl conditions. Benevolences and stewardship were con-
stantly their concern, and social issues were faced, 
though concrete action was often lacking, as it had been 
With the ministers. The Layman's Association was organized 
in 1;899, and thereafter the interest of laymen increased 
rapiidly. Replacing the former Lay Electoral Conference, 
this new group met each year at Conference time and for 
considerably longer time than had the former Con:fer·ence. 
The 'laymen thus had more of an opportunity to become 
awarje of the total task of the Charch. 
It would be difficult to single oat any one layman 
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as having been the most outstanding. Many served in 
different capacities and did their jobs well. The culmi-
nation of the Los Angeles work in the City Missionary So-
ci et,y was largely the result of the interest and time of 
devo:ted laymen through those formative years. When the Gen-
eral Conference of 1908 united various local groups of men 
into· Methodist Brotherhoods, the Southern California Con-
ference began an extensive cultivation of men. The benevo-
lenc:e program of the total Chur·ch became an important item 
to tp.e Brotherhoods. The consistently high attainments of 
the present. Cionference can in large part be traced to. 
this interest and concern for others on the part of South-
ern California laymen in years past. In 1928, for example, 
when· the c-onference was becoming extremely concer·ned about 
its own wor•k in Los Angeles and other c·on:rerence areas, 
the ~os Angeles District led the total Methodist Episcopal 
Church in the nation in per capita giving to world ser.v-
ice.1 In times of depression the laymen stood by their 
churches with a devotion that could make the ministry 
rejoice. In the agricultural depression of the twenties 
one layman 11 living in what was intended for a hay shed, 
with an open door for a window, paid $200 for the erec-
tion of a church in his town, and waited longer for his 
·2 house.~ 1 Many such laymen in the Southern California 
Conference caught the spirit of the Christ. 
3. Laywomen at Work 
The same kind of spirit characterized the women's 
work in the Conference. Unlike the Southern Church, which 
had CO!lfbined its two \'TOmen• s groups years before unif'ica-
tion, the Methodist Episcopal Church continued to have 
three separate groups: Woman's Home Missionary Society, 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1928, p. 80. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1925, p. 42. 
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Woma;n's Foreign Missionary Society, and Ladies Aid. The 
firs't of these undertook missions and projects within the 
Uni t'ed States, the second concerned itself with missions 
on the foreign fields, and the third promoted the program 
of the local church. Taken together they were a strong 
team .. 
All three groups in the local Conference were strong 
in nqmbers and activities. Several of the institutions 
within the Conference, which will be considered in later 
sections of the chapter, were either founded by the 
Woma~'s Home Missionary Society or were under its spon-
sorship and direction. While the special attention of the 
I 
local. group centered in the Conference organizations, their 
interests went far beyond the pale of the Conference •. 
Projebts sponsored by other Conferences in the nation 
found,ready support in finances and prayer from the women 
of Southern California. The foreign fields often found 
themsE1lves linked to Southern California. Bible women who 
taught in schools, full-time missionaries, inspectresses 
in mission schools, orphans on scholarships--these were 
many times fully supported by the Woman 1 's Foreign Mission-
ary Society of the Southern California Conference.1 The 
1. For example, see Annual Report of the Pacific Branch 
of the Woman's Foreign Missionary Society, 1905 (Los 
Angeles: Commercial Printing Co., 1905), p. 84. 
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adva~cement of many churches to positions of leadership 
in their communities owed much to the Ladies Aid. These 
local church women were proficient at many jobs. From 
repairing furniture to calling on the sick they labored 
unceasingly for the Kingdom. Ih 1928 the women of the 
Arizqna District alone made over 10,,000 calls on the sick 
and the shut-in and raised better than $20,.,000 for the 
local churches of the district. 1 Although the women of 
the Methodist Episcopal Church v-rere not united as one 
tangible body when unification came, they were one in 
spiri~ and purpose and could join with their Southern 
sisters in an ever increasing tempo of service •. 
4. Youth Programs and Conference Assemblies 
i. E¥olution of the youth program 
As in the Southern Church, so in the Southern 
California Conference,~ the early efforts to reach the 
youth :centered in the Sunday School program. Early re-
cords ,reveal a continuing emphasis on the quality o:f 
teachers needed to instruct children and youth. With 
the formal organization of the Epworth League by the 
Methodist Episcopal Church in 1889 the total youth program 
took on added importance. The SoutherH California Con-
1. Southern California Minutes, 1928, p. 60. 
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f'erence immediately began to encourage chapters of' the 
League in the local churches, and a Conference committee 
on Epworth League functioned. effectively until uuif'ica-
tion. Many approaches were used in attempts to reach the 
youth •. Probably the most noval was the Boys Brigade and 
the Epworth Guards. ~hese boys marched with rifles when-
ever they went to meetings or on projects. The declared 
purpose was not to literalize the sword of the spirit but 
rather 11 to draw the boys into the church building • • • 
and • •• to lead them through the drill and practice of' 
1 
sold:Lering to the Prince of Peace." At best, even with 
wooden rifles, this device was questionable and soon 
disappeared. Much better and more effective was encourag-
ing such things as public installations of officers in the 
church services and the holding of District Conventions 
and summer Institute. The institute program evolved out o:f 
the Huntington BBach Assembly and quickly increased in 
popularity with its well-balanced activities of recreation 
and explorations into the Christian faith. The oldest 
Methodist camp and institute ground owned by the present 
Conference is Arroyo Grande, which was deeded to the 
Southern California Conference in 1897 by Mr. a:ad Mrs •. 
l •. Southern California Minutes, 1894, p •. 34. 
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' 
1 B:.eckett. By 1920 a minimum of three institutes 
werei being held every summer in the C.on:ference, and 
I 
i 
spectal emphasi·s was beginning to be placed on speci:fi c 
training for youth leaders. 
I 
1
, An important step was taken in 1923 when K. Ray Moo~e 
! 
I 
was appointed O'onference Epworth League Eield and Life Work 
I 
I 
Secretary, serving until 1925. ru 1924 the Conference Bo.ard 
I 
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I 
of Eaucation was thoroughly reorganized and the whole youth 
progJ•am became correlated •. OVerlapping of various groups 
I 
was thereafter gradually eliminated and well-balanced pro-
! 
j gram$ became more the rule than the exception. All agen-
' I 
cies~ including the Epworth League, Church Schools, Wesley 
I 
I 
Foundation, Pacific Palisades,. University of Southern Cal-. 
! 
iforlh.ia·, and Boy Scouts were represented on the Board of 
I 
I Educrtion, yet they retained their autonomy as each worked 
I together in the total pattern of Christian education. 
I 
. j Another important step was taken in 1929 With the 
appointment of' Royal H. Reisner as the first full-time 
I 
Oon:f~rence Director of Epworth League and Young People 1 s 
I Work~ He remained in this position for three years and 
laid Ia good foundation. James McG.iffin assumed the leader-
ship in 1932 and continued as director for a few years 
af'te~ unification. Under Jim, as he was affectiona~e1y 
1. S.outhern Gl3.1ifornia Minutes,. 1897, p .. 34. 
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known .ny the countless liv:.es whom he touched, the youth 
prDgr~ of the Southern Californ1a' croTirerence skynocketed. 
He de~eloped an efficient oi:ganization from the Conference 
level :to that of the local chur.ch, and he promoted training_ 
of leaders in the local church. MidWinter institutes, sum-
mer institutes, conventions and_ training conferences, and 
persopal youth evangelism became an integral part of the 
South:ern California Conference as Jim and Lucy M.cG;iffin 
gave 'Of themselves to make Christ and his way a pant of 
the youth of the Conference. The strong youth program of 
toda~ in the united c:onference in no small measure is due 
to the consecration and guiding spirit of J.~m McG.iffin. 
: Since its beginning under James o:. B-aker in 1913 at 
the Bniversity of Illinois, the Wesley Foundation Movement 
has been: increasingly important -in keeping the Ghurch in 
the life of college youth. Wesley Roundation in Southern 
c-.!:tlitfornia was started by Edward L. Blakeman at the 
Uni Viersi ty of California, Southern Branch (today known as 
l U. d. L. A.) and was known as the "Wesley Club. 11 IDle 
Wesley Foundation on this campus has been instr.ument~l 
in deepening the life of the students and in establishing 
a CUrriculum on Religion in the University. In 1936 Herman 
1. Herman N. B:eimfohr, 11 Some Fla.cts in O:onnection with the 
History of the Wesley Foundation at the University of 
C.alifornia at Los Angeles", 11 p. 1. (Typewritten.) 
Beimfohr was appoint$d the Conference Director of' Wesley 
Foundcition. By this same time the influ1ence of' the 
Foundation Movement had extended from the University of 
California at Los Angeles to Los Angeles Junior College, 
San Diego T.eacher 1 s College,. University of Arizona,. 
Stanford,, Fresno Teacher 1 s College, and Arizona State 
College. Through this avenue the Church was not only 
keepibg in touch w1 th college youth but also encouraging 
i 
trained leadership, interpreting religion in terms of 
moderin thought, and fostering a vital Christian experi-
il 
ence., The Southern California Conference could be proud 
that :her resident bishop had been the genius of' this 
impontant movement. 
I 
ii. D:ong Beach Ministerial Resort Association 
, Many ministers felt that the Conference should own 
a camp ground for summer assemblies and family vacations 
I 
within a Christian atmosphere. Accordingly, in 1883 land 
was purchased in Long Beach and an association established. 
I 
The Annual Conference the following year gave it official 
recognition, and in 1886 the Long Beach Ministerial Re-
sort: Association became a part of the total educational 
2 program of the Conference. With this prominence the scope 
1. Sbuthern California Minutes, 1930, p. 93. 
2. S.buthern California Minutes, 1886, p. 46. 
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of t~e organization broadened considerably from just a 
campi meeting place and a Christian vacation center. 
I 
Schobls for training teachers and a Bible Training School 
i 
bec$e annual events. Likewise youth institutes originated 
! 
here! and became permanent since these experimental gather-
' 
ingsi proved to be so helpful to the youth and the churches. 
The grounds of the Association periodically became the 
meet:ling place for Chautauquas to which some of the- finest 
speakers of the day, both lay and clerical, were invited. 
' Ther,e is little doubt that tbi s group served a vi tal 
' ! 
funciti on in the early years of the Conference from a 
! 
staU:dpoint both of fellowship and Christian training. 
iii.! Huntington Beach 
I 
By 19o6 the city of Long Beach had outgrown the 
i 
poss~bility of continuing as the seat of a camp meeting. 
The ]Conference thus began to look for a much less popu-
' late1d area vrhich they found at Huntington Beach. The 
landj company there,, as well as private citizens, gave the 
i Conflerence land valued at $60,000 as well as an addi-
1 
tional $5,000 for a building. Subsequently they im-
p~ov:ed streets and gave more money for buildings. The 
assembly grounds became known as 11 Arbamar, '1 11 the grove by 
1. S~uthern California Minutes, 1886, p. 46. 
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the ,sea. 11 The former tradition of camp meetings and in-
stitbtes was continu~d as well as inviting outstanding 
spea~ers, including Francis J. McConnell. ".A:rbamar11 be-
' 
came', tremendously popular, and many non-Methodist groups 
I 
! begar to use it. The Southern and Northern Methodist 
i 
youth groups often united for joint assemblies and short 
i 
peri~d institutes. 
i iv. Pacific Palisades 
i, 
1 Yet within eight years of moving to Huntington 
i 
': 
Beac~ there was a growing feeling that the grounds there 
I 
I 
woula eventually prove to be too small. In 1914 a com-
', 
mitt¢e was appointed to make an extensive search for an 
idea~ place. By 1920 the committee was still looking. They 
reported that the Annual Conference needed a great assembly 
' 
modeled after that at Ocean Grove,. New Jersey. For this 
': 
I 
reas0n they were being very deliberate in their task. In 
i 
May 6f the following year 1,100 acres in the Santa Monica 
area were purchased for $660 an acre. The Pacific Pali-
sade Corporation was organized, and the assets from the 
Hunt~ngton Beach grounds were taken over by this new 
grou~. Certain area was set aside for institutional pur-
poses and the remainder was subdivided and sold. Then in 
the rrj.iddle of 1924 a foreshadowing of disaster appeared. 
A decline in the demand for property left much of it un-
sol.d,l yet costs and carrying charges continued. Hopes 
I 
that !the sales would pay for the property set aside for 
institutional purposes were thus smothered. To make 
matters worse the Pacific Palisades Corporation had to 
purchase additional surrounding property to safeguard 
i 
resi~ences from undesirable business •. The indebtedness 
thus soared to over three and one-half million dollars. 
With ;the coming of the depression in 1929 matters grew 
moreigrave, and there was the constant danger that 
11 Pacific Palisades may be eaten up by carrying charges. 111 
! 
Adve~se publicity created by irate bondholders made sell-
! 
I ing ~f property all the more difficult, and Pacific 
Pali$ades Corporation was unable to retire the debt. In 
1934-:foreclosure to the bondholders was recorded, and 
this venture came to an end by official action of the 
Annu~l Conference the following year. 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1932, p. 82. The com-
p~ete story may be found in the journals. It is 
ipdeed an adventure that began with joy and ended 
iP. frustration and despair. 
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I 
5. Furn1shing Leaders for the Church at Large 
I 
i. ~training ground for the episcopacy 
I 
1 Through the years the Southern C'alifornia Con-
I 
ferelnce had many good ser'Vants of Jesus Christ. Six of 
thesle were singled out by their fellow ministers of the 
! 
Metblodist Episcopal Church. and elevated to the episcopacy. 
! 
Thosle men of the Southern California Cbnference who are 
I 
stilll living can be justly proud that their former el:on-
fere]nce gave such leaders to the Church and that they were 
I 
I l 
one lin fellowship with them. 
I 
I (1) Bishop Robert Mcintyra (1851-1914) 
Born in Scotland, Robert Mcintyre came to America 
' whe~ he was a lad. In 1878 he entered the Rock River 
I 
I 
Cbnflerence. He served three distinguished pastorates in 
I 
Chi clago and Denver before coming to First Methodist 
I 
Epi sic opal Church in Los Angeles in 1902. He '·vas elected 
I 
bis~op in 1908. Bishop Mcintyre was pre~eminently a 
! 
prea1jcher who 11 loved the common people and never forgot 
I 
themi. 11 What better testimony could there be to his life 
! 
I 
and ~inistry? 
i 
1. T~e information concerning these men is taken from 
v~rious Conference journals" from bibliographical in-
fprmation furnished to the author by some of these 
men, and from Frederick DeLand Leets,:· Methodist 
Bilshops (Nashville: Parthenon Press, 1948)·,, passim. 
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(2) Bishop Matt s. Hughes (1863...;1920) 
Bishop Hughes, brother of Bishop Edwin Holt Hughes 
I 
and ison of a minister,, began his ministry in the Iowa 
i Conf1erence in 1887. From there he went to Maine and then 
servjed in Minneapolis and Kansas City,. Missouri. In 1908 
! 
he ~egan an eight year ministry at First Methodist Epis-
1 
cop~l Church in Pasadena, following in the footsteps of 
I 
sucJmen as R. W. C. Farnsworth an& P. F. Bresee. In 1916 
I he ~>{as elected bishop while still pastor at Pasadena •. 
! 
BisJ:iop Matt Hughes was considered one of the staunchest 
I 
figBters in all Methodism for prohibitioru, and the united 
I 
starld of Methodists in. Southern California was partly be-
i 
I cau9e of his strong leadership. 
I 
I 
I 
(3) Bishop Charles Edward Locke (1858-1940) 
I Bishop Locke certainly had the most distinguished 
ancistors of these men elected to the episcopacy from the 
Sou~hern c:alifornia cronference •. One was a Quaker who 
l 
bought land from Lord Baltimore before 1720. Another was 
I the !owner of the first home in Maryland used as a Meth-
! 
odi~t preaching place. A third was one of the framers of 
! 
the ]American Constitution. His father was a chaplain in 
the lllth Pennsylvania Regiment in the Civil War. After 
joiriing the East Ohio Conference in 1881, Charles Locke 
I 
se~ed pastorates from Oregon to New York. He had the 
I 
i 
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dis~inction of conducting the funerals of President William 
i 
I 
! 
McKi~ley and Ira D. Sankey, probably the most famous 
singi
1
er in Methodism .. In 1908 he came to the pulpit of' 
I 
Los ~ngeles First Methodist Church, following Robert 
I 
MciUjityre,, who. that year was elected to the episcopacy. 
I 
1 Dr. Locke served ably as pastor and a leader in the 
I ' 
i 
Soutbern California Conference. In 1920 he was elected 
i 
a bilshop •. Dr. Locke was a prodigous writer, and his in-
1 
tereists were many. Typical were such titles as 'Jihe 
Typiical American (1902),.Is the Negro Makin5 Goo.d'l (1913), 
I 
Pra;yjer (1929), and his autobiography, The Adventures 
I 
I 
and [Ecstasies of Sixty Happy Years in the Ministry (1937). 
I 
(4) Blshop George A. Miller (1868- ) 
Bishop Miller began his ministry in 1896 when he 
ente~ed the Southern California Conference on trial. He 
ser~ed two pastorates, Hanford and Fresno, both of' which 
now ]are in the California-Nevada Conference. He then 
ent~ed the mission field and served as pastor in the 
Phil~ppines and as superintendent in Panama. In 1924 he 
i 
was !elevated to the episcopacy and assigned to the 
miss~on field. Bishop Miller was the last North American 
bis~op for Latin America. Like Bishop Locke, Bishop Miller 
I 
was~ prolific writer whose interests were also Wide. 
Thes:e included, besides over twenty books on Latin America 
I 
and ~he Far East, Problems of the Town Church (1902), 
The iTri al of' Jesus the Christ ( a drama, 1912) ,, The Li f' e 
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Effibient (1913). 
(5) Bishop Alexander P. Shaw (1879- ) 
Son of a Negro pastor in Mississippi, Alexander 
I ShaW: entered the ministry in 1908 in the Washington Con-
' 
I 
ferep.ce. After serving pastorates inMaryland, Pennsyl-
I 
i vani~, Virginia, and Arkansas,, he came in 1917 to the 
Wesl~y Chapel, a stru.ggling chur•ch in Los Angeles. He 
I 
~rork 1ed here for fourteen years among his people and 
plac 1ed the church on a very solid foundation. In 1931 he 
! 
beca~e editor of the Southwest Christian Advocate and in 
! 
19361 was elected bishop. The first Annu.al Conference 
I 
i 
ever! attended by the writer was that of the Southern 
i 
! 
Caliirornia-Arizona Conference in 1950. T.b.e poise,, kind-
1 
nessi, and intelligence of this fine Negro bishop, who~ 
pres~ded over that Conference that year, still are vivid 
i 
to o'p.e who had grow.n; up in the South., 
(6_) B:ishop G. Bromley OXnarn (1891-
The only native son of California among these 
bishpps, Bishop Oxnam likewise is the only one of them 
who perved his entire parish ministry in the Southern 
i 
California Conference. He entered the ministry on trial in 
1916, and came into early prominence as the guiding force 
in the Church of .All Nations in the heart of Los Angeles. 
He served as pastor here for ten years, and during_ these 
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same years he also served as Secretary of the Los Angeles 
MisSionary and Church Extension Society. Then education 
called him. He had served for four years as a par.t-time 
professor at the University of Southern California. 
After leaving the Church of All Nations, he served as a 
professor at Boston University School of ~heology for 
one year and then for eight years as President of. D..ePauw 
University. In 1936 he was elected a bishop. Since uni-
fication Bishop Oxnam has been one of the leading voices 
of world Methodism and Protestantism. Active in the 
Federal Council of Churches and the World Cbuncil of 
Churches, he has also served in numerous advisory ca-
pacities to the United States Qovernment. An outstanding 
preacher,, he has been a guest in nearly all of the well-
known pulpits of Methodism and has given nearly all of the 
more important memorial foundation lectureships. An in-
defatigable writer, he has especially :followed the 
direction of Francis J. Mcc·onnell in applying the Chr..is-
tian G.ospel to the social scene. Probably as much as 
any0ne else Bishop Oxnam turned the tide in the hysteria 
and fear of the communist witch hunt With his calm and 
deliberate defense in Washington, D. 0'., and With his 
book I Protest (1954). 
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ii. The teaching ministry 
Jesus of Nazareth was a supreme teacher, and through 
the years of Christian history many men and women have 
felt his call to this aspect of the ministry •. The Southern 
California Conference gave to the Church some of her 
fin~st men in this calling. A good number of these, as 
might be expected, taught at the University of Southern 
California. Yet the Conference saw many others go to 
other colleges and universities to teach. 
(l) Marion McKinley Bovard (1847-1891) 
B:orn in Indiana, Marion Bovard entered the ministry 
in California. He was a charter member of the Southern 
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California Conference in 1876. His parish ministry centered 
r 
at C:J'ompton, Los Angeles, and San Diego. In 1880 he was 
eleeted'the first President of the University of Southern 
California. In- these crucial days of the school's infancy, 
he guided her With Wisaom and much personal sacrifice. The 
triDute to Dr. Bovard at his death probably summed up the 
ministry of his life better than any other words could: 
The school is a monument of his devotion to 
that work. B.y his unceasing care for those 
interests, he gave the educational work of 
the Church an impetus, whose importance the 
succeeding years of the University -vnll 
never overshadow.l 
1 • .Southern California IVJinutes ,, 1892 ,. pp. 53-54. 
I i 11When the historian shall record the grovrth of 
(2) ffieorge F. Bovard (1856-1932) 
MetJodism in Southern California,. he can only fulfill his 
oblibation by writing on high and in shinll.ng letters the 
I 1 
namej of G;eorge Finley Bovard .. !' When Dr .. Hovard,. brother 
of MI. M. Hovard, the first President, assumed the Presi-
denc~ of the University of Southern California in 1903, 
I 
the jschool was just beginning to find 1 tself after a 
cripFling depression and total reorganization. When he 
I 
retired in 1921, the school stood as a dynamic center of 
hig,er education in L_os Angeles. Under Dr. Bovard's guid-
ance! the student body increased from 431 to 5 ,,900, and 
I 
the rssets of the school increased from less than $400,000 
I 
to aRmost $2,000,000. D~. Bovard was ever alive to the 
I 
orig~nal vision of the men who had founded the University, 
II 
and ~argely because of him Methodism in 1921 had in the 
Westl an institution of which the Church had a right to 
I be proud. 
I 
I 
(3) I Other Presidents of University of Southern California 
I 'l'wo other ministers of the Southern California 
Conf~rence served as Presidents of the University between 
i 
the ~wo Bovards. J.P. Widney served from 1891 to 1895 and 
was 
I fesponsible for reorganizing the school after the 
' 
i 
1. Sbuthern California Minutes, 1921, p. 104. 
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I 
collapse of the big real estate boom. BEcause of his 
busi~ess ability the school survived. When he resigned 
as Ptesident, he took up mission work with Dr. Bresee. 
i 
Later he was in charge of the Los Angeles City Mission 
! 
in tb.e Southern California Conference •. Q.eorge W. White 
served as President 1895-1899 after a successful parish 
mini~try, and he ably guided the school through the 
I 
tran~i ti on period.. 
(4) Deans of Maclay 
1 Throughout the troubled days of Maclay College of 
I 
Theo~ogy several men have served. as Dean and. were members 
of the Southern California Conference or its successor 
I Confe'rence. Their guidance and dedication have been re-
sponstble for keeping alive the vision of a trained. 
minis~ry for Christ in Southern California and. Arizona: 
I 
R. W.' C. Farnsworth (1887-1888), R. s. Maclay (1888-1893), 
I 
schoo~ closed. 1893-1894, George Cochran (1894-1899),. 
school closed. 1899-1907, Ezra A. Healy (1907 -1921) ,, John 
F~. Fikher (1921-1931), Bruce Baxter (1931-1934), John G •. 
! 
Hill ( 1934-1936) ,, Carl S. Knopf ( 1936-1939), Rober.t 
Taylor· ( 1941-1945), Irl Whitchurch ( 1945-1947) ,, Floyd. 
Ross 1947-1949), Earl Cranston (1949- ). 
(5) ather teachers 
Through the years many other ministers of' the Oon-
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ference have served ~n teaching. Some have died; others 
are i3till alive •. Space does not permit more than the 
merest suggestion of their work: 0. s. Frambes, Super-
inteiD.dent of the Los Angeles Academy, forerunner of the 
University of Southern California; o •. W •. Cook, Claude C. 
Dol.lglass, R., T. Flewelling, C. V. Gilliland~ J. G •. Hill"' 
Robe~t J. Taylor, all professors at the Uniyersity of 
Sollthern California; c. V. Gustafson,, President,, Kansas 
City ,National Training School; Tulley Knoles,. Chancellor, 
Coll~ge of the Pacific, former professor, University of 
I 
Sol.ltl:iern California; Murray Leifer, professor, Garrett 
Bibli:cal Institute; M. E. Phillips, Chancellor, Kansas 
I 
Wesle;van University; L. E. Fuller, professor,, Garrett 
Biblibal Institute; c. Percy Hedley, professor, College 
of Puget Sound; L. F. Ketchum, professor, Pasadena Uni-
versity; Roy G. Bose, professor, Chapman College; Fred 
Essig~ professor, Asbury College; Byron Horn, professor,. 
! 
Simps0n College; Stanley R. Hopper, professor, Drew Uni-
versity; A. R. King, professor, Cornell College; Morgan 
s. Odell,_ professor, Occidental College. 
'These men, bishops and educators, were typical of 
the leadership of Methodism in Southern California. In 
assess,ing the over-all importance of the Conference,. tbis 
leadership must be remembered. 
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6. Mlnisterial Brotherhood 
.. 
i. Edl.ucation i . 
I, 
i The f'oundi ng of' the Uni ve:rsi ty of' Southern Cali-
f'ornia was evidence of' the Conference concern for educa-
! 
tionjamong its people. Within their own fellowship the 
ministers of' the conference began early to establish high 
i 
I 
standards of education. As early as 1881 the Conference 
! 
Exam~ning committee presented a resolution~ which was 
adop~ed, that made written examinations mandatory :for ad-
miss~on into the conference and that set up a minimum 
scor~ necessary f'or passing these examinations. 1 When the 
j 
Gene~al conference of' 1896 adopted specific books :for the 
. ! 
I 
conf~rence Course of Study, the Southern Calif'ornia Con-
I 
f'ererlce immediately adhered to them. A satisfactory score 
of' a~ least 65% had to be made on each book before a can-
' 
i 
didatJe could be elevated toward f'ull connection. In 1910 
I 
I the qonference took another step in setting higher re-
quire1nents. It became mandatory f'or a person applying f'or 
admisjsion on trial to be a high school gradu.ate.2 There, 
was s~ill a growing feeling that a considerably higher 
! 
education was necessary to minister to the rapidly grow-
1. Southern California Minutes, 1881, p. 18. 
2. Southern California Minutes,. 1910, p. 63. 
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ing i,area of Southern California. The incr.easing prestige 
of t~e University of' Southern California helped to :foster 
this': attitude. Accordingly, in 1918 the Conference passed 
a rebolution regarding admission into :full connection .. To 
' 
attaan this status it was necessary to hold a bachelor's 
degr~e from an approved college or university and to be 
: 1 grad~ated :from one of' the theological seminaries. En 
' 1926 this latter part was amended to read 11 • •• •. or its 
equi yalent :from one of' our schools duly r·ecogni zed by the 
2 Uni vtrsi ty .Senate. 11 Exceptions ~rrere allowed only :for 
special reasons and by a two-thirds vote of' the Confer-
encel During the thirties the Conference took another 
' 
f'orw~rd step. A committee was appointed to investigate 
the qsefulness of' aptitude tests :for determining the 
probJble success in the ministry of' yoU:tlg men to 11 guard 
against misf';tts." 3 The committee reported favorably, and 
': 
the donf'erence Relations Committee in 1935 began to test 
', 
all ~en seeking entrance into the Conference. The Annual 
Con:f~rence that year, already convinced of the usefulness 
i 
of t~e tests, memorialized the General Conference to make 
I 
such ip. test mandatory throughout the Church, but the 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1918, p. 44. 
2.: Southern California Minutes, 1926, p. 31. 
3. Southern California Minutes, 1933, p. 29. 
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Giene:bal Co:ni'erence :failed to act :favorably. 
In still another matter of' education the Gonf'erence 
w.as a pioneer. Ever since the :formation of' the Interna-
ti onal Council of' Religious Education the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in s-outhern Calif'ornia had become ex-
trem~ly conscious of' the growing importance of D~rectors 
of' Christian Education. In 1919 there were only three 
such leaders in all of' Southern Calif'ornia counting all 
denominationse Three years later there were thirty-f'our, 
of: whom seven-teen were Northern Methodists .. 1 Ats the Uni-
versity of' Southern Calif'ornia began to co-ordinate its 
religious program in 1922, the field of Christian Educa-
tion: took on an even more important status. Qualified 
trai ping of' high call ber "\'ras now available. By 1930 the 
Annual Qonference, :feeling that a D:irecton of C:hri stian 
i 
Education was a genuine vocation, presented a memorial 
to the G_eneral Gon:ference calling for official recogni-
tion' of Ministers of· Education. The memorial :further 
called :for high educational standards and the creation of 
a 11 FFllo'VrShip of' Ministers of' Education11 to which one 
attained eligibility only by meeting the high require-
' 
mentk. Tfrle educational requirements consisted of two 
! . . 
year~ of graduate work in Religious Education after com-
.. 
' l. Southern Calif'ornia Minutes, 1922, p .. 102. 
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plet~on of' a bachelor's degree. 1 11he General Conference,. 
howe~er, did not act favorably upon the memorial,. and the 
! 
matt:er was dropped until after unification. 
In the matter of' educational standards,, the South-
ern balifornia Conference was indeed a leader. It was 
! . 
probably one of' the earliest to require such high stand-
I 
2 
ards for full membership in an Annual Conference. Tin 
the matter of' aptitude tests and standards for Directors 
I 
of' C~istian Education the Conference was the first to 
pres~nt either matter to General Conference and early 
used 
1
! the aptitude tests in the course of examination .. The 
1. Scluthern California Minutes, 1930,. pp •. 87-89. 
I . 
2. It is Bdshop Oxnam 1 s recollection that the Conference 
w~s one of the first to require this (personal letter 
to the present writer, March 12, 1957). At unification 
l~ss than two-thirds of the Conferences of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church required this (J. Richard Spann, 
Di!rector of' In-service Training, Board of Education, 
~e Methodist Church,, personal lette~ to this writer, 
July 22, 1957). To ascertain the exact number and the 
dajtes of such action the journals of every Conference 
would have to be examined, an almost impossible task. 
Le'1tters of' inquiry were sent to the folloWing Con-
f'e!rences, selected because of their long history and 
tr!adi tionally high educational standards: New England, 
Ce'ntral New York,, and Baltimore .. Replies were received 
frbm the first two. Official Conference action in New 
England came some time after that in Southern. Califo~­
nia, but the Conference Relations Committee required 
it: beginning about 1918. Central New York did not re-
quire this until 1938 (J •. R. Shepler, librarian,. New 
England Conference Methodist Historical Society, Inc., 
personal letter to this writer, September 14, 1957; 
Lester Schaff, minister, Lafayette Avenue Methodist 
Chqrch,, Central New York, personal letter to tbi s 
writer, September 9, 1957). 
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I 
~ethddist Episcopal Church, South, in Southern California 
I 
at tl:ie time of unification did not require these same 
', 
i 
high jstandards. In seeking for an answer to the reason 
for ~he high standar•ds in the G:'onference it probably lies 
i 
in tlie fact that there were few rural charges and that the 
I 
Ccmfs
1
rence was not a small one., These factors, in addi-
: 
tion jto a good climate, attracted many men to the Con-
I 
fere~ce. This was good, since there was a great need for 
minis!ters. In fact, in the 1920's the Conference adopted 
I 
a pollicy of' bringing young men, seminary graduates, from 
i 
all o~er the country to try to man the needed churches. 
It sp!eaks well f'or the Conference that in the midst of 
1, 
the urgent need for ministers she raised and kept her 
! 
stand~rds of educational requirements high. This certain-
! 
ly pa~d dividends in the leadership she furnished to the 
I 
Ghurc~. 
I 
i 
i F l. 1 • ll..nance 
( 1) Pensions 
In any vocation the worker has a right to expect 
I 
some kind of sustenance af'ter retirement. Tlhis is as true 
in th~ ministry as in any other vocation. For years, how-
ever,'the retirement fund for Methodist ministers was 
' 
' 
woefully inadequate though in some places it was certainly 
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bett~r than in others. In the Southern California Con-
I 
ference it was quite inadequate. In large part this was 
because of the increasing burden placed upon the Confer-
ence by men who transferred into the Conference just 
prio~ to retirement. This situation created an inter-
I 
estirlg chapter in Methodist financial history. The man who 
can ~ell be credited with having led the Church into a 
just and reasonable settlement of this thorny problem is 
Frank! G::. H. Stevens,, who has spent his entire ministry 
in Sduthern California. 
In 1894 the generous gifts of Mr·s. Sarah Woodward 
and the Rev. and Mrs. A. M. Hough of land and money for 
invesftjment purposes enabled the Southern California Con-
I 
I 
ferenbe to make long needed progress in the matter of re-
tirement funds for the ministry. However, it was precisely 
I 
at thas time that a steady influx of ministers near re-
tirement began to occur. As the Conference was growing and 
I pulpits needed to be filled, the bishops were quick to 
transfer men West •. A large number of these requested a 
i 
transfer because of health. Many of them retired soon 
after either because they failed to regain their health or 
because of age. Under the laws of the Chunch at that time 
the financial responsibility of providing a retirement 
income rested solely upon the Conference in which the 
minister was a member at the time of retirement. This made 
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it ~ossi ble for a man to serve forty- years in the East and 
I onl~ one year in Southern California, yet to make a le-
! 
gi ti!mate claim upon the Southern California Conference for 
I 
I 
all !forty-one years of service. Before a solution was 
i 
reacl
1
hed years later this very thing happened innumerable 
I 
tim~s. Similar instances were recorded in Florida and in 
! 
othe~ Pacific 
I 
Coast Conferences where men came for reasons 
of bjealth. 
I 
I, 
In 1897 the Southern California Conference, which 
was kecoming increasingly concerned about this problem, 
I 
sent! a resolution to the Board of Bishops. The resolution 
I! 
requfsted that something be done to remedy this situation 
which was cutting deeply into the rightful retirement of 
I 
i 
men tho had served the greater part of their ministry in 
! Southern California. The resolution suggested that if' a;, 
man had 
I 
fereice 
I iforiRia 
to retire within three years,, the original Con-
from which he had transferred to Southern Cal-
l 
should support him or his family if he died. 
Al thchugh this resolution met w1 th no positive response,. 
! 
II 
it i£? interesting to note that this idea, considerably 
,, 
I 
broaqened, became the solution adopted thirty-nine years 
I 
I late~. By 1924 the situation had grown considerably worse. 
In the preceding year the problem had been pointed up 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1897, pp. 47-48. 
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I 
'! 
remalrkably. That year the transfers into the Conference 
in tJerms of accrued annuity service mortgaged one-half of 
the ientire endowment of the preceding twenty years .. Upon 
hear1ing this the Conference unanimously passed a recom-
' 
mendiation to the bishops that no man be allowed to trans-
fer ~nto the Conference unless someone with an equal an-
nuit~ claim transferred out. The Conference further recom-
mend~d that the next General Conference in 1928 make a 
thor9ugh adjustment of the entire pension program. 1 
:
1 
In 1924 Frank Stevens,. who had entered the Con-
ference on trial in 1898~ led the delegation to General 
I 
Conference for the first of five consecutive times .. By 
I 
i 
l928,he was fully experienced and armed with facts for 
battle. The majority report asked that 
on January 1, 1929, and thereafter, all lia-
bility for annuities prior to said date ••• 
shall rest with the Annual Conference where 
membership iS held .... and after said 
date • • • with the Annual Conference • • • 
where service shall be performed.2 
This !provided for the future, but Frank Stevens quickly 
' 
reali!zed that it still did not solve the problem of 
accru!ed service of past transf'ers into Conferences like 
I 
South'ern, California. He proposed a substitute that after 
1. soGthern California Minutes, 1924, pp. 94-95. 
2. Daily Christian Advocate, XXI (May 24, 1928)~ 540. 
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Janu~ry 1, 1929, would have made the Annual Conference, or 
' 
Conf'brences, wherever service had been previously rendered 
I 
respbnsible f'or the annuity. This motion, after consider-
able discussion, was tabled, and the original motion be-
came the law of' the Church. This was a first step, but 
inde~d it was only a half'-way measure which did not re-
lieve some Conferences of' the unjust burden. 
Attempts to take the final step in 1932 again proved 
futile. Success finally came in 1936. Frank Stevens, after 
hours of explanation, discussion, and appeal,, succeeded in 
leading the General Conference to a majority vote: 
' 11 Ef'f'~ctive June 1, 1937, all. liability ••• shall rest 
With,the Annual Conference in which the service was per-
1 
formed. 11 Nearly forty years had elapsed since the South-
I 
ern 8alif'ornia Con:fere:nce had taken its first of:ficial 
acti?n• Through the untiring leadership of' Frank Stevens 
f'or *early one-third of that time the Methodist Episcopal 
Church arrived at a f'air and adequate solu.ti on. 
i 
1. D1iily Christian Advocate, XXIII (May 15, 1936),, 358., 
M~thodist Episcopal Church, The Doctrine and Discipline 
of the Methodist Enisco al Church l 36 (New York: 
M~thodist Book Concern, 1936 , par. 959, p. 328. 
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(2) Minimum salary 
Contemporaneously With the Conference concern over 
pens~ons there occurred a real effort to achieve a mini-
! 
mum ~alary among the active ministry. In this painstaking 
task! the Rev. John Oliver must be credited with having led 
the "fay. It was_J:.is motion in 1922 that led to the first 
committee to investigate the entire matter, and there-
! 
afteF he served in a leading capacity on many committees 
I 
to w0rk out a solution to the problem. Along with Oliver 
many1felt that there was too great a difference between 
i 
the ~alary of the highest and that of the lowest paid 
miniJters, something which was not in keeping 1nth the 
! 
spirilt of Christian brotherhood. When the depression came 
in 19:29 this feeling was greatly intensified. Many felt 
I 
that lit was impossible to condemn the economic order as 
unchr1~stian when within the ministry itself there were 
I 
some :tnen without enough money on which to live adequately 
1 
while 1 others had more than enough. In 1931 the Conference 
adopted an 11 Equalization of Balary11 plan which for the 
i 
first1time set up a minimum salary: 
I 
single man in full-time appointment $1200 and 
house 
married man in full-time appo:rntment #1500 · 
and house 
married man in full relationship four years or 
more $1800 and house; $100 for each childl 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1931, pp. 100-lOl. 
ll4 
• I 
Effeptive men were to contribute to the plan on a per-
i 
centrge basis of their salaryt and this became known as 
the r1Fellowship Fund. 11 However, the plan met With only 
nomipal support and was not adopted. The committee at-
temp~ed to put some teeth into the plan and in 1934 in-
! 
duce~ the Annual Conference to levy apportionments to make 
i 
the jplan operable. The apportionment feature took effect 
i 
! 
in J
1
bly of 1937, and thereafter minimum salary was an es-
i 
tabl~shed fact in the Conference. 
! 
It was not until 1944 that the General Conference 
madej minimum salary an established order throughout the 
i 
Churbh With an equal responsibility for it resting upon 
i 
I 
the ~aity and on the clergy. Just how much credit for this 
I 
can be given to the Southern California Conference cannot 
I 
be precisely determined. It cannot be proved that Southern 
California was the first Conference to conceive the idea 
i 
of m~nimum salary. Several Conferences during the period 
werel probably wrestling with the same problem. The Cali-
1 fornila Conference in 1932 established a 11 Mutual Aid11 plan 
I -whic~ evolved into a permanent plan for a minimum salary.1 
I 
I 
At l~ast the Southern California Conference was a pioneer 
! 
in this matter. Several Conferences wrote to Southern 
! 
I 
Cali~ornia Conference headquarters in 1931 for details 
1. Lbofbourow, op. cit., p. 275. 
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1 befo~e the plan had fully materialized. In 1932 the Cou-
fere~ce became the first,, as far as can be ascertained, 
I 
to s~bmit a memorial requesting legislation on minimum 
il 
salary by General Conference. The General Conference 
i 
allowed an Annual Conference to make such apportionments 
I 
as requested, but the phr·aseology was very loose and had 
1 
I little effect. In 1936 the Southern California Confer-
1 
encer-again alone~-sent another memorial requesting per-
i. 
mission to make the Conference plan mandatory upon every 
i 
churbh in the Annual Conference. No action was ever taken 
i 
even 1~ im committee, but the Conference proceeded to pt:it 
I 1 
the flan into effect anyhow. By 1944,. when minimum sal~ 
I 
ary 1Decame an, official order of General Conference,. many 
I 
Conf~rences were agitating for it. 
\ 
1 Certainly in the field of finance the Southern 
I 
Caliifornia Conference was an active pathfinder for the 
il 
enti.Ve Church., 
I 
I 
i 1. See Southern California Minutes, 1931, p. 185; Southern 
Callifornia Minutes,. 1936, p. 115; Methodist Episcopal 
Ctiurch, Journal of the General Conference of the 
M~thodist Episcopal Church, 1932 (New York: Methodist 
Bdok Concern, 1932), p. 582. The Journal of the General 
Cdnference, 1936, mentions that the memorial from the 
SO'uthern California Conference was referred to the 
Co~ittee on Itinerancy, but there is strangely no 
re'cord of any action by that committee either in the 
Journal or in the Daily Christian Advocate. 
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7. University of .Southern California 
! Drawing inspiration from their founder John Wesley, 
Methbdist ministers have consistently been concerned that 
I 
I 
a Christian education be available to their people. In 
I 
thisl long tradition California Methodists were no excep-
i 
tionl. In 1851 the California Conference chartered 11 Cal-
1 
iforpia Wesleyan College, 11 later changed to 11 The Universi-
ty o~ the Pacific11 and eventually.to 11 The College of the 
I 
' Pacific.u In 1860 the ttNapa Collegiate Institute11 was es-
tabl~shed by this same Methodist Conference.1 
1 Methodists in Southern Califor·nia also manifested 
this unquenchable thirst for education. As early as 1871 
two laymen, Robert Maclay Widney and Abel Stearns, were 
read~ to erect a building and begin an endowment for a 
' univ~rsity, but the death of Mr. stearns ended the en-
1 
deavpr. Four years later John Tansey, then Presiding Elder 
of the Los Angeles District of the California Conference, 
I bought some land with the intention of starting a univer-
1 
si ty! •. The following June he died, and this plan was a ban-
I 
I 2 donea. Meanwhile, G. S. Hickey, pastor of the Fort 
1. Rockwell D. Hunt, History of the College of the Pa-
cific 1851-1951 (Stockton: College of the Pacific,. 
1951), pp. 6-7, 96. 
2 •. see W. Ballantine Henley and Arthur E. Neelley (eds.), 
Cardinal and Gold (Los Angeles: University of Southern 
California, 1939), p. 7 ... 
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Str~et (First) Methodist Episcopal Church in Los Angeles, 
enli 1
1
sted the help o:f several ministers and laymen and in 
Dece~ber, 1875, began a school in the vacated brick church 
adjacent to their new chur·ch building. The Rev. J. D. Ham-
mondJ., a tourist and graduate of~ Genesee College,. was en-
list!.ed as temporary teacher until the spring when o. S. 
Frambes took over the leadership.1 When the Southern 
Cali~ornia Conference met for the first time in September, 
1876:,, the members declared themselves officially in favor 
of liegally establishing a school of high grade in Los 
Angeh_es to be known as 11 The Los Angeles Academy. 11 This was 
to b:~ a continuation of the school being rlln by o •. S. 
: 2 Frampes. For the next three years the Conference zeal-
, 
i 
ouslF promoted the Academy while a committee sought to 
obta~n lands that could be the basis o:f an endowment fund 
I 
1. Jl. H. Green0, 
11 Genesis of the Southern California Annual 
Cpnference, California Christian Advocate, LXXV 
(September 16, 1926), 12. Apparently Hickey was follow--
ing the resolution adopted at the California Annual 
Cpnference in 1872 under the heading 11 Los Angeles 
A~ademy11 which requested the ministers at Los Angeles,. 
Compton, and Santa Barbara to confer with a Board of 
T~ustees already appointed, among whom was Robert 
M~clay Widney. This resolution. may well have come as a 
result of Messrs. Widney and Staerns 1 plan of 1871. 
See 11 Southern California, 11 California Christian 
Advocate, LXXV {September 16 ,. 1926) ,. 12, and Minutes 
of the California ~nnual Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1872 (San Francisco: Methodist Book 
Depository, 1872), p. 25. 
2. Southern California MinUtes, 1876, pp. 18-19. 
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for an institution of higher learning. Robert Maclay Wid-
ney ~nd the Rev. A. M. Hough worked especially hard,. and 
I in J).:tly of 1879 the three year•s of searching came to an 
end. Various offers of land had been received and appraised, 
and in July an offer from Southwest Los Angeles (then known 
as w:est Los Angeles) was secured by Mr. Hough and accepted 
by the trustees of the Conference. Messrs. o. W. Childs, 
.Tohn G. Downey, and Isaias W. Hellman, Protestant, Cath-
olic!, and Jew, gave three hundred and eight lots in West 
Los :Angeles for the establishment of a university. 1 
This institution was to be known as the 11 University 
of Sbuthern California" and was 11 to be under the control 
and ~anagement of the Methodist Episcopal Conference of 
Southern California, or such other Conference as it may be 
changed into." Further, 11 a majority of said Trustees shall 
I 
be m~mbers of the Methodist Episcopal Church. 112 The Uni-
versity was to be controlled by a Board of Directors 
elected annually by the Southern California Conference in 
i 
whatever manner the Conference might choose to adopt.3 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1879, p. 11. 
2. From the original D.eed of Trust, Catalogue of the 
University of Southern California, 1884-1885 (Los 
Angeles: Mirror Printing and Binding House, 1885), pb. 4-7. Cited hereafter as Catalogue. 
! 
' 
3. uf.t:tversity of Southern California, 11Minutes of Board 
of Trustees," 1880-1895, p. 2. Cited hereafter as 
u¥inutes of Trustees." 
~e ~ndowment Fund was placed under the_ control and manage-
ment':, of a separate Board of Trustees .. 1 Until 1893 each 
' 
' 
cata]ogue issued by the University made it absolutely clear 
that fthe University was 11 firmly secured to the Methodist 
Episcopal Church.'' B.y action of the Trustees of the Los 
Angel~s Academy this small school was closed in June of 
2 1880, ',and all assets were transferred to the University. 
Pn October 6, 1880, the University of Southern Cali-
fornia'!, opened with fifty-three students. Marion McKinley 
Bovard~: beloved and consecrated minister of the Southern 
Cali:for\,nia Conference, began o:ffice as the :first President. 
Streets:: surrounding the University were named after the 
' 
donors bf the property as well as bishops ar.ld.,other promi-
nent peqple of the Methodist Episcopal Church, and these 
street James were carried for many years. 3 The following 
' 
il 
spring the University Methodist Church was organized to 
minister'especially to the University :faculty and students. 
Progress was slow as the University tried to assert 
itself. Mpch credit for its continuance must always be 
' given to President Bovard and his brother, F. D. Bovard. 
Both worked sacrificially and o:ften wi thout' .. any aid from 
1. Catalogue, 1883-1884, p. 4. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1880, pp. 14-15. 
3. Rockwell D. Hunt, The First Half CenturT (Los Angeles: 
Univers~ty of Southern ITalifornia, 1930 , p. 4. 
------
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others or profit to themselves 1 asking only :for the high 
pri v':tlege of educating men and women. Influential Meth-
' 
odists slowly began to realize the potentialities of the 
University to the life of Southern California. In June 31 
1885 ,; Mrs. Sarah Tansey gave extensive land to endow a 
1 Chair of Christian Ethics at the Vniversity. In Septem-
I ber o';f that year an annocmcement was made at Annual Con-
, 
ferenbe that was to have far-reaching effects on the life 
I 
of So~thern California Methodism. 
I 
.The California Christian Advocate in 1873 had com-
mente~ that 11 no cho.rch can grow and prosper and accomplish 
its miission in saving the people, whose ministry is un-
. 2 
educated. 11 Many people in California had long realized 
that this was true and hoped that somehow a seminary might 
be est~blished. One of these was Senator Charles Maclay. 
Senaton Maclay had come to California in the early days of 
I 
its set;tlement as a missionary of the Methodist Episcopal . 
Church. He labored for awhile among the early pioneers and 
then located to go into business. He served a short term 
in the 9tate Senate. After helping to establish the Uni-
' 
versity ·.of the Pacific, he came to Southern California in 
1875 and, purchased an extensive amount of land. In Sep-
1, Southern California Minutes, 1885, p. 51. 
2. 11 A School of Theology," California Christian Advocate, 
:XXII (December 18, 1873), 4. 
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temb,er, 1885, the Annual Conference heard that this Chris-
tian', layman had made a magnificent gift of $150,000 to 
endow a College of Theology to be known as the Maclay 
College of Theology. 1 Ten years previously the leaders of 
Southern California Methodism dreamed of a great institu-
tion ,,for Christian higher learning. Now Senator Maclay had 
extended the vision, looking to the future when young men 
would,go forth from the halls of a seminary in their own 
I 
area to spread the message of C~ist and to be a leaven 
I 
in sooi ety. rn addition to this endowment Maclay also gave 
a beadrtiful campus site of ten acres in San Fernando and 
agreed'·, to erect a sui table building. Feeling that this 
would still not be enough, he gave additional land to serve 
as a r~serve fund to meet any deficits or unusual necessi-
ties ir\. the running expenses. In August of 1887 R. W. c. 
Farnswo~th w~s elected the first Dean, and on October 5th 
I 
the fid:>t term at Maclay began. Classes were held in what-
ever space was available, including the Dean 1 s study and 
the San,,Fernando Methodist Church, since the main building 
and boar\ding hall were still under construction. In Sep-
tember o'f the next year the new building at Maclay was 
formally dedicated, and R. B. Maclay, brother of Senator 
Maclay, was installed as Dean 1 succeeding Mr. Farnsworth, 
1. Southern California Minutes,, 1885 1 p. 14. 
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who had. died.. Senator Maclay made the formal presentation: 
Bishop Bowman, I now present to the Method-
ist Episcopal Church this building, free from 
debt, hoping that I may live long enough to 
see it filled. with earnest students who shall 
go out into the woJ:ld. to preach Je·sus Christ 
and. Him Crucified; 
Two years later Charles Maclay died.. He had. kindled. a 
•. 
light that was to shine gloriously into the future. 
Meanwhile the University also had been expanding 
rapidly in. other directions. The land boom of' the eighties 
had a decisive effect on the educational attempts of the 
Conf'erenceo Numerous gifts from other interested. people 
like Senator Maclay had. prompted the Conference to start 
several institutions .. By 1888 there were seven schools 
under the direct control of' the Southern California Con~ 
f'erence: Liberal Arts (Los Angeles, 1880); Chaffee College 
of' Agriculture (Ontario, 1883); College of' Medicine (Los 
Angeles, 1884); Maclay College of' Theology (San Fernando, 
1887); Tulare Seminary (Tulare, 1887); Sisson University 
(Lower California, 1887); College of' Fine Arts (San Diego, 
1888). Five other schools were projected.: seminaries at 
Rialto, Ramona, and. Escondido; an observatory in Los Ange-
les; a College of' Art at Ensenada. Every one of' these 
1. Leslie F. Gay, ttHistory of the University of Southern 
California11 ((.lnpublished. Master's thesis, University 
of .Southern Calif'or·nia, 1910), p. 179. 
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schools was an integral part of what was known as the 
11 University System .. " The center of the system was the 
College of Liberal Arts, and the other schools were spokes 
of a gigantic wheel radiating out to spread education over 
the face of Southern California. All of these constituted 
the University of Southern California, under the control 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church yet offering Christian 
non-sectarian work: 
The connection of the University with the 
Methodist Episcopal Church is definite ••• 
the instruction and all matters pertaining 
to the educational work are wholly nQn-
sectarian, yet decidedly Christian •••• 
These ~chools at Tulare, San Fernando, etc_J 
are definitely connected with the University 
and are parts of it, as much as the College -
of Liberal Arts.l 
In the late fall of 1888 the real estate boom burst, 
and the University was quickly in financial trouble. The 
Directors were forced to sell much of the property, and 
when the depression subsided in 1894, only the College of 
Liberal Arts, the College of Medicine, Maclay, and Chaf-
fee remained as parts of the Universit~. Chaffee subse-
quently became a separate institution. By 1890 the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts was seriously in debt and was saved 
from closing only because President Bovard and a few 
others were willing to assume full responsibility as they 
1. Marion McKinley Bovard to Dr. Edwin W. Fowler, July 10, 
1888, Bovard MS, Bancroft Library, University of 
California. 
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had in the first year of the school's operation. In 1891 
for lack of funds Maclay was reduced to one faculty mem-
ber, Dean Maclay. In December the death of President Bo-
vard added to the crisis. Fortunately, J. P •. Widney, first 
Dean of the College of Medicine, and an astute adminis-
trator, was elected to fill the vacancy. 
In 1893 a crisis for the University was reached, and 
several events of crucial significance for the future 
occurred. The College of Liberal Arts, still the heart of 
the University System, passed the hump when an individual 
made a very generous gift to retire a considerable part 
of the debt. 1 The financial situation at Maclay was much 
more grave. Because of the depressed business conditions, 
there was no income from the Maclay endowment fund. Fur-
thermore, the original Deed of Trust by Senator Maclay 
prevented the trustees from selling any land Within the 
endowment fund for less than $150 an acre. At this time 
there was no possibility of sales at such a price, and had 
the land been sold for a cheaper price, the property, under 
the terms of the deed, would revert at once from the Uni-
versity to the original donor or his heirs. 2 Had Senator 
Maclay still been alive, he most probably would have 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1893, p. 38. 
2. Gay, op. cit., p. 171. 
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changed the deed to allow the sale of some of the land to 
preserve the school intact. His heirs could not change the 
deed. Maclay College, then, was not in debt as was the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts, but Maclay was land-p?or. Rather than 
incur any debt, the Board of Regents closed the school in 
June. Subsequently the property in San Fernando was sold. 
Actually the closing had been anticipated for some 
months because of the progressing plan of consolidation 
being worked out by President Widney. When he assumed the 
Presidency, Dr. Widney immediately saw that a real co-
hesive force was lacking in the University. 11 The great 
problem was •. to simplify and unify the system, to central-
1 ize and consolidate its resources. 11 This was done first 
by securing release from all conditions forbidding en-
cumbrance of college property from the original donors~ 
and second by changing the organization of the Board of 
Directors. Heretofore the College of Liberal Arts was under 
i 
the direct control of the Board of Directors of the Uni-
versity, while other schools, like Maclay, had their own 
separate Board of Regents. Now this college was given a 
governing body of its own, and in 1892 it was incorporated 
with the distinct provision that three-fifths of the fif-
teen Regents must always be members of the Methodist 
l. Ibid., p. 214. 
A 
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Episcopal Church. Finally~ the various Boards of Trustees 
in charge of endowments for each school were abolished and 
centralized under one body. These endowments were now held 
1 directly by the Directors of the University Corporation. 
The Annual Conference ~oted its full approval. 2 This re-
organization was a colossal task and put the University on 
a solid foundation. It saved the Methodist institution 
from many f'uture legal complications as well as probably 
its very existence. 
On August 29, 1893, as a part of' the plan of' re-
organization» the University made two settlements. In 1886 
Judge R. M. Widney had founded a Reserve Endowment Fund to 
meet necessities as they might arise in any of' the depart-
menta of the University. Half of' this land was reconveyed 
to Judge Widney, and the University received clear title 
to the remainder, f'ree of' all restrictions, to be used in 
whatsoever manner the Board desired. 3 The second settle-
ment did essentially the same thing with the Maclay endow-
ment fund. About one-half' of the original property, to-
gether with some money, was reconveyed to the Maclay heirs, 
and the remaining land, with improvements and securities, 
l. Ibid., pp. 216-222. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1893, p. 41. 
3. "Minutes of Trustees,tr 1880-1895, p. 249. 
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was given. over t~ the Board of Directors of the Uni versi-
ty Corporation, free of all restrictions, to be used in 
1 
whatever manner the Board deemed best for the University. 
The .Annual Conference believed that a substantial portion 
of the funds would be used to re-open Maclay at West Los 
.Angeles and that lots adjoining the campus of the Col-
lege of Liberal Arts had been purchased for this purpose. 2 
However, the funds were used to strengthen the College of 
Liberal .Arts. 
Looking back today, after three decades of groWing 
division between the Conference and the University, it is 
easy to ask why the Board, composed of Methodist laymen 
and ministers, did not immediately see to it that Maclay 
was re-established on a firm foundation, and to blame 
them because they did not. Yet it is not possible for us 
now to know all the extenuating circumstances. At the time, 
with the existence of other Methodist schools of theology 
throughout the nation, these Christian men may well have 
felt that unless the College of Liberal .Arts, the heart of 
1. Ibid., p. 250. It is very important to note, in view 
of the growing controversy thereafter, that the 
"Minutes of 'Th"ustees," the Gay thesis, and the .Annual 
Conference Minutes, 1893, p. 40, are in complete 
agreement that no restrictions were placed on any of 
these funds. They could be used as the Directors 
chose to do so. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1893, pp. 40-41. 
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the University, was firmly established, there would soon 
be no school at all. 
PX?esident Widney resigned in 1895, and George W. 
White succeeded him. Shortly after his succession the 
final step of reorganization occur•red. The two existing 
corporations, 11 University of Southern California11 and 0 The 
College of Liberal Arts of the University of Southern 
California" merged as 11 University of Sou.thern California," 
and a Board of Trustees supplanted the old Board of Di-
1 
rectors. The University, as previou.sly, legally con-
tinued to be firmly secured to the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. Meanwhile, Il!faclay continu.ed its work from October, 
1894, to June, 1899, as a part of the College of Liberal 
Arts. Then once again for lack of funds the school was 
forced to close, this time for eight years. Efforts to 
secure funds failed since many people believed strongly 
that no efforts should be spared to further strengthen the 
College of Liberal Arts •. To this end a permanent endowment 
2 
fund was launched, and by 1902 $200,000 was assured. 
At the insistence of the Annual Conference Maclay 
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reopened in the fall of 1907 with Ezra A. Healy as Dean. In 
l.Henley and Neelley, op. cit., p. 38. Since the main 
interest of the Conference after 1900 began to center 
in Maclay, the expansion of the University will be 
considered only as it relates to and affects Maclay. 
2. Hunt, .. The First Half Century, pp. 11, 15. 
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1911 the Conference rejected a proposal to place Maclay 
under a separate Board of Control such as existed in the 
other professional schools of the ever-expanding Universi-
ty. To those in charge of the University it was evident 
that a separate board should have been set up. Whether 
acceptance of the proposal would have later prevented the 
breach is questionable. But at least for the University, 
in retrospect, it was well that the proposal was not ac-
cepted •. It made possible an expanded program and integra-
tion of Maclay into the total University as the Board of 
l Trustees saw fit. In 1913 courses in religion 'vere opened 
to lay workers, and within five years a diversity of 
courses in religious education were being offered yearly, 
including Y-Secretaryship and deaconness training. In 
October of 1922 John Fisher succeeded Dean Healy at Maclay, 
and Rufus B. von KleinBmid succeeded George F. Bovard as 
President. He was the first layman elected to the Pres-
idency. He immediately began to co-ordinate the work of 
Maclay with the newly created departments of Bible and 
Religious Education in order to train men and women not 
only for the parish ministry but also for other full~time 
church vocations. In keeping With this broadened program 
l. Personal interview With Rufus B. von KleinSmid, 
Chancellor, Universfty of Southern California, July 
15, 1957. 
the name "Maclay C-ollege of Theology11 was changed to:_ 11 The 
School of Religion on the Maclay Foundation,n of which 
1 
one of the departments was Divinity. ~s was done upon 
the recommendation of an Annual Conference committee of 
seven members who had studied carefully the entire situa-
tion for two years. In 1925 1 by action of the Trustees of 
the University, Maclay College of Theology was terminated. 
Through the last decade another crisis had been 
rapidly approaching. Since 1900 the University officials 
had been struggling to raise a permanent endowment. Many 
interested individuals had contributed substantial 
amounts, but the Annual Conference itself had not been of 
any real financial help. The Conference Board of Education 
in 1908 typically admonished the C~onference that 11 our 
offerings for its support should be increased commensurate 
2 
with the larger work that it is doing. 11 That year the 
Conference gave $4,769 to the University, while one-fourth 
of the pastors reported nothing for the schoo1. 3 By 1927 
1. Yearbook of the Universit of Southern California 
(Los Angeles: University of Southern California, 
p. 202. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1908, p. 32. 
3. Ibid~, p. 86. The churches were asked to make a thirty-
five cent contribution for each member. Ten cents of 
this was to be credited to Maclay. 
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the amount contributed had risen to better than $14,000. 
In 1910 the Board of Education warned of the 11 vast wealth 
dangling its bait" before the Trustees to try to abolish 
the organic relation between the University and the Con-
2 
ference. Many foundations, few of whom looked with favor 
upon denominational schools, were offering funds to 
Boards of Trustees and causing many institutions to break 
their denominational ties. The Los Angeles D~strict Super-
intendent warned that unless something was done speedily 
by the Conference 11 the Methodism of Southern C:B.lifornia 
will wake up some morning and remember that opportunity 
3 
has a forelock but no hindlock. 11 In the twenties von 
Klein.Smid declared again and again that 11 C:ontrol Implies 
Support. 114 An endowment drive of $'500,,000 in 1913 by the 
University was postponed because of the war. Then in 1918, 
in conjunction With the Methodist Episcopal Church Ed-
ucational Jubilee, the University received almost 
$1,250,000; but delinquency on the part of some 2,000 sub-
1. Southern California Minutes, 1927, p. 99. 
2 •. Southern California Minutes, 1910, p. 112. 
3 • .Southern C.:a.lifornia Minutes, 1914, p. 109. 
4. Southern California Minutes, 1929, p. 30. 
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1 
scribers reduced this amount considerably. In the 
twenties the Doheny family was extremely generous to the 
University, but the scandal with Albert Fall cast a great 
deal of uncertainty on these gifts in the minds of many 
2 
cronference members. This in turn did not endear the 
d~onference to Doheny and other substantially wealthy 
friends of his who were also making contributions to the 
University. 
In 1928 the crisis was precipitated by another fi-
nancial campaign. ~e remarkable growth of the University 
had made it an 11 established fact 11 that 11 the University 
133 
had • • • grown: beyond the power of the C.:Onference to main-
3 
tain it effectively • 11 The annual budget o:f the University 
was $1~250,000; the d~nference now could give it less than 
$::to, 000 direct, and the pressure o:f other claims prevented 
1. Bee John W. Hancher (ed.), The Educational Jubilee 
(Cinn: The Methodist Book C:oncern Press, 1918), p. 400, 
and Southern California Minutes, 1920, p. 94. 
2. Personal interview with Tulley Knoles, Chancellor, The 
College of the Pacific, and former secretary to Presi-
dent Bovard, July 15, 1957. Dr. Knoles has stated in 
writing for the writer that in 1913 and 1914 Mr. Doheny, 
Sr. personally gave President Bovard a check to cover 
the deficits of the University. This interest in the 
University never ceased. Because o:f the scandal in the 
twenties Bromley Oxnam opposed the nomination of Mr. 
Doheny, Jr. to the Board of Trustees of :the University. 
See Southern California Minutes, 1924, p. 21. 
3. Southern California Minutes, 1928, p. 94. 
a campaign :for endowment.among the churches. The University 
was :forced to launch a mammoth campaign independent of the 
Conference. Yet almost at once it found itself stymied by 
the fact that it could not, as then constituted, legally 
receive and hold gi:fts and bequests. The trusyees had to 
be sel:f-perpetuating rather than. elected by the Annual 
C.on:ference. The trustees unanimously voted to change the 
Articles o:f Incorporation, and they were so amended. The 
Conference Board of Education, sensing that 11 the proposed 
change was inevitable, because imperati ve,.11 gave a very 
1 
modif'ied assent to the proposal. The majority o:f trus-
tees still remained Methodists. In further interest of' the 
Gonf'erence the University appointed a committee to con-
sider the entire matter of reorganizing the School of Re-
ligion so as to make it an af:filiated school o:f the Uni-
versity but making the C'on:ference the sustaining and con-
trolling power of the school. Accordingly, a Gon:ference 
commission was appointed to work with the University to 
study the entire question 11 touching the aim, location, 
. 2 
erection, and endowment of such an institution." The 
Oonf'erence then requested the University trustees to set 
aside :from their funds an amount of' money that would rep-
1. Ibid. 
2. Ibid. 
resent the past contributions or the Church to the Uni-
versity to constitute the beginning of the contemplated 
foundation. Moreover•, the acceptance or the change in the 
Articles of Incorporation by the Conference was contingent 
l 
upon the University accepting this request. ~e Uni-
versity refused the request on the grounds that the Uni-
versity had carried Maclay at a loss for so many years 
that it had thus Wiped out any obligation to return 
either direct contributions or the endowment of years 
2 past. The first giant step toward total secularization 
of the University had been completed. When the final s:tep 
was taken in 1952, the Board of Tirustees regarded the 
year 1928 as the terminal date of affiliation of the Uni-
3 
v.ersity with the Methodist Episcopal Church. 
Three courses remained open to the Conference: 
(l) the school could remain under complete control or the 
University with the Cbnfer•ence acting in an advisory 
capacity; (2) an inter-denominational school in Southern 
California could be established; (3) an entirely inde-
pendent school could be established by the Annual Con-
1. Ibid., p. 95. 
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2. Southern California Minutes,. 1934, p .. 95. Unfortunately 
it must be admitted that the direct contributions never 
carr·ied any restrictions and that the endowment :funds, 
by terms of the settlement in 1893, could be used in any 
way that the Board desired. cr. supra, p. 128, n. 1. 
3. 11 Minutes or '1\rustees, 11 1941-June 1955, p. 756. 
ference. 1 The decision of the University in regard to the 
old Maclay funds and past contributions was, of course, 
not satisfactory to the Conference, but the crisis of the 
depression left the Conference unable to force the issue. 
The depression made it impossible to start a separate 
school, but throughout the thirties the Conference com-
mission continued its investigation. The School of Re-
ligion continued its tasks under the leadership of Bruce 
Baxter, Dean 1931-1934, John Hill, Dean 1934-1936, and 
Carl Knopf, Dean 1936-1939. In 1934 the University Senate 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church recognized the School as 
an accredited graduate school of theology of the Church. 2 
The University continued to share in Methodist World 
3 Service Funds. At least in the eyes of the Church the 
school was still clearly a Methodist institution. 
Unification created more intense feeling that a 
separate school might be established, but the commission 
felt that the time was not ripe and commended the graduate 
School of Religion of the University as worthy of support. 
In 1949 Dr. Earl Cranston was chosen to head the School 
of Religion. Thr·ough the last eight years of very critical 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1929, p. 31. 
2. Henley and Neelley, op. cit., p. 125. 
3. Southern California Minutes, 1929, p. 31. 
readjustment Dean Cranston has ably guided the Methodist 
interest in a school or theology. In November or 1952 the 
Trustees or the University changed the Articles of In-
corporation once more, eliminating the provision that a 
majority of the trustees had to be Methodists. Tbis was 
done "to eliminate any possibility of misconception. 111 
13'7 
Significantly, a week later the trustees received the first 
annual gift or $419,000 from the C:ounty or Los Angeles for 
. . 2 
services through the University's School or Medicine. 
The following February a committee was appointed by Bishop 
Gerald Kennedy to represent the C:onference in negotiations 
with the University to clarify the relationship between 
the Conference and the School or Religion. Subsequently a 
"Declaration of Trust 11 was entered into by the University 
and the Conference by which a joint Board of Administra-
tion was created. This rather uneasy relationship proved 
unsatisfactory, however, and in 1955 the Declaration was 
terminated by mutual consent. B:y June of 1956 a new 
s·ehool of theology, authorized by the General Conference, 
and wholly.independent or the University or Southern 
Cali:fornia, and under the direct control or the Southern 
California-Arizona Conference, had been incorporated as 
1 •. 11 Minutes or Trustees, 11 1941-June 1955, p. 756. 
2. Ibid., p. 768. 
a legal organization. The new school first met at the 
University Methodist Church while the Conference looked 
for a permanent home. After much searching and delibera-
tion, Claremont was decided upon as the new location. 
Seventy-nine years previous Charles Maclay had made pos-
sible a Maclay c-ollege of' Theology through a magnif'icent 
gift. Now another wonderful Christian, who desires to re-
main anonymous, has donated extensive land in Claremont 
that the tradition of' Maclay :inay be continued. In the fall 
o:f 1957 classes opened on the campus o:f Claremont G:'ollege 
while the permanent campus was being readied. 
T.o assess the long history o:f the Southern Cali-
fornia Cbnf'erence, and its Sllccessor O.bn:ference, in its re-
lat.ionship with the University of' Southern California is no 
easy undertaking. The hopes and dreams of the early leaders 
o:f the Oonf'erence were that a magnificent institution of 
. Christian learning collld be established and cultivated for 
the people of Southern Calif'ornia •. When Maclay O.bllege of 
Theology became a reality in 1887 as a part o:f the Uni-
versity, those original desires took on added significance~ 
Times changed. The University survived the almost :fatal 
depression of 1888-1894, and even, as Los Angeles mush-
roomed the University did likewise. Tb many connected with 
the University, as well as no small number in the Annual 
Conf'erence, the University had grown too big :Lor the c·on-
ference. If every institution of Methodism that did not 
receive all the support it felt entitled to from an 
Annual Conference severed its relationship, Methodism to-
day would have few,. if any, institutions. The leaders of 
such schools have always known that much support must be 
sought elsewhere. Yet it must be admitted that few in-
stitutions of Methodism had grown as large as had the 
·University of Southern California in 1928. Needing a tre-
mendous endowment, the University had to change the cor-
porate laws, and twenty-four years later the last refer-
ence to the Methodist Church was eliminated from these 
same laws. With this step a great university, born and 
nurtured in the Christian faith and life, became entirely 
secularized. It had followed a pattern not unique in the 
history of American higher education. 
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8 •. 11 1\.m I My Brother's Keeper?11 
i. Chinese 
The Chinese had first come to America in large 
numbers to help build the transcontinental railroad. 
Through the efforts of the Rev. Otis Gibson of the Cal-
ifornia Conference, Christian help came to these people. 
He helped to establish a school for them, and in l870 he 
saw the dedication of a Chinese Church in San Francisco .l 
Tremendous racial prejudice prevented any significant ad-
vance for some years beyond this small beginning. In the 
year 1887 work among the Chinese began in Southern Cali-
fornia when the members of Los Angeles First Church or-
ganized a Chinese mission. For the most part the mission 
served as a Sunday School. The progress was slow but cer-
tainly rewarding. Six years later seventy-five Chinese 
were enrolled, and the average attendance was forty-five. 
A real distinction came to First Church at this time. The 
church licensed the first Chinese local preacher in the 
United States, Chan Kin Lung, who later became the pastor 
2 
of' the local Chinese Methodist Church. As the Chinese 
population continued to grow, the Southern California 
1. Loofbourow, .212..!. cit., pp. 206-207. 
2. The Horizon, pp. 18-19. 
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Conference attempted several times to get aid from the 
General Board, but the Board was more disposed to help 
other groups. Pasadena and San Diego Methodists sponsored 
Chinese missions as had Los Angeles, and later missions 
were opened in Mexicali and Phoenix. In 1904 the Pacific 
Chinese Mission of the Methodist Episcopal Church was 
organized to try to give the missions more stability. 
Yet thorough and effective work was continually blocked 
throughout the area by racial prejudice. Moreover, the 
Old World ties of the overwhelming majority of Cblnese 
made evangelism most difficult. 
ii. Japanese 
Christian activity among the Japanese also started 
in San Francisco. In 1877 three young Japanese presented 
themselves for membership at the Howard Street Church. 
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The following year a Gospel Society was organized, and by 
1886 Japanese work in California and Hawaii had become a 
district of' the Galifornia Conference. 1 Evangelism in 
Southern California was very slow. The presence of Buddhi.st 
missions and racial prejudice made the task difficult. In 
1900 the Japanese work on the Pacific Coast was organized 
into a Mission Conference .. By 1910 there were Japanese 
missions at Oxnard and Santa Clara, where Japanese were 
l. Loofbourow, op. cit., p. 207. 
employed in agricultur•al labor. A home for working girls 
in Los Angeles, the Jane c·ouch Memorial Home, was operated 
by the Mission Conference with the help of the Woman's 
Home Missionary Society of the Southern California Con-
ference. B.y 1937 there were ll charges Within the bounds 
of the Southern California cronference, but these were 
small, and in Los Angeles County, where 35,000 Japanese 
1 lived, there were but three Methodist churches. 
iii. Korean 
Christian work among Koreans was also scattered, bwt 
the Church was alert to whatever opportunity presented it-
self. In 1909 the only Methodist Episcopal Mission for 
2 Koreans in the entire United States was in Los Angeles. 
The Los Angeles Missionary Society gave most of the sup-
port for it. Koreans were never to be found in Southern 
California in extensive numbers until a gradual increase 
could be noticed by 1939. At unification. the Methodists 
had an organized society of one hundred and twenty-five 
members but no buildings. 3 
1. Southern C.alifornia Minutes, 1937, p. 461 .. 
2. Southern California Minutes,, 1909, p. 34. 
3. Journal o:f the 'California Oriental Misston 1 1212 
( n.p.: n.n., 1939)' p. 24. 
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iv. Italian and Portuguese 
The Latin American Mission encompassed the work 
among these t"li'ro nati onali ties. The Portuguese activity wros 
completely in the northern part of the state. Tihe Italian 
activity that was in Southern California centered in Los 
l 
Angeles. It was first organized in Los Angeles in 1919 but 
never increased notably. At unification only two small 
Italian societies were meeting. 
v •. F..ilipino 
Evangelism among the Filipinos began in conjunction 
2 
with the Pasadena Methodist Church in 1916. For more 
than ten. years the group was housed by· the Goodwill 
Industries, and from the group came nearly every leader 
among Filipinos on the coast.3 Evangelism was extremely 
arduous because most of them were single men and migrated 
frequently. At unification there was no property of any 
description~ in Southern C..alifornia for ]!.ilipino Chnistian 
work, and the entire endeavor was placed With Chinese and 
Korean activity in· the California Oriental Mission. 
1. Journal of the Latin American;Mission of the Methodist 
E isco al Church l 20 (~ardena: The Spanish American 
Institute Press!',. 1920 , p. 23. Gi ted hereafter as Latin 
American Journal. 
/-2. Latin American Journal, 1921, p. 20. 
3 •. D. F. Gonzalo ( comp.) ,, 11 .Source Material on the Methodist 
Church Work Among the Filipino Dn.migrants in C:alifornia,H 
p. l. (Mimeographed and typewritten.) 
vi •. Hawaiian 
Hawaiian Methodism started in 1854 when w. s .. ':Durn-
er, a Methodist minister who had gone to Hawaii f'or his 
health, preached in the Fort Street Congregational Church. 
Some Methodists in the congregation, discovering that he 
was a_ Methodist minister, urged him to start a soDiety. 
This he did, but the mission thus started had to be aban-
1 doned in 1861 f'or lack of' f'unds. In 1880 the task was 
-
taken up again when .Japanese and Chinese missions on the 
mainland showed signs of' promise. ':nhe growth was s:teady, 
and in 1906, when the f'irst session of' the Hawaiian Mis~ 
si on Conference was held, there were l9 churches 1d th 419 
2 
members. The Mission included English, Japanese,. Korean, 
and Filipino nationalities •. A' significant project of' the 
Mission has been the Susannah Wesley Home in Honolulu, 
which ministers to orphans and womf;n. Starting f'irst only 
:for Japanese, it soon embraced all other races. The pure 
Hawaiian was never reached extensively_, and the work eel:~;-
tered, as it does today, mainly around the Japanese,. 
Chinese, and Korean. Christians have always been a minori-
l. C'. Y. Anthony, "Methodism in Hawaii, 11 California 
Christian Advocate, LII (.June 19 1902), 7; 11 A Brief' 
History of' California Methodism,° California Christian 
Advocate, LXXV (September 16, 1926;:-16. 
2. Journal of' the Hawaiian Mission of' the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1906 (n.p .. : n.n., 1906), p. 41. 
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ty in the islands, but the men and women who have labored 
there have given a great witness. The rise of strong in-
digenous leadership in recent years has been of much help. 
Iih 1948 the islands came under the supervision of the 
bishop of the Los Angeles area when California was divided 
into two areas. Until then it was related to the Cali-
forma Conference. The challenge of the Hawaiian Mission 
was probably no better expressed than by Dr. W .. H. Fry;, 
who for thirty years (1915-1947) was superintendent: 
Hawaii affords a center from which Chris-
tianity and democracy are carried to the 
Orient. Whatever is planted here soon 
spreads to the Orient,an_d the islands of' 
this vast Paci n. c area. mD. s is the nerve-
center of the Pacific, a place of supreme 
advantage to Christianity. 
vii. Scandinavians 
Norwegian-Danish work, which was always joined on 
the West Coast, began there at Oakland in 1878. It spread 
slowly, remaining as a distinct nationality group until 
unification. The churches then dissolved and united With 
the regular Annual Conference. A class of six members was 
organized in Los Angeles in 1896 as the Bethany Methodist 
Church. A sanctuary was built the following year, and 
later the Bethany Methodist Home for women was constructed 
l. Journal of' the Hawaiian Mission, 1935, p. 13. 
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on a corner of' the church lot. From I.;os Angeles the work 
spread to Ban Pedro but proved too spasmodic, and the 
small chapel built there was sold to the Norwegian 
l Government as a Seaman' 's Mission. 
Spreading slowly :from the Eastern United States, 
Swedish Methodism began in California at San Francisco in 
1873. In 1887 the first Swedish church in Southern Cali-
fornia was organized in Los Angeles. 'Jlliis. group,, like so 
many others in Christian history, grew out of a small band 
of' Christian men and women who had gathered together for 
2 Bible reading and prayer. Another group started meeting 
in Pasadena in 1906. T\-ro years later the entire Swedish 
activity in the West was placed ~nthin a Mission Confer-
ence. The Conference was never large, however, and in 1928 
it dissolved and united With the English-speaking groups. 
Four charges with six hundred and seventy-four. members 
came into the Southern California Conference as a result.3 
1. Martin T.:.: Larson ( ed .. ), Memorial Journal of Western 
Norwegian-Danish Methodism (n.p.: n.n., 1944) ,_ pp •. 
19-20. 
2. The Pacific Swedish Mission Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church Historical Journal and Year Book 1908-
1928 (n.p.: n.n., 1928),. pp. 15-16 ... 
3. Southern California Minutes, 1928, p. 24 • 
.. 
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viii. Germans 
Christian work among the Germans on the Pacific 
Coast was started by August Kellner in :San Francisco in 
1855. T.he following year a mission v-ras opened in Stockton, 
and by 1865 there were four G.erman pastors in California.1 
Evangelism in Southern California began about 1875, but 
for nearly ten years it suffered from lack of men and 
funds. Nevertheless, when the California qerman Conrerence 
was organized in 1891, there were six German churches in 
Southern California ~>ti th more than two hundred and fifty 
I 
members. Progress was slow, and when the Conference was 
dissolved in 1927 and merged with the English-speaking 
c:onferences, only ten churches with nearly seven hundred 
2 
members came into the Souther·n: California Conference. 
During the World War the tremendous pressure 
placed on the Germans made their task very hard, but all 
of them remained loyal not only to their churches but 
also to the United States. Contact between the German 
Conference and the Southern California Conference al~ays 
was slight until just before the merger because of the 
language barrier. The war, which brought the German lan-
l. Paul Douglass, The Story of German Methodism (l'few 
York: Methodist Book Concern, 1939), p. 88. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1927, pp. 16-19. 
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g.uage into disuse, and. restricted. immigration wer.e con-
tributing factors to the merger. After the merger there 
were a few years before a complete feeling of unity was 
achieved.. Tibis was also true of the other national 
groups that merged. during the years,. but this was only 
normal in the light of different cultural backgrounds •. 
ix. Negroes 
Wesley Chapel,, organized. in 1888 ,~ was the first Negro 
church in the Southern California Conference •. By 1900 the 
Conference had. become aware of the growing N.egro p~opula­
tion and. felt a definite responsibility for these people. 
The quality of leadership among these was able, as evi-
denced. by the elevation of Dr •. Shaw to the episcopacy •. By 
unification there were four Negro churches in the Gon-
ference: Hamilton, Shaw Chapel, Wesley Chapel, and. Scott. 
Since unification the ministry to the Negro has been alert~ 
especially in the changing city, and. significant advances 
in terms of inter-racial churches have been made there. 
x. Indians 
Work among" the Indians in Southern C:alifornia and. 
Arizona met with only partial success. As early as 1877 a 
missionary to the Indians was appointed. from the Southern 
California Conference,~ but he had. little success. 'Jl'he 
bitterness of years of frontier warfare was not conducive 
1·4-8 
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to much Cbristianization. Moreover, the Indians have al-
ways been deeply religious in their own way and set cus-
toms. The Sherman Institute in Riverside, a state in-
sti tuti on founded in 1901 to give edu.cati on and industria·l 
training to Indian children,. met with favor among nearly 
all C1J.ris.tians. ']he only significant contribution of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church was the Yuma Methodist Indian 
Mission,, which was started in 1903. !VIany missionaries 
have served ther.e and have emphasized the ministry of 
healing as well as that of the Book. 
xi. Latin Americans 
Christian outreach of the Methodist Episcopal Church 
in Southern California to the'various groups just discussed 
was consistently attempted,, bu.t for~ the most part the suc-
cess at best would probably have to be characterized as 
only partia·l. 'Jihe greater par.t of the work among these 
people centered in San Francisco, and even since unifica-
ti on,, with the exception of the Negroes and the Japanese,.. 
the picture has not changed too much in this regard. None 
of these groups were attracted to the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, probably because of the historical racial 
situation that had given rise to the denomination .. It was 
upon the Spanish-speaking peoples that the Southe,rn aali-
for.nia c-onference made its great impact,, first because of 
the extensive number of these people here, and second be-
cause the Conference spared no efforts to r.each that 
population •. 
~he Annual cronference in 1879 appointed a committee 
to investigate the possibility of starting a Spanish 
mission. The following year the Conference heard that the 
Rev. and Mrs. Antonio Diaz had started ministering in Los 
Angeles under the direction of the Fort Street Church and 
that eighty people had united with the Methodist Episcopal 
l Church. ~e following year work was begun near Santa 
Barbara, and slowly the Spanish-speaking people, particu-
lar•ly along the coast~ began to respond •. These efforts to 
reach these people were often bitterly assailed by the 
Roman. Catholic priests, but this only intensifi·ed the de-
sire of the native pastors; to further. the endeavor •. B:y 1900 
all tbree districts of the c·onference had Spanish missions. 
~ese extended from San Diego to Santa Barbara and as far 
eastward as Riverside- and Redlands. All of this early 
activity, nonetheless,~ was very sporadic and lacked co-
hesion and dynamic leadership. 
In 1911 ~ernon McCombs was appointed the SuperintenQ-
ent of Spanish Work in Iios Angeles .. He was to prove to be 
the answer for the need of leadership. The growth and 
increasing importance of the Latin American work in Sou;th-
1. Southern California Minutes, 1880, p. 17. 
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ern California must be credited to the love of Dr. McCombs 
for these people and his untiring devotion to their needs •. 
Having served for five years as a missionary and super-
intendent in Sou;th America, Vernon McGombs came to this 
new job not only with extensive experience but also with 
an understanding of the people and many of their problems~ 
The Spanish American Institute and the Plaza Community 
Center were dreams of bis that became realit~es to ministe~ 
to countless thousands of Spanish young people and adults •. 
Within a year after McCbmbs 1 appointment the work had pro-
gressed so fast that a separate district was created in the 
Conference for it. Societies in Pasadena, Los Angeles, and 
on the Riverside Circuit were strengthened •. As rapidly as 
possible for the next few years other areas were touched: 
Anaheim and Santa Ana in 1912, Santa Paula in 1913, Long 
B:each in 1914, San F:ernando in 1916, Watts in 1917. The 
efforts were not easy, and churches were established often, 
as happened at Santa PaLJ.la, only after 11 years of heart-
l 
breaking persecution •. '' ']he Imperial Border Circuit,, 
~ 
site of 11 the worst cesspools of immorality in the new 
2 
world, 11 was started in 1918. When the district was dis-
continued in 1918, the success of the~program in six years 
l~ Latin American Journal, 1920, p. 20. 
2. Ibid.,, p. 22. 
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under Vernon McCombs' guidance bad been phenomenal. The 
line extended from two flimsy shanties in Pasadena and 
Los Angeles with but one pastor until in 1918 it reached 
from Calexico on the Mexican Border, through many groWing 
centers near Los Angeles, to Banta Paula, seventy miles 
l 
north or r.;os Angeles. World War I had brought thousands 
or Mexican immigrants, and the Conference could be grateful 
that the caliber or leadership was present to meet this 
challenge. 
In 1920 the Latin American Mission of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church was organized. In the North work moved 
more slowly and center_ed in Sacramento. In the South it 
continued to flourish at a raster tempo. Entrenched racial 
prejudice and misunderstanding made the task difficult 
nearly everywhere, but tltr.e Conference and V'ernon McCombs 
would not give up .. Dr. McCombs was convinced or the need 
for and the ultimate success or the endeavor, and he be-
lieved that the people would respond to understanding and 
kindness. Tihe motto or the Latin American Mission became 
2 
"Helping folks to help themselves." At unification Dr •. 
McCombs could report 40 churches with 3,240 members.3 
l. Southern California Minutes, 1918, p. 53. 
2. Latin American Journal, 1928, p. 22,. 
3. L.atin American Journal, 1939, p. 40. 
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Today, as the Southern California-Arizona Conference has 
integrated with the Latin American Provisional Confer-
ence, the Conference can look back with joy and gratitude 
to the faith and service of Vernon McC~mbs. The quality 
of leadership that came from the Latin American Mission 
and its successor,, the Latin American Pnovisional Confer-
ence, as well as the impact of the Church on the Mexican 
people, have been li vi:ng witness to D:n. McD:'ombs' own 
leadership. 
In 1913 Francis M. Larkin, Superintendent of the L.os 
Angeles District, C'losed his report With these wonderful 
words from Edwin Markham: 
~ere is a destiny that makes us brothers: 
None goes his way alone: 
All that v-re send into the lives of others 
Comes back into our own.l 
This has indeed been true of the Methodists of the Bou-
thern California area. William Booth gave to the world as 
the motto of his life one word-- 11 others. 11 The deep concern 
that the Southern Califor.nia Conference had for the people 
of other races and nationalities will always remain one of 
its most significant achievements. 
l. Fu>om: 11 A Creed 11 from Lincoln and Other Poems by Edwin 
Markham. ttopyright 1901 by Edwin Markham, reprinted 
by permission of Doubleday & Company,_ Inc • 
. ~· 
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9. Institutions Ministering to the World 
Among the several institutions started during the 
existence of the Southern California Conference, there 
were four which ministered to the world,, serving the 
people of many nationalities with special attention to the 
youth. These four--Frances DePauw Home,. Spanish American 
Institute, Plaza Community Center,. Church of .All Nations--
remain today, strengthened constantly by financial re-
sources and by adaptation to changing needs, as living 
symbols of the practical application of the home missionary 
spirit-. 
i. The Frances D~Pauw Home 
The early Latin American work in Los Angeles in 1890 
sponsored by the Fort Street Church had to be abandoned 
two years later. Then in 1898 the activity was reopened by 
Mrs. A. M. Whitson, a former teacher in South America, and 
was sponsored by the old Grace Methodist Church. O:J..asses 
and clubs were organized for the Mexican girls and women. 
The follolving year the ministry was enlarged as the Woman• s 
Home Missionary Society rented another house and estab-
lished a sewing school and a preaching service. A year 
later Mrs. Frances DBPauw donated a large home on Hewitt 
Street for the purpose of establishing a home and school 
for Mexican girls. The generous gift was accepted and be-
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came the ±irst Conference project of the Woman's Home 
Missionary Society. In 1946, when the public schools met 
the educational needs of the Spanish-speaking studentsr 
the schoolwork was discontinued.1 The new institution 
was an instantaneous success,. and it became necessary 
soon to enlarge .. The new site, now on Sunset Boulevard in 
the heart of Hollywood, became the permanent location of 
the school and home in 1902. As the enrollment increased, 
the school was enlarged and more classes added. Meantime 
each girl gained practical experience in homemaking 
through daily work assignments. 
Tioday Frances DePauw Home serves primarily Mexican 
girls, but the home is open to others. Some, but not all, 
come from broken homes. Most come for education in the 
Amer•ican public schools!/ and the students who live at 
DePauw have won many honors in their classes. Yet, since 
the inception of the home, its primary purpose has never 
changed: 11 to give every type of training that a girl 
should receive in order to develop character, skill, per-
sonality, and fitness for home and community life. 112 
1. 11 Insti tutions and Projects within Southern California-
Arizona Coni'erence, 11 p. 10. (Privately printed.) 
Cited hereafter as ttinstitutions and Projects." 
2. Ibid. 
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ii. Spanish American InstitQte 
The need being met by the home for girls prompted 
the Annual Conference to establish a similar home for boys. 
Accordingly, the "Industrial Training School for Boys" was 
incorporated in 1909 with the express purpose of doing for 
1 boys what was being similarly done at Frances DePauw.. It. 
soon became evident, however, that more than incorporation 
was needed; leadership was lacking. Ror 11 while the great 
hope of the enterprise was alive in the heart of a faith-
fQl few,. the blueprint for action was waiting for someone 
who,, with experience and faith, would 'lead out and so stir 
2 the heart of the whole chQrch. 11 · Vernon McC:ombs was that 
person. Soon after his appointment in 1911 to the Method-
i st work among the Spanish-speaking popQlation Dr. McC·ombs 
began to lay concrete plans for the school authorized by 
the Annual Conference. Obtaining a sQitable location was 
no easy matter. Prayer helped to provide the answer. Dr. 
Charles Lewis, pastor of the Gardena Methodist Church, 
approached V::ernon McC.bmbs: 11 I believe our folks would 
welcome the School. Let 1 s go to the altar of my church 
l. Southern California Minutes, 1909,, p. 95. 
2 •. Alexander C. Stevens, 11 A Dream and The Dreamer, 11 p .. 6. 
(Privately printed.) 
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1 
and pr·ay~ 11 The people of' G·ardena did respond,, offering_ 
time and funds to help start the school. In October of' 1913 
the Spanish American Industrial Training School for Boys 
opened in G:ardena. The name later was shortened to Span-
ish American Institute. The purpose of' the school was to 
11 give educational, industrial, and spiritual training to 
2 
Mexican boys an.d young men." Located on a ten acre cam-
pus, the school provided agricultural training, instruc-
tion in a multi tude of' crafts from ironwork to commercial 
arts, and a standard high school education. Today, as in 
Frances DePauw Home, the high school curriculum is no 
longer maintained, and the boys attend the public schools. 
Slowly the campus was enlarged to thirty acres, and build-
ings were added, many of' which were paid for by different 
churches in the Conference. 
The school was originally established to meet the 
needs of Latin American boys. As time passed it appeared 
that other races should be served also, and in 1942 the 
Institute was opened to all races. Like Frances UePauw Home, 
its sister i nsti tuti on, Spanish American Institute has 
become a home for many without homes and for others a home 
away from home. Some have come from comfortable homes,. 
1. Wernon M. McCombs, 11 Heginnings of the Spanish American 
Institute," p. 1. (Typewritten.) 
2. Latin American Journal, 1920, p. 28. 
····--l 
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others from poorer and depressed areas. Many of the boys 
have made excellent records in the public schools. Greater. , .. 
still, the overwhelming majority have left the Institute 
to take up their places as Christian citizens in the world, 
fully equipped with an education and a skill. Some have 
hecome outstanding leaders in the Church's ministry. The 
germ of this blessing lies in the Bible Training Class 
established at the Institute soon after its opening. 1 
John Howe was the first superintendent of the Institute" 
and his initial leadership helped greatly to make another 
dream of Vernon McCombs become a reality •. Since that time 
the leadership of the Institute has continued to expand 
that vision and to uphold the original ideals of the 
school. In 1937 Dr. and Mrs. Richard Silverthorn began 
their ministry at the institution. Still today, beloved by 
all because of their spirit of love and personal devotion 
to the boys, 11 Mom and Uad11 Silverthorn guide the direction 
and outreach of the Spanish American Institute. 
iii. Plaza Community Center 
V.ernon McCombs longed to help the Mexican adults 
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as well as the youth. He wanted to establish a social serv-
l. Mcaombs, op. cit., p. 3. 
ice center where many of their needs could be met. :Dhe 
Plaza Oo:rnm:unity Church and Center was another result of 
his inspiration and leadership. 
Thl s center was organized by the Southern California 
Conference in 1915 in, the heart of the Spanish-speaking 
population of Los Angeles. From the very beginning the 
services were varied. An employment agency was maintained 
to help men and women find jobs. A craft shop and a music 
department helped to encourage more creati v·e use of lei-
sure time. A medical clinic, staffed by volunteer nurses 
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and doctors, ministered to the physical needs, while a wel-
fare department helped in special cases,. giving :food and 
making calls in homes and hospitals. ~irls and boys found 
health clubs available. SeWing clubs were also started 
for girls, and organized sports clubs were begun :for boys. 
In 1918 the project was given a bene:ficient boost when the 
~eneral Board of Home Missions and Church Extension, 
sensing the potentialities of this ministry, gave $25,000 
to expand the Plaza program. 
Since its origin Plaza has ministered to 11 thousands 
bruised in bodies and soul·, and has sent them forth physi-
I 
cally strong and filled "'))Ti th a spirit of thankfulness, 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1918, p .. 84. 
l hope, and courage. 11 The services have expanded to meet 
growing needs and a changing city with minority groups 
and resulting problems.· A Children1 s Home to provide 
Christian training for Mexican orphans, and also a 
Cbristian; Training School for other youths,, were added. 
More extensive clubs and crafts and a broadened clinic and 
welfare program have enlarged the ministry. E~r more than 
forty years Plaza has meant opportunity,. happiness,, and 
the chance to fulfill onets personality to people of many 
races in. the heart of Los Angeles. 
i·w. Church of All Nations 
B.y 1917 parts of Los Angeles which. had once been 
choice residential areas had turned into streets and 
houses teeming with thousands of foreign-born people •. 
Moving in with industry, they had brought a crucial prob-
lem in terms of morals and health. Vast numbers of the 
English-speaking churches and schools had moved to new 
areas, following the Caucasian migration. In this shifting 
scene the Southern California Conference had one poor 
church left in the areat the Newman Methodist Church •. ~o 
this church G. Bromley Oxnam was appointed in 1917. Im-
mediately he felt a challenge in the situation and endeav-
1. Southern California Minutes, 1920, p •. 103. 
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ored f'rom the start to adapt his ministry to the needs of' 
the people. This,; of' course, meant a decided change f'rom 
the former pr.ogram, f'or it w·ould have to include in its 
ministry people of' every race, color, and creed. Wonking 
w:t th the Los Angeles M:L s s:L onary and Church Ext ensi on 
Society, Bromley Oxnam inspired others with the idea of' 
this new type of' ministry. A/ccordingly, :Ln 1921 three 
groups jo:Lned forces to form the Church of' All Nat:Lons--
Newman Method:Lst Church, Deaconess Friendly House,, and 
1' 
R.ifth Street Mission. Its headquarters were two old 
apartment houses on Sixth and Gladys Streets and a very 
inadequate playground on an adjoirD.,ng lot. ]ror five years 
the work was mainly an experiment under Bromley OXnam, who 
repeatedly refused flattering off'ers f'r.om greater pul-
pits. ~e project proved that :Lt was the answer to a real 
need, and a building fund drive was launched in conjunc-
tion With Plaza Church. Sufficient f'unds were secured, and 
a community house and cl:Lnic were opened in the fall of' 
1926. The following June a chapel, 11 The Churc?-· of' All 
Nations, 11 1w.s dedicated. The enlarged program became 
known as the All Nat:Lons Foundation. 
']he accomplishments of' the .A!1.1 Nations Foundation 
1. 11 H:tstony of' the All Nations ·Foundation, 11 p. 1. 
(Mimeographed.) 
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have more than justified the early faith and work of 
Bromley Oxnam. In 1927 R. A. McKibben became director 
of the program, followed in 1952 by John Mixon. These two 
faithfully have carried forward the crucial undertaking 
amid constantly changing conditions •. The All Nations 
report to the Annual Conference in; 1925 presented this 
picture of the center of Los Angeles, a picture that is 
little changed today: 
In the center of the city ••• a miniature 
world with inherent problems •• e thou-
sands of people of varied nationalities 
have their homes in conditions which would 
give inexhaustible materials to a Dickens, 
leaving a residue sufficient for Victor 
Hugo •••• Conditions art such as to 
develop any deadly thing. 
·i That same year the Rotary Club of Los Angeles, after an 
extensive investigation, found that ~he area around the 
Church of All Nations had the highest juvenile delinquency 
rate per thousand population of any area in the United 
States. The area was populated with about 50,000 people 
in four square miles, representing nearly forty-five na-
tional backgrounds. Seeing the needt this service club 
took All Nations as a major project and put extensive 
funds and time into the work there. Then in 1930, five 
years later,. the Rotary Club made another careful investi-
gation. Reporting on this area around the All Nations 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1925, p. 51. 
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Foundation, the group announced: 
Within a brief' period or f'i ve year•s, with no 
new churches entering the area, the schools 
carrying on the same program, no new activi-
ties on the part of' any other social welf'are 
agency, and the police arresting f'or the 
same type of' crime--the only new :factor 
being the establishment of' the All Nations 
F:oundation--there has been a sixty-f'ive 1 per cent decrease in delinquency among juveniles .. 
In. 1934 the Ml Nations E'oundation received national at-
tention and commendation-at the National cronference of' 
Social Work in Kansas CJ;ty f'or 11 i ts unique service· to in-. 
2 di vi duals ·and to the community at large. 11 
Tihe services of' the Foundation have grown steadily 
since the early days of' two apartment houses and an in-
adequate playground. Atsuggestion of' the program may be 
seen in the report at Annual ITbnf'erence in 1933: 
~e Aal Nations Clinic,, With seventy-two 
physicians, dentists and optometrists volun-
tarily giving of' their time, made available 
thirty thousand services to individuals. Tihe 
All Nations Roys Club, with its 1,040 mem-
bers, is the center f'or the lif'e of' the boys 
in the area it ser-ves. Tlhe crom.munity House, 
caring for women and girls above nine years 
of' age, is the one bright spot in many a 
girl,' s life in the community. Tihe Child Wel-
f'are Clinic supported by an unknown donor 
is being widely quoted by leaders in this 
f'ield. The All Nations Obildren's Depant-
ment, carried on by the Woman's Home Mission-
1 •. R. A!. McKibben, "Children Who Live on Uneasy S:treet,.11 
The Christian Advocate, LXXXII (~une 29, 1933), 6. 
2. Southern Galif'ornia Minutes, 1934, p. 90. 
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ary ~ocifty, renders fine day-by-day 
serv1ce. 
In 1935 Hollenbeck Center was given to All Nations. Here, 
:for boys and. girls, young men and women,, from ages six to 
twenty-five,. were made available a gymnasium, club rooms, 
hand crafts,, neading classes,. and playgrounds. A camp at 
Big Pines was started to give the :freedom of the mountains 
and. the scent of' pure air to children and. youth who have 
known only the combustion of the crowded city. Today All 
Nations still stands amid the changing city, meeting new 
faces and. new problems with the same determination and 
faith that has been characteristic· of its :forty-year 
history. When the sociological history of' L_os Angeles is 
someday written, All Nations Foundation will undoubtedly 
be one of its brightest lights. 
v. Neighborhood House 
Another project, considerably smaller than these 
last :four, but just as important in its own way, is 
N'eighborhood House. Si·tuated in. Calexico on the Mexican 
Border, it was started in 1937. It was only after uni'-
fication that. the project really began to grow •. Like the 
Spanish American Institute and Plaza, Neighborhood House 
was an outgrowth of the concern of Vernon McCombs for the 
l. Southern California Minutes, 1933, p. 71. 
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Kexican people. ~e project really began as part of the 
parish ministry conducted by the Mexican Methodist Ghurcfu 
in oalexi co and Mexi cali. In 1937 the Wnman''s Home Mi s-
si onary Society sent a deaconess,. Miss Ruth Fergus en, to 
be a parish worker, and this made it possible to enter 
into a -vnder community service.1 Subsequently the work 
grew rapidly and new activities were added to meet the 
needs of the commun:l. ty. In 1949 w1 th the dedication of a-
new building, the ministry was greatly enlarged. T:oday 
the recreational, health,. and spiritual needs of the 
Mexican Border people are being met because the Methodist 
C.hurch in Southern California and Arizona has continued 
to be concerned. 
10. C:onference Homes for Children and: Adults 
· Ohri stian work of the S~outhern O.'alifornia 0'onfer•ence 
included that of homes for orphans, working adults, and re-
tired people. While this has not been as spectacular and 
far-reaching as the undertakings just discussed, it has 
been a continuing testimony to the wide expanse of the 
ministry of. the C'onfere.nc·e and its successor C:ol'l.ference ... 
1 •. "Institutions and Projects," p. 16. 
I 
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i. David and Ma'rgaret Home for Children 
The pioneer work of California Methodism with 
children was the Fred F~nch Orphanage established in San 
F..rancisco in 1892. ~e first such project in Southern Cal-
ifornia was the David and Margaret Home. In August of 1909 
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Kuns of Lordsburg offered the Woman's 
Home Missionary Society an unfurnished hotel, the La Verne, 
a three-story building of sixty rooms on seventeen and one-
half acres of land. The gift was in memory of their son 
David and of Mr. Kuns' parents, David and Margaret Kuns. 
The Society accepted the generous donation and set about to 
1 turn the hotel into a home for orphans. The follQwing 
year the home opened with six children and soon increased 
to ninety. The number of children waiting to enter became 
so large that more space was needed. Mr. Kuns gave addi-
tional land, and a successful building campaign enabled 
the construction of the present building in 1925. rn this 
home or.phans and half-orphans have been cared for and 
trained in. an atmosphere of Christian lov.e. Formerly only 
small children between the ages of ti'fo and twelve were ad-
mi tted. Today, . in keeping -vn th the best social practices, 
children under school age are not admitted since they need 
1. Annual Report of the Woman's Home Missionary Society 
Southern California Conference, 190y (Los Angeles: 
California Voice Printing Co., 1909 , p. 66. 
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a warm family life. In turn, the group work relationship 
1 has been broadenedto include teen-agers. 
ii. Esther Hall 
Tlh.e M:ethodist women of San Diego in 1913 started a 
movement in the W0man's Home Missionary Society to begin 
work w1 th immigrant women and girls. B:ecause o:f the com-
ing of the war, the expected influx did not occ:ur,, and the 
women de.cided to. change the nature of the project to an 
industrial school for girls. For four years the project 
continued among the Mexicans, but the results were not en-
courag:;Lng. Therefore, the nature of the work was again 
changed,, and an Esther Home was established·. to minister 
to d.aucasian girls between the ages of twelve and eigh-
2 
teen. The name was changed in 1926 to Esther Hall to 
conform with similar institutions sponsored by Methodist 
women across the country, and the age limits were raised 
to include girls in their twenties •. Tthis project,, which 
continued until 1955, filled the void for many college and 
young business girls away from home. It offered a Chris-
tian fellowship and home life to these girls in Ban D~ego. 
1. 11 Institutions and Projects, 11 p. 5. 
2. Annual Report of the Woman's Home Missionary Society, 
1920,, p. 71. 
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iii. Pacific Home 
Pacific Home is an inheritance from the German 
Methodist Church. A devout Christian lady, Mrs. Ammann, 
who died in 1909, left a bequest to help build a home for 
the aged in the vicinity of rros Angeles. A committee was 
appointed by the German Cbnferen:.ce that year and was 
quick in acting. An or.ganization was incorporated under 
the name 11 The Pacific Old People's Home for the G'erman 
1 Methodist Episcopal Church. 11 The site which was finally 
selected was part of the grounds of an old camp meeting o~ 
the Cf..onference. A short time later a similar concern was 
evident in the Southern California Cbnference •. A committee 
was appointed to seek a suitable site for a home similar 
to that of the German Conference, and Pacific Palisades 
Gbrporation set aside some land for it •. The grom·ng finan-
cial difficulties of the corporation ended the endeavor. 
When the merger of the G~erman Conference took place in 
1927, the Pacific Old People 1 8 H-ome bec·ame part of the 
Southern California O..onference. The name was subsequently 
shortened to 11 Pacific Home:. 11 Increasing needs necessitated 
expansion, and three new buildings were added before 1939. 
l •. V,erhandlungen und Berichte der California deu.tchen 
Konferenz der B1.scnaflichen Methodisten=Kirche 1 10 
(Ginn: Cranston und Stone,, 1910 , pp. 82-83. 
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~wo more buildings were added after unification, and when 
the waiting list continued to grow,, a branch was opened in 
Claremont. Claremont Manor was constructed in 1948 on a 
ten acre site donated by Mr. and Mrs. Lee Pitzer. In 1954 
still another braru:ch at La J:olla was opened. In 1947 a 
similar institution was begun in San D~ego, known as the 
San Diego Methodist Home, first conceived by the Womal!ll 11 S 
Society of Christian Service of the IDirst Methodist 
Church in. S.an Dlego. Since the early days of the Pacific 
Home this institution has given to elderly citizens who 
came within its care 11 many priceless advantages, the 
greatest of which are security, beauty, peace, friendship, 
and loving care o 11 1 
11. Conference Homes for Retired Deaconesses and 
Missionaries 
i. Robincroft 
C.onference concern for women workers in full-time 
Church vocations was evident in the establishment of 
Robincroft and ~oburn l]:errace •. A beautiful country es-
tate of eight acres in Pasadena known as 11 The Castle" came 
into the possession of Mrs. George o. RobinEon of Detroit 
in 1921. After making further improve:y:tents,, this Gbristian 
l. John c-. Guenther, uThe Pacific Home,," p. 1. (Mimeo-
graphed.) 
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lady offered it to the Methodist Episcopal Oburch as a 
rest home for retired Methodist workers in honor. of her 
sister Mrs. Henrietta Bancroft. In recognition of this 
fact and in gratitude for the gift, the Woman's Home 
Missionary Society named the home 11Robincroft11 in honor 
1 
of the two sisters. Here retired workerst usually With-
out personal family and home ties, have found a real haven 
where reading, recreation, and other forms of Obristian 
fellowship continue to enrich their lives. 
ii. Thoburn Terrace 
Thoburn Tierrace iS a second home for retired dea-
conesses and missionaries established within the Southern 
California Oonflerence. It was given by Mrs. Lucy R. Meyer 
in 1929 and is located in Alhambra. Like Robincroft, it is 
representative of Methodist missions in many places of the 
world. Ror this reason it has sometimes been known in 
2 Methodism as a 11 Crossroads of the World." ~ee 
spacious buildings with adequate facilities provide the 
same kind of _life as is found at R:obincroft. 
1 •. 11 Insti tutions and :Projects,'' p .. 18'. 
2. Frank" Butterworth, 11 Tho burn Terrace, B:rossroads of the 
World,,11 The Gbristian Advocate, OXX (January 11, 1945),. 
14. 
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12 •. G:oodi'Till Industries: ttwot: Charity But a Clla:nce11 
One of the most humanitarian projects of the Meth~ 
odist Church throughout the United States has been the 
Goodwill Industries. Focusing attention on the handicapped,, 
Goodwill Industries has g~ven. them the opportunity to help 
themselves to better living. Chapel programs and personal 
counseling as well as actual labor have been aspects of 
this excellent undertaking of the Church. 
Goodwill Industries began in B:oston: in 1905 by a: 
young Methodist minister,~ Edgar:: J •. Helms,, and the institu-
tion: quickly spread throughout many parts of the rration .. 
In Galifornia the pioneer vrork was done by the Rev.· •. Samuel 
Q,ui ckmire. Starting in: Saru Francisco,. the institution 
spread to Oakland and later to San Jose,! .Stockton, and 
1 Sacramento.. Goodwill Industries began in Southern G.a.l-
ifornia in Los Angeles on D_ecember 29,~ 1916,, although the 
name i1Goodwill 11 was not used until two years later. On 
this day the Methodist Board of Latin AmericalUJ Missions 
authorized the purchase o~ two hundred coffee sacks at 
eleven cents each to start industrial work in a:m: old c:hurch 
building donated for Spanish and Portuguese work by the 
former. V=:tncent Method;lst Episcopal Church. The bags were 
placed· in. homes of friends. out of the collections cloth-
1. Loofbourow, op. cit., pp. 183, 193. 
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ing~ was sorted and sold, and the money received was used 
1 
to start a medical clinic. Meanwhile the Latin American 
Mission changed its name to Plaza Cbmmunity denter, and 
its industrial department became affiliated with the na-
tional :S:Ureau of Goodwill Industries of the Methodist 
Episcopal Ghurch •. As the work progressed Plaza authorized 
the incorporation of th:ls ind:crstrial department under a 
separate boarde The express purpose of Goodwill Industries 
was 11 educational, industrial,, spiritual and benevolent11 
with the intent not only to secure the Americanization of 
the foreig:rm-born, but also,: through giving work, to pre-
vent pauperism,, to encourage the mrt'ortunate, and to es-
tabli sh txade schools and workshops; and further,) to 
establish and conduct industries" stores,. and medical 
clinics. In short,, the purpose of Goodwill Industries has 
been: 11 to carry on any and all kinds of welfare and b.enev.-
2 
olent work among the poor and needy. 11 . Pecuniary profit 
has never been the object of Goodwill Industries. 
Soon after the establishment of Goodwill Industries 
the Methodist Episcopal crhurch was left an annuity of 
$100,,000 by the estate of Charles Wesley Mul!lger of Mon-
1. HHistory of the GoodWill Industries of Southern C.Rl-
ifornia,,11 p •. 1... (Mimeographed.) 
2. Ibid.,. p •. 3. 
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rovia. The funds were used to purchase the large Baker 
Block at North Main and Arcadia. Tihis became the home of' 
GbodWill Industries until 1938 when it moved to San Fer-
nando Road. Since that first day in 1916, the GoodWill 
Industries of Southern California have carried on their 
benevolent enterprises. A day nursery, medical clinics,, 
social clubs, Bible classes--these have all been part of 
G~oodWill in addition to its workshops. Particularly during 
the depression G~odwill gave tremendous relief to dis-
tress and unemployment •. In the second World War Goodwill 
served the nation by collecting needed salvage material 
and by preparing the hamdicapped to fill post-war jobs. 
In the years past Goodwill Industries has demon-
strated its continuing purpose to build character,. en-
courage integrity, and foster self-respect. Hecause it 
works in the name of' the rrarpenter of Nazareth, who knew 
what 1 t was to toil at the bench,. 1 t has dedicated itself 
to 11 Not C.ha.ri ty Hut a C.ha.nce .. !1 
13. Tihe Ministry of' Healing 
Aal of' the institutions previously discussed have 
continually either been projects of the Woman1 s Society 
or have been Christian Social Relations Projects very 
generously supported by the women. Undoubtedly the most 
extensive and perhaps the most important project of the 
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Missionary Society was the Methodist Hospital •. Through 
their initiative and continuing. support,,, the Southern 
California C::On:ference entered fully into the ministry o:f 
healing. The womeru p~rchased the old IDrances DePauw Home 
in 1903 and beg:an, a fi v..e-bed hospital in conju:m:cti om w1 thl 
their deaconness home. Almost overnight the hospital was 
swamped with patients, and it became evident that mucTh 
larger quarters were necessary. Six years passed before 
anything c~uld be done. ~en the site on South Hope St~ee~ 
was purchased, and an :eighteen-bed hospital opened,~ miJm-
istering to one hundred and ninety-five patients the first 
year. 1 In 1912 the 11M:ethodist Hospital of Souther!'ll Cali-
fornia" was incorporated •. Facilities were still not what. 
the Society desired •. C:onsequently a building fund drive was 
started, and in: 1915 the North Wing was completed. ']he new 
hospital,,. with a capacity of one hundred and eighty beds,, 
was called by the na.lifornia Ollristian Advocate 11 one of 
the great achievements of our Southern OE.lifornia Meth-
odism during the past decade.!12 Tibroughout 1 ts history 
the hospital has cared for "patients of all races,) color 
1. Southern c:alifornia Minutes, 1910,, p •. 99. 
2. 11 The Methodist Ho:spi talt n California Christian Advo-
cate, LXX ( J]uly 7,, 1921 J ,, 5 •. 
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and creeds w1 thout discrimination or segregation. 11 
Addi t:L onal improvements were g,radually made •. k. 
Nurses Train:Lng Hbme was begun in 1920 and continued until 
the depression :forced it to close. During its existence 
many hundred:s o:f :fine nurses were sent :for.th :from its 
halls. Tin 1944 it was re-established •. An additional hos-
pi tal wing was erected in 1925 ,,, increasing the aapaci ty t,o 
two hundred and six adult beds and :forty,:-eight bassinets •. 
An Out-patient 0..linic begarr operation. in 1949: t·o minister 
to those unable to pay the :full cost o:f private care •. En 
May o:f 1957 the new hospital in Arcadia opened,, the :first 
General,, Medical, and Surgical Hospital in California t-o 
2 inc.lude :facilities :for neuro-psychiatric patients.. Tha~ 
old hospital was lea.sed- to the G:Bunty o:f L.os Angeles in 
1955 as a branch o:f the Cfoull!ty General Ef.bspi tal ... Wi.th the 
dedication o:f the Arcadia HDspital by Rishop Kennedy 
Southern C.:ali:fornia Methodism. embarked on an even greater 
chapter :tn 1 ts long h1 story of' the healing m:tn:t stry. 
l. Southern C.:al:t:fornia M:tnutes,, 1921,, p. 107. 11RJ:?ie:f 
History o:f the Methodist Hospital o:f Southern Oali-
:forni a, n July,, 1955 ,. p. 3. ( t;rypewri tt'en.) 
2. 11Method:Lst Hospital o:f Southern C:al:L:forni.a Arcad:ta,, 
o.-ali:fornia," June,, 1956,, p. 1 •. (Typewritten.) 
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14 •. Social Issues and C.:Ontrov.ersies 
i. Public morals 
It has been shown. earlier [supna, p. 5W that the 
M.ethodist Episcopal Church in Southern: C:alifornia joined 
the. Southern Methodists in uniting solidly b.ehind pro-
hibitiore and against gambling •. Thr-ough the leadership of 
Dr. Shuler the Southern Church had also taken a fierce 
stand against indece~t movies •. This likewise was in the 
main supported by the Southern California G'onference,, but 
there was considerably less agitation on the matter than 
in the Southerlill Church •. 
ii. P. F. Bresee:· Rounder of the Nazarene Cnurch 
A large part of John Wesley's ministry was to the 
lower. classes •. Sensing this, William Booth attempted to. 
spread the gospel among the lOIIlTer classes in nineteenth 
century England. When English Methodists did~. not r.espond 
to his vision,, he felt that he must leave the Methodist 
Cih_urch •. Thus was the Salvation Army born. In a somewhat. 
similar vein the Church of the Nazarene sprang from· the 
Methodist Episcopal Cllurch in America in the waning days: 
of. the nineteel!Lth century. Its origin was in Southerl1ll 
C~lifornia, and its founder was one of the leadin& min-
isters of the Southern Galifornia Ounference. 
At· the c:Lose of the 0:1 v.il Wan,. as an effort to c:oiiL-
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hat the lax morality and irreligion of the post-war peri-
od, a 11 Holinesstt movement sprang up in various sections 
of the country. At first these took the form of' camp-: 
meetings within Methodist circles, stressing the doc~trine 
of entire sanctification as a work of grace distinct from 
and subsequenrt to justification. Wesley 1 s doc-:trine o_t 
perfection has had a significant impact in C~istian 
history. rrr. Willard Sperr-y reminds us that 
some forty of our smaller sects represent 
would-be reform movements which began With-
in Methodism, as renewed attempts to recover 
or to achieve the perfectionism which Meth-
odism originalll professed and has never 
ceased to seek. 
Ry 1884 this holiness movement had reached significant 
proportions in California ... That year the Sou;thern California 
C.onference joined With the California Conference in reaf-
firming Wesley 1 s doctrine of perfectio~·but warning 
against certain 11 Uni on Holiness Bands, 11 which \vere attract-
ing many Methodists into their ranks. The leaders of these 
bands were characterized as 11 irresponsi ble, insubordinate, 
erratic and fanatical, who:: reject the advice and control 
of pastors and official boards, and set themselves forth as 
the special exponents and exemplars of holiness. 112 Schisms 
1. Willard L. Sperry, Religion in America (Cambridge: 
University Press, 1946, p. 98. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1884, pp. 14-15. 
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and dissension were appearing in several localities,. and 
the movement or any semblance of it thereaften was in 
much disfavor especially among many bishops of' the Church. 
No further agitation seems to have occurred until 1892 
when Dr. Phineas F. Br.esee :failed to be reappointed to the 
Los Angeles District as Presiding Elder. 
Dr. Bresee had transf'erred into the Southern Cal-
ifornia Conference in 1883 from Des Moines. By Annual 
0Dnference in 1892 he had held the leading pastorates in 
the c:onference,, had been a delegate to the General Con-
ference in the spring, .and was completing his first year as 
Presiding Elder of' the L.os Angeles District. During this 
year on the district a large number of evangelistic meet-
ings were held. Laymen and ministers alike responded, and 
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an extensive three-months campaign of Pentecostal meetings 
was held. 1 Dr. Bresee called in some of the leading 
preachers of the National Holiness Association to help~ Dr. 
Bresee 1-ras a :firm believer in entire sanctification, and 
during this year several of the Methodist ministers of the 
district apparently claimed to have experienced perf'ect 
love and heart holiness. By Conference time Dr. Bresee wa~ 
in disfavor. with the presiding bishop and was not reappoint-
ed Presiding Elder. Instead he was assigned to the Boyle 
1 •. Southern California Minutes, 1892, p. 24. 
Heights (Grace) Church. During the year at this church he 
became extremely interested in the Peniel Mission on 
South Main Street in Los Angeles. At the close of the 
O:bnferenc·e year he requested a supernumerary relationship 
that he might devote time to the mission in hopes that it 
might be brought under Methodist auspi c·es. The bishop re-
fused his request and Dr •. Bresee located.1 
It is a testimony to Dr. Bresee's spirit that no word 
of bitterness or condemnation. of the Methodist Episcopal 
Ohurch came from his lips or pen. Like Booth in England a 
few years previous, he simply took up what he now believed: 
to be his greater calling from God. Within a few months, 
however,, he felt that the Peniel Mission was not exactly 
the kind of work to which he should devote his time •. 11 E1s 
call was not to a floating class--here today and gone to-
morrow--but to a more organized form of work among the 
common people who had homes and families, and who needed a 
church home. 112 Accordingly, on October 20, 1895, he or-
ganized a new church which he named Hc:hurch of the Naza-
rene •. Inr association with him in this venture was Dn. J •. 
P. Widney, who had just resigned as President of the Uni-
1. Southern; California Minutes, 1894, pp. 15, 23. Also see 
I. G:. Martin, Dr. P •. F. Bresee and the Ohurch He Founded 
(n .. p.: Nazarene Publishing House, 1937) ,. pp. 8-ll. 
2. Martin, op. cit., p. 11. 
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versity of Southern California and had at Annual Co~er­
ence been discontinued as a probationer in the Conference. 
Dr. Bresee and Dr. Widney became co-pastors and general 
superintendents in the new church. Four years later Dr. 
Widney withdrew from this church and was received into 
full connection in the Southern California Conference. 
He was appointed to the 11 Ci ty Mission--Los Angeles • ." 'Ehe 
Mission was formally organized by the Annual Conference in 
1908. Its doors opened every day and night ministering to 
thousands, and in 1921 it ended its short history by merg-
ing with Mewman and Deaconess Friendly House to become 
the Church of All Nations •. 
Meanwhile an association had formed in Los Angeles 
composed of the Church of the Nazarene and similar evan-
gelical bodies. Then in 1907 this association united with 
an eastern group known as the "Association of Pentecostal 
Churches of America.u In 1915 the entire body adopted the 
l 
name ,11 Church of the Nazarene.-" Dr. Bresee continued to be 
the outstanding leader until bis death in 1915. Upon bis 
death the California Christian Advocate. paid special 
tribute to the quality of Dr. Bresee's personal life and 
c;._edication, sufficient evidence that his leaving the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church had created no bi tternes·a li>u.t that 
1. Martin, op. cit., p. 12 ff.; Sperry, op .. cit.,. pp. 
98-99. 
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he had indeed been sincerely missed: 11 Dr. Bresee was a 
very able preacher and especially effective as an evangel-
i s!J. He was a man \'Tho was greatly admired and loved by a 
1 large personal following •11 
iii. Modernism 
Modernism never reached the controversial heights in 
the Southern California Conference that it did in the 
Southern Church. Nonetheless there were definite indica-
tions that modernism did not go unnoticed., Like several 
other Conferences the Southern. California Conference sent 
a strongly worded memorial in 1903 to General Conference 
calling for a full investigation of the liberal teachers 
at Boston University School of Theology and at Garrett 
2 Biblical Institute. General C.:onference, however, merely 
urged the bishops not to confirm any professor for such a 
position in any Methodist seminary if his doctrines were 
doubtful.3 By 1910 the historical approach to the Bible 
was apparently becoming wide-spread in Southern G~lifornia. 
That year the Annual Conference called for a course in 
1. 11 1t'ounder of the Nazarene Church Called, 11 California 
Christian Advocate, LXIV (November 25,, 1915) ,, 13. 
2. Southern California Minutes 1 , 1903, pp. 62-64. 
3. Journal of the General Conference, 1904, r· 492. Just 
which doctrines were considered 11 doubtful are not 
defined. 
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Bible and Missions to be given at the summer session at 
the University of Southern California. In the next breath 
the Conference declared itself opposed to modernism: 
"Instead of simply refuting the pernicious interpretation 
of Scripture now so industriously spread over Southern 
California, we must meet all error with the inculcation of 
1 positive tr•uth, and thus overcome evil With good. 11 Fif-
teen years later, in the middle of the Scopes trial, when 
the Pacific c:onference was ·making some very strong pro-
nouncements against modernism, the Southern California 
Conference was significantly silent .. Dr. Shuler's attacks 
on modernism at the University of Southern California in 
2 
1925 indicate its definite presence there. The silence 
of the Southern California Conference would appear to in-
dicate that the Conference by this time had accepted the 
modern approach to the Bible and had sanctioned (at least 
by silence) the teaching of the University. 
iv. War and peace 
Like the Los Angeles Conference the Southern 
California Conference quickly joined the parade of pa-
triotism that marched throughout America in 1917. 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1910, p. 112o 
2. See 11 Moderni sm--Well, I Should Think, 11 Bob Shuler's 
Magazine, IV (April, 1925), 41. 
Anyone who opposed the war became suspect. The California 
Christian Advocate seems to have expressed it precisely: 
11 It is a little difficult to understand the operations of 
certain people who pride themselves on being conscientious 
1 
objectors to war. 11 While the Conference had repeatedly 
spoken out in support of disarmament talks from 1912 to 
1916, she was now officially in favor of the declaration 
of war. 
The position of the Conference and the Cllurch as a 
whole was. dramatically illustrated by the removal of Dr •. 
EdWin P. Ryland from the Distric·t Superinte:q.dency •. Dr. Ry-
land, a former minister of the Southern Methodist Church, 
was appointed to the pastorate of the Hollywood Church in 
the Southern California Conference in 1910. After six 
years at the church he was appointed the Los Angeles Dis-
trict Superintendent. In April of 1917 the United States 
declared war on Germany. Bishop Adna Leonard, supervising 
the Southern. California Conference at the time, decided to 
tour the state of Cali.fornia with other church leaders to 
promote patriotism. As Bishop Leonard expressed it later: 
I intend that the world shall know the po-
sition of the Methodist Church in the world 
war. This is a war for human liberty. It is 
1. "Conscientious Objectors to War/1 o·alifornia Christian 
Advocate, LXVI (September 27, 1917)~ 5. 
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a war for Christian principles ••• 
The Methodist Church will allow no other 
organization in the land to out do it in 
demonstration of loyalty and patriotism. 
I expect every ~iniste~ to stancr out in 
his community as the leader o.f the 
forces of patriotism.l 
Dr. Ryland 1 s conscience would not let him partic:ipate in 
the rallies, and at Annual Conference he stood alone in 
voting_· against the resolution supporting the war ef.fort •. 
B:ishop Leonard tri eel to change Dr •. R-yland 1 s mind,, but Dr .. 
Ryland remained true to his inner convictions. In D.eccember 
B:ishop Leonard decided that a change must be made,, and thus 
he removed· Dr. Ryland. from his superintendency •. Ur •. Ryland 
bore no bitterness •. He stated that he recognized the 
necessity of harmony within the bishop 1's qabinet,. and since· 
in all honesty he could. not support the war,, 11 i t is per-
. 2 
fectly proper that I be relieved of my office." 
hooking back .forty years on the war that was to hawe 
ended. all wars, it is easy to cast all blame and scorn on 
B.ishop Leonard. Yet he too was a Christian man who was: 
true to his convictions regardless of the cost •. He told Dr. 
Roy Smith once that there 11 are so many things I have to do 
that are repugnant to me personally. As a brother I would 
1. 11 A Change in the Los Angeles District Superintendency, 11 
nali.fornia Christian Advocate, LXVI (December 20,, 1917), 
4. 
2. Ibid.. 
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l 
not but as a bishop I have to. 11 The Church stood against 
pacifism, and Leonard was a bishop of the Church. As Dr. 
Ryland said, 11 I greatly admire Bishop Leonard as a man • 
• • • I bear no ill will in the matter. ~e bishop has 
2 
done his du.ty as he sees it • 11 
Bishop Leonard appointed Dr. Ryland to Santa Bar-
bara, but the feeling engendered there and elsewhere 
against a pacifist led Dr. Ryland to believe that it would 
be impossible to work there. He therefore withdrew from the 
Methodist Episcopal Church and became pastor at the Mou.nt 
Holl~food Congregational Chu.rch. In 1931 Frank Stevens in-
troduced a resolution at Conference reciting the facts of 
the case and requesting Dr. Ryland to rejoin the Confer-
ence. He was credited with service for all the years of his 
withdrawal, and in 1932 Dr. Ryland was readmitted in full 
standing. Thus a happy conclusion came to an otherwise 
unfortu.nate episode in the history of the Conference. 
As World War II approached, the attitu.de of the Con-
ference was that of the right of every individu.al to take 
a stand as his conscience dictated. In 1933 the Conference 
had supported the stand taken by two students at the 
l. Personal interview with Dr •. Roy L. Smith, former pastor, 
First Methodist Church, Los Angeles, June l8t 1957. 
2. 11 A Change ••• , 11 California Christian Advocate, 
LXVI (December 20, 1917), 4. 
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Uhiversity of California at Los Angeles who asked to be 
excused from participating in military training on con-
scientious grounds. Though carried to the United States 
Supreme Court, where the Conference was defeated, it illus-
. 1 
trated the radical change in attitude from 1917. Tihis 
stand for the right of an individual to follow the dictates 
of his conscience was to be carried over into the united 
Conference when several tests of this nature had to be met. 
v. Civil liberties 
Par.ticularly in the thirties the Southern California 
Cnnference was vitally interested in the preservation of 
civil liberties. By 1931 Los Angeles, because of the 11 Red11 
squad of r.t. William Hynes of the Los· Angeles Police 
Department,, had become notorious for the suppression of 
civil liberties. More than once force was used by the 
police to disperse groups which were meeting in the 
interest of labor, and elaborate police spy rings were 
admittedly in operation in the city •. In,the final over-
throw of such tyranny the churchmen of the Southern Cal-
ifornia Con.fer·ence were definitely instrumental •. 2 Sev:-
eral groups came under careful scrutiny of Conference 
1. The students were Albert W. Hamilton and W •. Alonzo 
Reynolds. See Southern California Minutes, 1934, p. 
119, and Thacker, op. cit., pp. 284ff. 
2. See 11hacker, op. cit.,. pp. 361 ff. 
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committees. Some of these, like the 11 Better America Fed-
eration of California," were found to have used their 
influence to 11 deny to groups w1 th whom they disagree the 
fundamental rights of free speech and assemblage as guar-
anteed by the Constitution. 11 Furthermore, they had tried 
11 to create suspicion concerning liberal leaders and think-
1 ~ 
ers • 11 Another group which was carefully investigated was 
the American Civil Liberties Union, which had been'' accused,_ 
by many leaders and groups in and out of Conference as 
being communistic. The committee reported that while the 
sometime extreme position taken by the Union in upholding 
r•ights of communists and non-communists was debatable,. 
'· there was no evidence that the Union w-as communistic, and 
recommended support of its ideals.2 The stand for civil 
liberties by the Conference in the mid-thirties was the be-
ginning of an unbroken history of similar stands to the 
present day by Methodists of Southern California and 
Arizona. Such Christian witness has been due in no small 
part to the leadership of E:ishop Baker and Bishop Kennedy. 
B~th-have led unashamedly and unafraid in the application 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1935, p. 140. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1934, p. 134 •. 
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of the personal gospel to the social order. 
vi. The economic order 
The Southern California Conference in 1898 defined 
Christian brotherhood in the economic sphere as meaning 
11 that the resources which our Father has given to society 
shall be available for the welfare of each member of the 
1 
great social family .. 11 In keeping with this the Confer-
ence protested violence on the part of both labor and 
management and declared itself in favor of a living wage. 2 
The various novel utopian movements of the 1920's and 
1930 1 s like T'echnocracy and T.ownsend Old Age Pension, were 
never officially endorsed by the C'onference though there 
was scattered support among the laity and clergy •. Prob~ 
ably the most crucial labor problem in Southern California 
in the twentieth century was created in the 1930's by the 
immigrants from the Dust Bowl. Anoted histor:t.an of Cal-
ifornia has keenly obser·ved that this unprecedented influx 
of impoverished and unskilled labor came at the worst pos-
sible time for California: ''Agriculture of all kinds and 
in every section was nearly prostrate. Prices o:f farm prod-
ucts were below cost. Crops remained unpicked and rotted 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1898, p. 33. 
2. For example, see Southern California Minutes, 1892, p. 
22; 1906, p. 116; 1922, p. 105. 
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1 
on the ground. 11 Added to this was the ever-present 
problem of the Mexican nationals in the Imperial Valley. 
Whenever and wherever any of these groups attempted to 
organize~ violence ·usually occurred. While the Conference 
often made pronouncements on these problems, there was no 
concerted effort to help labor organize. This was true 
because of the sometime outright opposition to labor, at 
times an indifference or fear, and at still other times 
2 
a real perplexity over the issues involved. 
Pronouncements on the economic order as such created 
a real furor in the 1930's. In 1932 several ministers of 
the Conference, meeting with other ministers in Cbicago, 
adopted a manifesto calling for a new order based on co-
operative endeavor and brotherhood .. Annual Conference tha:t 
year went on record for concrete proposals like the aboli-
tion of child labor and the right of labor to organize and 
regulate itself under Federal supervision. These proposals 
closely resemble many measures adopted subsequently by the 
New D~al.3 In 1934 the Conference, following the lead of 
the New York East Coni'erence, off'icially took a stand 
1. Cleland, op. cit., p. 257. 
2. See Thacker, op. cit., pp. 178-246. 
• 3. See Southern California Minutes, 1932, p. 100. ~hacker, 
o~. cit., pp. 74-148, has very critically examined the 
general economic picture of this decade • 
.. ~ 
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:favoring 11 the public ownership and operation of' public 
utilities and of' the principal means of' production and 
1 transportation. 11 , Opposition :from some ministers but 
especially from many laymen mounted steadily. This op-
position came to a head between the Conference sessions 
of' 1935 and 1936 with the organization of' a Methodist 
Laymen 1 s Committee. T'hi s group lasted only about one 
year, however, probably because the General Conference 
itself' in 1936 :frankly recognized that diff'erences of 
opinion existed among and between laymen and ministers and 
declared that the true test of' proposals and systems must 
2 be the Christian doctrine of' personality. ~ensions 
slowly eased thereafter in the Conference, particularly 
as increasing concern over German mobilization drew 
Christian men and women together. 
C:oncrete action by the Conference in the economic 
realm was best expressed by the activities of local churches 
and individuals in the matter of' relief during the de-
pression. Many ministers served on welf'are committees. Some 
churches set up revolving loan funds and encouraged co-
operatives. Others collected and distributed food and med-
ical supplies. First Methodist Church of Hollywood was 
1. Southern California Minutes, 1934, p. 120 • 
. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1936, p. 102. 
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typical. For eight years the relief committee of that 
church functioned twenty-four hours a day glving assist-
1 
ance in whatever way it could. Such activities were the 
most substantlal contribution that the cronfe~ence ever 
made in the realm of economic life and thought. 
15 •. Delegates to-. General C:onfere:m:ce:: 
Retween 1876,, wher.u the Sou.thern California c-oni'er-
e:m:ce was organized, and: 1936, when: the last General Gon-
f'erence of' the Methodist Episcopal Church was held,! f'if'-
teen: General C:bnf'erences met. T::"o those General Cl'onf'erences 
the Southern California Gonf'erence elect_~d f'orty-f'i ve 
clerical and f'if'ty-ndne lay delegates. 
Of' the f'orty-f'ive clerical delegates twenty-seven 
were elected one time: Alvah W. Adkinson, Adam Bland~ 
Phineas 1¥. Bresee,, EdWin W. Caswell,, Jesse Lee Corley, 
Wilbur L. Y •. Davis,, James E. ITunning,_ Robert, W. ct .. Farns-
worth, Lincoln A. Ferris, John If. Hill, Edwin J. Inwood, 
E. C.~ J:annusch, Willlam A. Knighten,. Frank Linder, Robert 
Mcintyre,! Willsie Martin,, Richard N. Merrill, Leonard 
Oechsli, John. Oliver_, Harcourt w-o Peck, John L .. Pitner,, 
Edwin P. Ryland, Andrew W •. Shamel,. Alexander P •. Shaw,, 
Roy L. Smith, B:yron H. Wilson, W. Arter Wright. 
1. "Southern C:alif'ornia Conference~" The Chr.:istian 
Advocate,_ LXXXVII (June 16 ,j 1938) ,, 21. 
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TJ.relve were elected· two times: Walter n. Buckner,. 
George B. Cliff,, John B •. @reen,, Elmer E •. Helms, Azahel 
M. Hough,, Matthew s. Hughes,~ Alfred Inwood, Franklin D. 
Mather, Winfield s ... Matthew,, A. Ray Moore, G:., Bromley 
Oxnam, Samuel A. Thomson. 
TWo were elected three times: G:eorge E. Bovard, 
Charles E. Locke. 
Three were elected four times: Merle N •. Smith, 
Frank G. H. Stevens,, ffieorge A. Wa.rmer •. 
One was elected five times: Francis M. Larkin. 
Of the fifty-nine lay delegates fonty-eight were 
elected one time: Lydia E. Alexander,. Mrs. Belle T.. Ander-
son, Wray Andrew, Grover C .• B.agby, Sr.,, Belle E. Bodkin, 
William M. Bowen,. Cyrus H. Bradley,, Henry W. R<rodbeck, 
J. F~ank Burke, John R. C~in, Onarles E. Carver,, Mrs. 
Margaret L •. Coates,, Louis A. O:opeland, Clarence L •. 
O~owell, Perry M. Qreen,. George L. Hazzard, Elias Hedrick, 
A. L •. Hickson,. Richard W. Hilmer, Daniel W. Huffman, 
Claude o·. Jenkins, William H. Johnson, Mrs. Hattie V .. 
King,, Benjamin c •. Lockwood,, Joseph E. McComas,, W •. W .. 
Mather, Mrs. Mary Martin Northrup, Mrs. z ... L. Parmelee,, 
Watson Parrish,, James W. Patterson, Melv-in Pettit,. Elbert 
M. Pyle, William T •. Randall, Charles F •. Reiche,, Mrs. 
Martha A. R. Reynolds, Egerton Shore, Mrs. Dudley Sn.udden, 
Mrs. Kate W. Sprowls, Arthur Bush Stevens,, William R •. 
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Stewart, .. Edwin J. Swayne,, Charles L. Thomas,: Stephen 
T.ownsend,, John T. T.:urner,, Frank s. Wallace, G •. Wiley 
Wells,.A •. M. Wilkinson, Joseph A. Williams. 
Ntl.ne were elected two times: Win:field s. Allen,, 
Frank H •. Hallinger, George E. If'ume,, Mrs. S. F •. Johnson, 
Harold V:. Mather., Hugh E •. Smith,, Frank Paul 'Itaggart, Mrs., 
Cbarles E •. Van de Water,, Rufus H. von KleinSmid. 
T:wo were elected three times: Alexander M. D.rew,,. 
Albert J. Wallace. 
'ro the urn.. ti.ng Q'on:ference in 1939 five clerical and 
five lay delegates were elected •. The clerical delegates 
were Walter G'. B-uckner,, J. L. Corley, Roy L •. :Smith, 
Erank Q. H. Stevens,, George A •. Warmer. The lay delegates 
were Wray Andrew,. J. Wesley Hole,, S .• W •. McCulloch, James 
H• McGiffin, Mrs. Jerome :Se;y:mour •. 
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C.RAPTER. V.I. 
METHODISM IN ARIZONA 
1. M.ethodi s t Episcopal Church. iE Ari zona 
i • Early work 
We camped out several nights. In tha:t part 
of the T.erni to:ry one finds no incon-veJf:l:L.enee.c 
in. sleeping in the open ain, so far as the~ 
atmosphere is concernect; but :tn case a 
rattlesnake,, a scorpion or a tara!'Jltula 
should wolunteer to take lodg~ng_s wi tl:t yo_u,, 
if you should escape With only a prolonged 
fit o:f insomnia y•ou might think yourself 
exceedingly f'ort.unate •. l 
So wrote Alexander Gilmone,, on.e o:f the earliest pioneers 
of the M:ethodist Episcopal Church in Arizona. Dife f'or 
the Methodist preacher in tbis outpost of' American ct:vil-
ization f'or many ·years was interesting and exci t:tng,; if 
not downright dangerous. 
lfu>adi ti o:ru tells us that the f'i rst sermon ever 
preached by a Methodist minister i:n Arizon~ was by the; 
Rev· •. ·J. L. Dyer,. a Presiding Elder of the New Mexic:0) dis-
tri c·it of' the Gnlorado Conferenc~e •. He kept moving westward: 
1. Alexander. Gilmore,, Semi-O~entennial :Sermol!li (C::a.mdenr New 
J'erse-y:: T.:.emperance Gazette Publishing House, 1887;, 
pp •. 29-30 •. Part of this lengthy sermon by Dr. Gtilmore 
n~ devoted to his experi en::ces in Arizona,, 1870-1876·. 
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until. he found some people to preach to and came to a 
military station within the bounds of Arizona. The exact 
location and date of both are uncertain.1 The beginning 
of permanent work in Arizona must be dated September 
or December of 1870. r:n one of these two months the Rev •. 
Charles H. Cook held a preaching service at the Fort 
2 BoWie military reservation. A:. member of the Rock River 
· c:onference, Mr. Cook came to Arizona for the expness 
purpose of preaching the Qospel to the Indians. Having 
read an article in a New York magazine appealing :for 
missionaries to the Indians, he applied through the 
1. liHistory of the Arizona Mission o:f the Methodist 
Episcopal Church." (Typewritten.) This tradition is 
also mentioned by Wilbur Fisk, historian o.:f.the Arizona 
Mission. See Southern California Minutes, 1934, p. 190. 
A letter of enquiry was sent by this writer to the 
historical society o:f the Colorado Conference to verify 
the appointment of Mr. Dyer to the New Mexico District 
and the inclusive dates. No answer was received •. 
2. "History of' the Arizona Mission, 11 p. 5. This source, 
which is undated and without an author's name, gives 
September 5th, a Monday~. as the date o~ the sermon at 
E·ort Bowie. Fisk, Southern Gali:fornia Minutes, 1934, 
p. 191, dates the preaching service on December 4th, 
a Sunday. It seems impossible to determine the precise 
date. It is quite possible, if Fisk is correct, that 
c·ook and G1lmore preached :for the first time on the 
same Sunday, DBcember 4th, quite some distance apart. 
See infra, p. 196, n. 2. 
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~ethodist Episcopal Church •. When he was told that there 
were no missionary funds available,, he went a'"nyway •. His 
experiences enroute and later among the Indians read like 
a romanc·e,, ranging from watching a scalping party to the 
high moments of baptizing a whole host of Inuians. He be-
g?n- his work among the Pima Indians~ on their reservation 
in: D-ecember at a point orr. the Gila River •. Eventually d:ook 
joined the Presbyterian dllurch,. which adopted· the mission 
and helped it to flourish. 1 
A second M.ethodist minister who: arrived in Arizona 
in: the fall oi' 1870 was Alexander Gilmore •. A member of_ the 
New Jersey Conference, he had come as· the appointed chap-
lain, to the United States Army in Arizona •. Tlie first 
Sunday after his arrival he preached in Prescott·., a mile 
from the military post, and the following February he 
organized a Sunday School there. 2 With the gradual arriv-
al of other missionaries 1lds activ.ity b.ecame more re-
stricted to the military_ post,. but he continued throughout 
his stay in Arizona to help wherever he was needed. 
1. Mr. d:ook 1 s travels and experiences are told at least in 
part in the interesting little book Among the Pimas 
(Albany, New York: The Ladies Union Mission School 
Association, 1895). 
2. Gilmore,. op. cit.,. p. 28. 1\he exact arrival date or 
preaching date cannpt be determined. His narrative be-
gins: 11 It was now the 7th of December. The first Sun-
day after my arrival I preached in. Prescott. • • • 11 
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The third pioneer to arrive was Glezen A. Reeder 
o:f the North Ohio Conference, who came at the request of' 
Bishop Matthew Simpson •. He was the first superintendent of 
the work in the territory. Shortly after his arrival in 
1872 Reeder wrote Bishop Simpson a description o:f the 
existing conditions in this mission field: 
first, the Apaches were in open hostility--
they were on the war path; second, the in-
f'luence of' the saloon af'f'ected all; third, 
Romanism was well established and was none 
too cordial to the incoming of' other denom-
inations; :fourth, vice was universally prevalent. 1 
If one adds to this picture the physical attractions of 
nature suggested by Chaplain G-ilmore, one gets a real in-
sight into what kind of men those days demanded. Of 30,000 
population in 1872, 20,,000 were Apaches, and there was o.ne 
2 
saloon for every :fifteen of' the total population.. Those 
sturdy men who labored there did so without personal glory 
or gain to be sure,, only hoping that their e:f:for.ts might 
not be in vain. As the Rev. D. B. Wright put it, appealing 
to San Francisco for help: 11My brothert remember us in 
your devotions. When you think of poor, neglected Arizona, 
let your heart raise a prayer to God that He may pass this 
1. Cited by Fisk in Southern California Minutes, 1934, 
p. 193. 
2. Ibid., p. 194. 
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way. 111 The work progressed slowly,, but gpaduall;w more 
nr.en responded to the challenge of the terri tory •. T..hen in 
1880 the successful c·onBtruqtion of the Southern Pac1.fic· 
Railroad: made a vast improvement i:n the accessibility o::f 
the southern half o:f the terri tory' and led to the opening 
up and sett·lement o:f the area •. Il'l! 1879-1880 there was only 
one Methodist Episcopal C.b:u:rch in Arizona---at Prescott.; 
during 1880-1881 :f-1 ve m:ore were adde~a:: Gl-lobe, Phoemx,_ 
Pinal,, T!ombstone, .. an:ci. 'J!ucso:n. Ilil: 1879-1880 there were: 
two missionaries; by 1881 there were six·. 2 T.her.e were 
many more growing_ pains to come and much sacrifice and 
hard work ahead; hut the foun:dati ons had heen laid well .. 
It was time fon· stronger organi za:ti on •. 
ii •. Tlie Arizona Mission,~ 1881-1920 
( 1) @.nowth. 
On the morning of July 8, 1881,~ B:lshop Bowman called 
.-
a meeting to order in the Presbyterian. Church of Tuc·son 
and organized the Arizona Mission •. The cronf'erence lasted 
for two days, and though nothing significant was under-
taken outside of the organization itself,, enthusiasm and 
1. ID.;. B. Wright,, 11 Letter. :from Arizona,,'' CJ..a.lifornia 
C.:hristian; Advoeate, XXIII (Septemben 3,, 1874) ,. 1. 
2 •. Southern Ualifornia Minutes,, 1934, p •. 202. 
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hopes for the future were most evident. The first ap-
pointments in the newly organized Mission were as follows: 
Superintendent,. G-. H. Adams 
Prescott,, W. c. Green 
Phoenix, G. F. Bovard 
Globe, E. H. Brooks 
San Carlos Reservation, J. J. Wingar 
Tiucson, W. ffi. Mills 
Tombstone, J. P •. Mcintyre 
Pinal and Florence, TI'o be supplied 
Safford and Clifton, Tio be supplied 
Verde, ~o be supplied 
'Konto Basin, To be supplied 
1 Agent of the Bible Bociety,.D. W. Calfee 
The stronger organization of the ministers did not 
lessen the dangers. More than once these men of God had to 
11 take their places along with other citizens of the com-
munity and, with gun in hand, stand guard through the night 
in protection of those to whom they were to pr•each the 
2 Gospel on the coming Sabbath. 11 Apaches broke up more than 
one camp meeting and sharply curtailed immigration and 
l. Minutes of the Arizona Mission of the Methodist Epis-
copal Church, 1881 (Tucson: Arizona Star Job Printing 
House, 1881), p. 2. Tihis series cited hereafter as 
Mission Minutes. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1934, pp. 205-206. 
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business expansion. Nature functioned irrespective of 
professional' talents~· and many times these mi ssi onari es 
found themselves stra.nded by flash floods or called upon 
to be docto~s to every race in the area. 
Evangelism was the key word of the Mission, but fruit 
was slow .:Ln appearing. The first report in 1883, showed 143 
members and 6 churches. 1 As the Mission entered the new 
century, ~6 churches reported 1,002 members. 2 By 1906 the 
Mission reported that there was "a church and a minister 
3 in every town of size in the Territory. 11 When the Mis-
sion dissolved and became part of the Southern California 
Conference in 1920, 34 charges showed a membership of 
4 4,436. Cbnsiderable funds were poured into the Mission 
by the General Board of Church Extension, and this was 
largely responsible for the establishment of many of the 
churches •. The people themselves w·ere poor more of'ten than 
not. An important reason for this was the recurrent 
mining depressions that swept the Territory and made more 
than one prom:Lsing site a ghost town almost overnight •. 
1. Mission Minutes, 1883, p. 9. 
2. Mission Minutes,, 1900, p. 23. 
3. Mission Minutes, 1906, p. 13. 
4. Southern California Minutes, 1920, pp. 162-165. 
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1lhis in turn created an unceasing shift of population. 
Thus it was 11 dif'ficul t to make permanent growth in mem-
1 bership. 11 Many pushed farther westward to Oalif'ornia; 
others returned to the eastern United States. Nonethe-
less, the ministers of the Arizona Mission did not de-
spair. They firmly believed that in these shifting move-
ments the churches had at least been able to impress right-
eousness upon many more than could actually be reported. 
(2) Projects 
The Ohristianization of the Indians was always a 
concern to the Arizona Mission~ but it was some time be-
fore anything more than spasmodic preaching could be under-
taken. In 1906 a Woman's Home Missionary Society of the 
Arizona Mission was organized. In keeping with the zeal of 
Methodist women everywhere, these women quickly went to 
work. The following year they took the Yuma Indians under 
their care, and by 1909 they had raised enough money to 
build a chapel on the reservation. Practical instructions 
in such things as cooking and the use of se"~tring machines 
was another aspect of the Indian work. Tihe existence to-
day of the Yuma Mission is testimony to the success of 
these early women. 
1. Mission Minutes, 1895, p. 25. 
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The most significant project of the Arizona Mission 
in terms of results and size of undertaking was the Ari-
zona D~aconess Hospital in Phoenix. curiously enough, it 
came directly as the result of years of failure to es-
tablish an educational institution. Like her sister Con-
ference in Southern ITalifornia, the Methodists in the 
Arizona Mission were anxious to erect a Methodist college, 
and in 1884 a committee was appointed to consider a proper 
location. Two years later ten acres of land "'vrere secured 
in Phoenix. A Board of Tirustees was elected, and Professor 
Frambes, who had headed the old Los Angeles Academy, was 
1 
elected to take charge. The school opened in November of 
1886 with forty pupils but no buildings. The following 
May it was discontinued. Lack of funds and enthrnsiasm 
made it impossible to educate anyone. Tihe Conference re-
port in 1899 expressed it precisely: ''Arizona is not ready 
for a Methodist university. Our numbers are too few and 
our resour•ces too limi ted. 112 Nevertheless, the land in 
Phoenix was still intact and free of debt, and the Con-
ference continued to hope for a school sometime in the 
future. Meantime, it should be added, the Mission urged 
its people to support the University of Southern Cali-
1. Mission Minutes, 1886, p. 11. 
2~ Mission Minutes~, 1899, p. 13. 
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f'ornia. B:y C"onf'eren:ce time in 1912 the situation had not 
changed, and the thoughts of' the Mission turned toward a 
hospital. Plans were laid to begin such an institution as.:: 
well as a training school :for nurses and a medical col-
legiate institute. Thus the educational hopes took on an 
· even broader scopeo A building was secured near the First 
Methodist Episcopal Church, and the Arizona Deaconess 
Hospital began its ministry of' healing in 1912 •. The 
quarters soon proved to be inadequate. An ans;:wer was: found 
in the joining of forces With the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South. The Southern Methodists had five acres of 
land for a camp ground, but the growth of' the city kept 
enroaching on it and made taxes heavier: The Southern 
Church, interested also that Phoenix should have a hos-
pi tal, sold the camp ground in a generous transaction,. and 
thus additional room for expansion was made possible. In 
1923 a completely new build.ing was dedicated,. and in 1930 
an additional Wing was built. The name was changed to the 
Gbod Samaritan Hospital in 1928. Today the hospital is an 
integral part of the ministry of the .Southern California-
Arizona Qonference. 1 
1. Ror details of the joining fonces see Los Xngeles 
Minutes, 1916, pp. 53-54, and Southern California 
Minutes, 1934, Po 207. 
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iii~ Arizona District of' the Southern California Conference 
In 1920 the Arizona Mission dissolved and became a 
district of the Southern California Conference. During 
the thirties Arizona was usually divided in half as far as 
Conference work was concerned. Part of' it was in the 
Pasadena-Arizona District, and. part of it was in the San 
Diego-Phoenix District. For some years the remoteness of 
the new district to the rest of' the Conference was felt. 
Tb.e District Superintendent reported. in 1923 that "the 
pastor who lives closest to the seat of' the Conference 
/ 
lives 252 miles away, and one of our secretaries has come 
1 650 miles by rail. 11 T:oday the mileage distance is still 
about the same, but the growth of' the state and the im-
provement in transportation has made a much closer fellow-
ship. Moreover, Arizona is an integral part of the South-
ern California Conference with some of the outstanding 
churches and. men, free of any inferiority complex. Yet 
this was certainly not true for some years. The general 
feeling throughout the cronference was that Arizona was a 
ttfeeder 11 for Southern California. The Arizona District 
Superintendent in 1925 reported: "Arizona will always be a 
feeder for California •••.•. we must .... bring in the 
best from our schools who, after a few years in Arizona,, 
1 •. Southern California Minutes,, 1923, p. 83. 
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1 
may easily be placed in California. 11 'l!he following year 
he reponted that 11 we are this year sending some o:E our 
best men to the other districts. Next year there will be 
2 
another group. 11 Fortunately for the morale of the dis-.-
trict an~ for the good of the aonference this attitude· 
gradually changed. By 1932 the Distric:t Superintendent in 
Arizona reported tha-t Arizona was no longer 11 an appendix 
3 
to the royalty of California •. 11 Fellowship and progress 
strengthened considerably as the clergy and laity came to 
believe in the essential importance of the work on the 
Arizona districts •. At unificatiot')j three of the strongest 
city churches in the new d:bnference came from Arizona •. 
nro of these,} First Ghurcli Tucson and Eirst 011Urcfu: 
Phoenix,, had been in: the SoUAthern C!alifornia 0.:'onference .. 
Likewise iru the rural areas some of the best work could, 
I 
be found in Arizona. The years of sacrificial toil by 
those early pioneers had indeed not been in vain. 
1. Southern California Minutes,, 1925, p •. 71. 
2. Southern d:'alifornia Minutes, 1926 ,, p •. 57. 
3. Southern C:alifornia Minutes,~ 1932,, p. 57 .• 
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2. Methodist Episcopal Church,. South, in Arizona 
i. Arizona District, Los Angeles Cbnference, 1870-1921 
Tihe same fall in which the Methodist Episcopal 
Church began work in Arizona also saw the Southern Meth-
odists get started. At the organizing Gonf'erence in No-
vember of 1870 Alexander Groves,. who had been largely re-
sponsible for the beginning of Southern Methodism in 
Southern cralifornia, was appointed to Arizona •. The :follow-
ing spring he succeeded in organizing a society in Phoenix, 
the first Methodist class and the :first Protestant or-
. 1 ganization in the Territory. He then went nor-thward to 
Prescott, where he established a small society •. Groves was 
alone for at least part of this year, but he was joined 
the following year by FranklinMcKean. In 1872-1873 he 
was again alone in Arizona. When Arizona was made a dis-
trict in 1873, the work therea:fter slowly gained strength. 
l. Dll.B.ose,, op. cit., p. 461. James M. Harney MS, 114, 
Archives, State Capit·ol, Phoenix, Arizona, states that 
the Rev. Franklin McKean arrived in Phoenix and began 
religious ef:forts, but McKean does not appear as a 
C:Cm:ference appointment to_ Arizona until the fall o:f 
1871. The Barney MS also conflicts with the Cbnfer-
ence appointments in the statement that G-roves was as-
signed to Salt River Valley in 1871. The appointments 
show McKean. to Salt Rl ver and Groves to Prescott. 
However, the extensive traveling of these men would 
de:finitely not rule out Groves' presence in Phoenix 
during 1871-1872; and it is not impossible that McKean 
was sent to Arizona after the cronference of 1870. 
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G-..roves must certainly be· credited with the extensive 
pioneering for the Southern Church in the Terri tory. :rn 
May of 1872 he held the first Church Cbnference in the 
Salt River V.alley~-at the Mesquite School House just 
1 
outside of Phoenix. Tihe following year he fully organ-
ized a church in Phoenix. Probably this was the first 
:germanent·: organization of Protestantism in the Terri tory 
and was the beginning of Central Methodist Church, which 
today is one of the great churches of the Southern Cali-
2 fornia-Arizona Conference. I~ 1876 another stalwart son 
of the Southern Church, the Rev. Dewi s J. Hedgpeth, was 
appointed the Presiding Elder of the district, and for 
twenty-five years thereafter, as Presiding Elder and then 
pastor, he gave his tireless energies to preaching the 
Gospel in Arizona. This was the year too that Groves opened 
the Verde Valley and the Wilds of' the northern mountainous 
regions to the Gospel. 
cronditions were no easier for the Southern Method-
ists than they had been for their Nor..thern Methodist 
1. Barn~y MS, 114, p. 120. 
2. Ibid., p. 119; Sims, op. ci~., p. 11. The Arizona 
Daily Gazette, January 1, 1893, Po 12, states that the 
church was organized in 1871. From the available evi-
dence it is impossible to ascertain whether or not the 
organization in 1871 was permanent. This writer in-
clines to follow Barney,. who was recognized in his life-
time as one of the outstanding historians of' Arizona. 
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brethren. The religion of' the early Arizona settlers was,. 
roughly put, "Mind your own business and do your own 
thinking." 1 21b.ose early settlers definitely were not an 
overly-religious group, but at least they respected well-
meaning ministers and desired to live in peace with them. 
Yet the ministers certainly had their tribulations. Sun-
day labor in the mines worked hardships on the ministry of' 
preaching, and ffiroves particularly had some heated argu-
ments over this. More than once he held a church service 
by himself' in protest to the working on Sunday. Tihe sense 
of' humor of' the rough and reckless men of' the period was 
of'ten not fully appreciated by the Methodist clergy. One 
minister, the Rev. J. E. McCann, appointed to ~ombstone in 
1883, was always very dressy and dignified. Having no 
better quarters, he set up his pulpit in the Bird Cage 
Theater, and out of' curiosity several men came to hear 
him preach. When McCann had finished, the men demanded 
that he dance for them. Even the thought of such an evil 
nearly overwhelmed the minister, and he refused. The men 
insisted. McGann refused again until they shot of'f' one of' 
his boot heels. Tihen he complied,, but he soon returned to 
his home Conference in w.Lrginia, where he served a somewhat 
1. Barney MS, 114, p. 114. 
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more appreciative congregation. 1 For others, however, 
the great spaces offered relaxation and time for medita-
tion as well as the lugh task of preaching. James Crutch-
field gives us such a picture from his own experiences: 
ITecember 7.,--Prescott. Had a pleasant walk 
ahead of the stage today •••• Memorized a 
part of Milton's magnificent description of 
the character and aspect of Satan. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 
December 10.,--Bowie .. Went quail hunting 
today with father ••• preached tonight the 
dear old story of Christ the Redeemer. 
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • 
llecember 27.,--Phoenix. I missed my train for 
Parker yesterday, and walked out to Cart-
wright and preached for Brother Douglass at 
Central tonight.2 
As had been tr1.1e in Southern California, the growth 
in Arizona for the Southern Church was very slow. By 1907 
there were only five hundred and seven members in the 
entire Terri tory. 3 This year the Arizona Church Exten:si on 
Society was organized and proved to be the needed spark. 
The members of the Society, nearly one hundred in number, 
1. This story, as well as several others, is told by 
James E. Crutchfield, for many years an active Southern 
Methodist minister in Arizona •. See Journal of the 
Arizona Conference of the Methodist Episco al Church 
South, 1938 (n.p.: n.n., 1938 , p. 43. This series 
cited hereafter as Arizona Journal. 
2. J. E. Orutchfi eld, 11Leaves from a Presiding Elder's 
Diary, 11 Pacif"ic Methodist Advocate [Arizona Edition] , 
LVI (January 14, 1909), 10. 
3. Arizona Journal, 1938, p. 42. 
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pledged to give a minimum of five dollars to each new 
church that would be built. By 1918 eight new churches 
l had been built, and the membership had risen to 1,694. 
This year Bishop DuBose was assigned the western c·onter-
ences of the Church a:nd began thinking seriously of an 
Arizona C_onference. He brought J. E. Harrison f·rom the 
West Texas Gbnference in 1919 to be Presiding Elder in 
Arizona. The vrar had stimulated agricultare and mining, 
and the new state was on the threshold of its f'irst large 
permanent immigration. Harrison went as delegate to 
General CDnference from the Los Angeles Conf'erence in 
1922 With the reqaest that Arizona be made a separate 
Conference. This was granted, and the !Jos Angeles Con-
ference dissolved. The new era for Southern Methodism in 
Arizona had arrived. 
ii. Arizona Conference,. 1922-1939 
(1) Ck'owth 
Qutside of' establishing a basic f'oandation Southern 
Methodism in Arizona to this time coald not be said to ha~e 
accomplished anything outstanding. ~e newly organized 
members were determined to succeed. At this first session 
in October of' 1922 leaders f'rom nearly every Cffieneral Board 
1. Ibid.; Arizona Journal, 1934, p. 38. 
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of' the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, were there to 
·consider the needs and possibilities of the Arizona Con-
ference. The Conference began with 2, 834 members and 21 
congregations, and 27 preaching places were assigned as 
:follows: 
Phoenix District, J. E. Harrison, Presiding Elder 
Gamp Verde, J. E. Walbeck 
Cottonwood, Arthur. Thomas 
Liberty, James Crutchfield 
Parker, George W. iff estern 
Phoenix: 
Bethel, Jesse Crumpton 
Gartwright, T. F:., Hughes 
c:entral, c:. M. Aker 
Sou.th Phoenix, L. B. Holliday 
Prescott, 0~ ~. York 
Ray, R. M. Odom 
Litchfield,. Tb be supplied 
Joint Sunday School Field Secretary, s. M. Cheek 
Joint Missionary Secretary, W. R. Thornton 
Safford District,, D. G. Decherd, Presiding Elder 
B.owie and San Simon, W. L .. Reid 
Clifton and Morerrci ,. J. C~ Ryan 
Claypool, Howard Strickland 
Duncan, Charles W. Griffin 
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Apache. 0.1rcui t~ 1lb be supplied 
Miami , D • Cf.. Decherd 
Navajo Circuit, To be supplied 
Safford, J. L •. Lyons 
Solomonville and Fort Thomas, E. A. Moodw 
Superior,. Carl Braswel·l 
T=ucs on District, W. J. Sims, Presiding Elder 
Oasa Grande and Maricopa,. L· •. B:. Ellis 
Elgin Circuit, To be supplied 
Nogales , . G. W. Forman 
Patagonia,:Earl Cropp 
Tucson. University Church,. W. J •. Sims 
TUcson Student and .Extension Work, H. C.:Ong·er Jones 
T=omb.stone,. To be supplied 
W. J. Sims,. Conference Secretary of Education 
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D. L. Reid, Superintendent of Arizona Children's Home Assoc. 1 
Ohunch extension was zealously promoted!. By O~on­
ference in 1929 the membership had risen to. 4,876 in 32 con-
gregati om..s though 50 % of the churches'· had- less than; 75 
2 
members. With the coming of the depression the churches 
showed a decline irrmembership, salaries, and benevolences. 
1. Arizona Journal, 1922, pp. 35-36. 
2. Arizona Journal, 1929,. p. 15. Sims, op. cit.,, p. 22, 
calls this year the high point of Southern Methodism· 
in Arizona, but at least statistically the 1939 re-
ports are better. 
']he organization o:f only one church, Avondale, was ac-
complished, while others at several locations had to be 
closed. By unification, nonetheless, the Conference was 
able to look back over 18 years with a real sense o:f 
achievement, having increased its membership to 5,.309 in 
29 congregations.1 
(2) Southern Methodist Hospital and Sanitorium 
This hospital at Tucson was the most extensive 
undertaking o:f the Arizona Conference. The presence of 
hundreds o:f tubercular patients in Arizona by 1925 had cre-
ated a real need f'or such a hospital. Largely through the 
ef'forts of the Rev. James Lyons the 'Y.ucson C£eneral Hos-
pi tal was purchased by the General Conference Commission in 
1926 at an excellent price. Plans were laid immediately to 
establish a training school f'or nurses also, and James 
Lyons was appointed C'ommisstoner of the hospital. 2 It 
a very noble endeavor, and be:fore its untimely end many 
was 
patients came under its ministry., Despite numerous appeals 
and many personal contributions the depression plunged the 
hospital more and more into debt. Interest payments could 
not be met by the Annual Cbnference,, and the General c:on-
1. Journal of the Southern California-Arizona Conference 
(Temple City, cralif'.: W. C. Botkin, 1939), p. 129. 
2. Arizona Journal, 1926, pp. 43-44. 
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ference did not feel able to accept-it as a O:hurch-wide 
connectional institution. By 1936 suits to secure judg-
ments and to foreclose were pending, and the resulting 
publicity was very embarrassing. In 1940 the hospital 
passed from the control of the Church. It was a dis-
heartening ending to such an humanitarian project, but 
while in existence the hospital had served several thou-
sand people. 
(3) Lay and youth work 
What has been previously stated about lay work in 
the Southern Church in California applies also to the 
work in Arizona. The active participation in the Annual 
Conference enabled the laity to become acquainted with the 
total outreach of the Church. Christian stewardship and 
benevolences dominated the agendas of Arizona brotherhoods 
as they did in Southern California •. Arizona was fortunate 
to have had a high caliber of Conference lay leadership: 
A. H. Davidson (l922-1924),.B •. F •. McGough (1924-1932), 
K •. E •. Nelson (1932-1933), John H •. EVans (1933-1939). Uni-
fication and the increased actiViity o:f Methodist Men's 
work was a smooth continuation of the strong programs 
carried on previously. 
The Woman's Missionary Society in the Arizona Con-
ference was likewise quite active •. The women served dili-
gently on various Cbnference commi tt·ees. No small measure 
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of devotion to the Church and its spiritual life was given 
by them. Supplies for the hospital at 'Tiucson were special 
projects of the women. Within the local churches too, 
the Woman 1 s Missionary Society helped to implement the Con-
ference emphases of growth and stewardship. 
The success of the youth program in the Arizona 
Conference was certainly one of its most satisfactory ac-
complishments. An ear•ly emphasis on youth was apparent 
with the organizing of University Church in Tucson in 1922 
under W. J. Sims. Tihe Gonference spared few efforts to 
make this church a success with special emphasis of its 
ministry to the University students. Even as early as 1928 
the investment had met with real success. Six young men 
from this church had joined the Arizona Conference, one 
had joined another western Cbnference,, and two young 
women had gone out as missionaries. 1 In 1947 the church 
merged with Catalina and today is part of one of the best 
churches in the Southern California'-Arizona Conference •. 
Throughout the twenties the camp program gained in 
popularity .. The only really successful camp owned by the 
Los Angeles Conference had been in Arizona in the Pinal 
Mountains. Tihis camp was subsequently strengthened by 
the Arizona Conference by additional buildings and an in-
l. Arizona Journal, 1928, p. 22. 
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creased summer institute program. In 1932 the camp grounds 
were chang~d from Pinal Summi~ to Pine La~rn 8Billp G~ound 
at Prescott •. 
llile you.th pn~ogram,. nonetheless, as late as 1931 was 
still very loosely organized. That year E. Clyde Smith was 
brought into the Cbnference as Executive-Extension Secre-
tary of the Conference Board of Christian Education to 
organize new educational work in places and to solidify 
existing work. His first report showed signs of accom-
plishment and of promise for the future. New youth groups, 
Sunday Schools, Adult Departments, institutes and assem-
blies had been organized and additional plans laid for 
1 further worko By the time of unification the Arizona 
Conference had an extremely well organized youth program 
as well as a smoothly working Qonference Board of Educa~ 
tion, enabling it to contribute considerably to these as.-
pects of the united C.bnference •. 
iii. Delegates to General d.bnference 
During the years of existence of the Arizona C.:on-
ference four General O:Onferences were held •. T.o these the 
Arizona Obnference elected three clerical and four lay 
delegates. 
Of the three clerical delegates two were elected one 
1 •. Arizona Journal, 1932, p. 9. 
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time: Walter L.,Barr, H~ M. Bruce. 
One was elected two times: vl. J. Sims 
O:f the :four lay delegates all were elected one 
time: L. J. c-ox, L •. R. McD:Onald, John H. Evans, B •. F •. 
McGough. 
To the Uniting O.:On:ference in 1939 one clerical and 
one lay delegate were elected. The clerical delegate was 
William H •. Obleman. The lay delegate was John E •. Evans~ 
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CHAPTER V.II 
UNIFICATION 
1. First Attempt: 1924-1925; Failure 
i. Reeling of the Methodist Episcopal Church 
The respective General Conferences of 1924 sent down 
to the Annual Conferences the matter of unification. rt was 
the first such attempt since the di vision of' the Church in 
1844. In Southern California the relationships between the 
two branches had been very warm, and this was also true 
in Arizona during its shorter history. Nearly every 
Southern California O'onference since 1877 had exchanged 
fraternal delegates with the Annual Gonference of Southern 
Methodism. In only a f'ew isolated incidences, as at 
Wilcox in 1911, was there any bad f'eeling caused by r.i-
val churches. The Arizona Mission that year complained 
that the Sou.thern Methodists and the Christian Church 11 are 
building and creating division in the community. In these 
l 
small places this is all they can hope to do." This was 
an exception rather than the usual practice. Generally 
speaking, neither branch made efforts to establish a church 
1. Mission Minutes, 1911, p. 165. 
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in a community already occupied by the sister denomina-
tion except in larger areas like Los Angeles,. Phoenix,, and 
San Bernardino, where there was need for more churches. 
Thus when the first test of unification came in 1924, 
there was a background favorable for a positive vote in 
the Arizona, Pacific, and Southern California C:onferences. 
There was never any serious debate on the isst.:te of 
unification within the Southern California Conference. ~he 
C~onference was enthusiastic about the prospects, and the 
members voted unanimously, 205-0, for the Cnnstitutional 
Amendment to end Methodist division. The laymen were no 
less enthusiastic, and they also voted unanimously, 63-0, 
1 for the measure ... 
ii. Feeling of the Methodist Episcopal Church,. South 
The Wind seemed to be blowing favorably in 1923 •. 'Jlhe 
Pacific Conference that year unanimously adopted a resolu1-
tion which favored unification and called upon the General 
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G'.nnference to send the matter down to the Annual G:onferences 
for a vote. 2 During the year, however, opposition began 
slowly to arise, and a resolution approving the General 
C.:bnference action of sending it to the .Mlnual Qonferences 
1. Southern C:alifornia Minutes,, 1925,, pp. 15, 169. 
2. __ Minutes of the Pacific Cbnference, 1923, p. 29. 
for a vote passed 87-24. Notably absent from those signing 
1 the resolution was Dr. Robert Shuler. During the ensuing 
year a controversy raged Within the Southern Church, which 
in many Conferences was little short of violent. 2 The 
final votes in the Arizona and Pacific Conferences re-
fleeted some of this controversy, but each Conference 
still passed the measure by a majority vote. The Ari-zona 
Conference favored unification 29-83 and the Pacific 
c·onf'erence favored it 93-39. 4 
What was the problem as far as the Southern Church 
was ·concerned'; Dr. Shuler, who opposed unification in 1925, 
believed that the plan as then constituted would 11 work 
wreckage and defeat the very thing we are praying for and 
1-rorking toward. 115 Dr. Shuler, as his editorials prove,. was 
not opposing unification as such but was opposing the plan 
that had been adopted at that time by the General Confer-
1. Minutes of the Pacific Conference, 1924, p. 22. 
2 •. See Alfred M. Pierce, A History of Methodism in Georgia 
February 5 1 1736-June 24, 1955 (Atlanta: The North 
Georgia Conference Historical Society, 1956), pp. 239-
240. The controversy created seething unrest and alien-
ated a great number of people, especially in the South. 
3. Arizona Journal,, 1925, p. 5. 
4. Minutes of the Pacific Conference, 1925, p •. 22. 
5. 11 0n Methodist Unification, 11 Bob Shu1er•s Magazine, 
IV (April, 1925), 31. 
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ences. Actually unification broke down over the juris-
dictional scheme. Dr. Sweet, in his ~haracteristically 
critical manner, has concisely summarized the plan which 
was presented in 1924-1925: 
This plan provided that the Methodist Epis-
copal, and the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
South, should C'ompose separate jurisdic-
tions, each with its Jurisdictional Qonfer-
ence having full General Qonference powers 
except such as are vested in the General 
C:onference:, that a General C:onference,, com-
posed of the same delegates voting by jun-
i sdi ct1, ons ,, should'. have c-ertain specified 
powers ov;er~ all matters distinc·tly c·on;-
necti onal •. Il1l! other ·vmrds ,, the plan pro-
vrided that the two chu.rches were to go 
along much as formerly, working together 
wherever possible,, hoping that in the 
course of the years the two bodies would 
actually become one in spirit and life as 
well as in name.l 
Such a plan was evide~tly far from real union and would~ 
have permitted a continuation of ov.e~apping, rivalry, and 
duplication •. Moreover, and this was a very crucial point 
w1 th the South, the plan would- have permitted the im-
mediate assignment of two Negro bishops or 'superintendents 
over the d-eep South. 2 Southerners like Dr. Shuler felt 
that their proposed plan of 1920 was far better._ This 
called for Northern,~ Southern,, Western,,. and Negro_ Juris-
l. William Warr.en Sweet, Methodism in American. History 
(new rev. ed.; New York: Abingdon Press,, 1953), pp .. 
394-395. 
2. 11 0n Methodist Unification, 11 B:ob Shuler''s Magazine, IV-
(April, 1925), p •. 31 •. 
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dictions of a unified O.hurch in. which there would be no 
overlapping of work. Each jurisdiction would be supervised 
independently of the others and would elect its own super-
intendents, who would work only in that jurisdiction. D.r •. 
Bhuler1 s attitude was typical of the Southern feeling: 
Tihat plan is fair. It is sane. It is safe. 
Every part of American Methodism can safely 
trust its provisions. If we·, are Wise enough 
to wait, it will yet be adopted, perhaps 
with some modifications.f 
Un. Shuler and others were also apprehensive of the 
growing tendency to modernism in the Methodist Episcopal 
Church. In May of 1925 Dr •. Shuler wrote: 
Again I desire to take off my hat to my 
brethren of the Northern Church who are 
battling vainly t.o stay the tide of modern-
ismi and its attending evils in their church. 
However, I am thankful to God that these 
same tendencies have not reached high tide 
in the Southern churches •••• And may G-od; 
defend us from any alignments or entangle-
ments that would weaken the battle line of 
those who contend for the old faith through-
out the South.2 , . 
T:he same sentiment was voiced later in the year: 11Motter.nism 
is today pleading for peace:. • •.• Unfortunately, the 
Methodist Episcopal Church is very silently following tha 
1. Ibid. Also see J •. L •. rrecall,! 11 The D.:efeat of the Present 
Plan of Unification," Pacific-Methodist Advocate,. LXIII 
(January 29, 1925) ,, 9. . · 
2. 11 Frui ts of Modernism, II Bob Shuler11S Magazine,. rvr ((May' 
1925) '. 58. 
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1 
leaders into evolution and modernism." 
The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, rejected 
unification. What was the reaction o:f those who had thus 
hoped :for such action irr Southern Cali~ornia? When it was 
certain that unification would not pass, Dr. Shuler, with 
a genuine spirit o:f sincerity, wrote: 
And now what must we do1 First: the 
Southern Methodist Cnurch must go to her 
knees, must pray :for a revival, must get 
over the ill :feeling engendered,, must plan 
:for a great gospel message :for tomorrow and 
must set her :face toward actual, honorable,,· 
workable Unification o:f American Methodists. 
This is no time :for the punishment o:f men 
who honestly spoke and voted their oon-
victions.2 
Such a spirit was important in making the next attempt at 
unification a success, although it must be admitted that 
the 11 worka:ble11 plan he had in mind was probably that 
presented in 1920 by the Southern Cnuroh. 
2. Second Attempt: 1939; Success 
The ninety-:five year division o:f Methodism came to 
an end on May 10, 1939. ~e votes in the Arizona, Pacific, 
and Southern ITali:fornia Conferences, all majority votes :for 
3 
uni:fioation, were as :follows: Arizona Conference, 38-0; 
1. 11 Here Is An Issue, If Bob Shuler's Magazine, IV. (Decem-
ber, 1925), p. 225. 
2. 11 Uni :fica ti on Fails, 11 Bob Shuler f s Magazine, IY 
(August, 1925), p. 143 .. 
3. Arizona Journal, 1937, p. 10. 
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1 Pacific Conference, 102-14; · Southern California Con-
ference, 227-49 (clerical), 168-26 (lay).2 
During the year previous to the voting, there were 
numerous meetings held in various churches of all the 
Conferences. Unfortunately no records were kept of any of 
these proceedings. Nevertheless, some matters seem cer-
tain.3 Some debate was occasioned in the two Southern 
Methodist Conferences by a few who just plainly did not 
desire union, but many leaders like Dr. Shuler, who had 
opposed the plan of 1925, v:oted for unification in 1939. 
In the Southern California Conference there was a sig-
nificant change in the vote in 1936 from the unanimous 
vote in 1925. A little more than one-fifth of the members 
of the Conference voted against unification. The Lay 
Conference recorded a similar vote. The reason for this 
change was the inclusion of the Central Jurisdiction as 
an integral part of the Plan of Unification. This ap-
parently indicated that a substantial number of ministers 
and laymen of Northern Methodism in Southern California 
1. Minutes of the Pacific ~onference, 1938, p. 19. 
2. Southern California Minutes, 1936, p. 22. 
3. This information was given verbally to this writer by 
several members of those c·onferences who were present 
during the discussions. Among these were Robert 
Shuler and Jo:b_n Gabrielson. 
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and Arizona were seriously opposed to any segregation in 
the Church. On the other hand, the fact that a majority 
voted for unification indicated that the Gonf'erence as a 
whole did not at that time oppose tbis segregation,, which 
was inherent in the Central Jurisdiction; or, it indicated 
that at least they did not feel strongly enough about it 
to oppose unification on this ground. Following unification 
the united Conference has moved step by step, verbally and 
by concrete action,, slowly and not without some opposition 
within the C:Onf'erence, .. to complete opposition to segrega-
tion in the dhurch. 1 
2fue plan of 1939 was not perfect; few, if any, 
supposed that it was. But at least The Methodist Church 
was one and could face the problems of society and of' the 
individual with a united spirit •. 
3. Sou.thern California-Arizona c·onf'erence: A' Successf'ul 
Union 
It has been nineteen years since unification. BE-
cause of' union Methodism in Southern California and Ari-
zona has been greatly strengthened. ~oday she has a mem-
bersbip of' just under 199,000 compared with a membership 
1. F:or example, by 1946 the dbnf'erence declared segrega~ 
tion to be a "violation of' the G:ospel of love and human 
brotherhood, 11 and· the following year she began a 
thorough attempt to·end discrimination in the aonfer-
ence institutions •. See Journal of' the Southern Cali-
fornia-Arizona Conference of' The Methodist Church, 1946, 
pp. 162-163; Journal, 1947, p. 50. 
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of under 95,000 in 1939. Consistently the united O'onfer-
ence has stood among the first ten Cbnferences in the 
Church in benevolent giving, reflecting the foundation 
laid well by both branches before 1939.1 crontinuing also 
in the witness of Christ through teaching, the Southern 
California-Arizona Conference has sent out men who today 
are leade~s in the field of education in ~he Methodist 
Church. Among these are Harold C~ aase, President of 
Boston University, and Walter G-c. ]!lu elder, Fean of Boston 
University School of· Theology. Ever conscious of higher 
education, the Conference has taken under its program 
California Western University and has launched the new 
Southern cralif·ornia .School of Theology. C.:Ontinuing like-
wise in the footsteps of the episcopacy, the C:onference 
has given two bishops to the Cht¢rch: Gl.enn R. Phillips 
and Donald H. TQ.ppett. A dynamic youth program on every 
level, a magnificent Woman's Society of Cnristian Service, 
and a strong c-onference Methodist Men also reflect the 
strength that has come from unification. Evangelism has 
occupied an increasingly signif'icant part in the C'on-
ference program. c-onsequently the Church has moved into 
multitudes of new communities while strengthening and 
1. Personal interview with J. Wesley Hole, Southern 
California-Arizona Conference Statistical Secretary 
and Treasurer, August 5, 1957. 
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readjusting to old ones. Nor has the expression of the 
individual gospel through social concern been neglected. 
Led by Bishops Baker and Kennedy, who have always been 
concerned about the individual in society, the Southern 
California-Arizona Conference has constantly Witnessed to 
the validity of the "Social G_bspel. 11 
The relative strength of the c·omerences before 
unification was mirrored, of course, in the quantity of 
leadership after 1939. More leaders in the united Con-
:ference were o:r the former Southern California Conference. 
Yet the quality of leadership, lay and clerical, was 
well distributed, and the Southern Church gave some men 
who have done their jobs well. T:oday a··new generation 
which has known only the united C:On:ference is :further 
strengthening the Church of· Christ Jesus •. 
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CHAPTER VIII 
SUMMARY Al~ CONCLUSI0NB 
It was a concern :for people Without the ~ospel 
that first brought Methodism into Southern California •. 
Adam Bland came to Los Angeles as a missionary :fr·om the 
California Conference of' the Methodist Episcopal Church in 
1853 and worked for one year. For the next f'ive years 
attempts were made to spnead Methodism throughout the area 
surrounding Los Angeles,: but no real success was achieved •. 
Toward the end of 1858, as the f"eeling over slavery grew 
more intense, the Methodtst Episcopal Church Withdrew its 
ministry from Southern California completely. Meanwhile, 
the Methodist Episcopal Church, South, ~d entered South-
ern California in 1854 as a result of' the growing sec-
tional feeling, which created a split in the Methodist 
Episcopal Church in Los Nietos. That year a small Southern 
Methodist society was begun,. and the following year a min-
ister arrived. Though the Southern: Church never entirely 
withdrew its ministry during the war years, the work at 
best was spasmodic and rather unproductive. By the end of 
the war in 1865 it was clear that M.ethodist work,. both 
Northern and Southern,~ would hava to be totally reorganized. 
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~e Methodist Episcopal Church made the first suc-
cessful attempt again through the efforts of Adam Bland •. In 
the spring of 1867 the First Methodist Church of Los Ange-
les was permanently organized,,, the earliest such step in 
Southern California. The work moved steadily forward as 
more ministers came into the area, and churches were stead-
ily organized from San Diego northward to San Luis Obispo. 
By 1875 there was enough strength and evidence of future 
growth to warrant a new Conference. Accordingly in that 
year the California Conference passed a resolution es-
tablishing such a Cbnference, and in September of the 
following year the Southern California Conference was or~ 
ganized •. 
In the meantime the Southern Church had started the 
task of reorganization. With the coming of J. E. Miller to 
Los Angeles in late 1867 the work began to take permanent 
shape. Although the Church was not very strong numerically 
by 1870,, a new Conference nonetheless was organized in 
November. This was the Los Angeles Conference, the first 
Methodist Annual Conference organized in Southern Cali-
fornia •. 
The growth of the Southern-Church thereafter was 
very slow, and the denomination never attained the numeri-
cal strength of the Methodist Episcopal Church. This 
hindered the Southern Conference in many activities •. FoF 
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many years circuit work predominated, but by 1900 this 
had been generally supplanted by stations. In 1922, because 
of the creation of a separate Annual Conference in Arizona, 
the Los Angeles Conference dissolved and returned to the 
Pacific Conference as the Los Angeles District. The major 
undertaking of the Southern Ohu.rch in Southern California 
during the existence of the Los Angeles C~bnference, and, in 
fact until unification, was Trim ty Church in Los Angeles. 
This church pioneered in youth work that eventually led 
to the formation of the Epworth League in the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, Bouth. TlWo of its pastors became bishops, 
and one of its ministers became an outstanding figure, 
albeit at times very controversial, .. in the Southern Church. 
Its missionary outreach and women's and men's work ranked 
high in the leadership of the Church in the United States. 
Though never seriously torn by bitter controversies, the 
Southern Church in this area of the United States was not 
Without conflicts •. The most conspicuous of these was the 
attack on modernism. Generally speaking, the Pacific a·on-
ference was of one accord in its opposition to the new 
Biblical trends •. Yet degrees of difference and opinions 
were present, and this erupted noticeably in the attack 
on the Cionference by Maurice M. Johnson •. The c·ontroversy 
eventually subsided Without any serious disruption of the 
O~on:ference, but much hard feeling was engendered and· the 
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Broadway Church in Glendale almost disbanded. 
The Southern California c-onference from its~ early 
organization grew rapidly and in numbers soon outdistanced 
its sister denominational c-onference. The Conference area 
itself was much more extensive than that of the Sou:thern 
Church, but even within similar bounds the Southern Cali-
f'ornia Conference was stronger. The establishment of' the 
Los Angeles Missionary Society in 1904 furthe:rz strengthened 
the work in that city. Although the Cbnference f'ailed to 
keep completely abreast of the changing environment, the 
Society had some outstanding accomplishments and has con-
tinued to the present day in its ef'f'orts to meet the chal-
lenge of a changing city. The depressions which hit 
Southern California and Arizona at various times had their 
effect on both branches of the Church, though the Southern 
California Cbnference was able to continue church ex-
tension much better during these times. 
The undertakings of the Southern. c:a.lifornia Con-
ference were often of immense proportions and signifi-
cance. Educationally the University of Southern California 
was outstanding. Begun in 1880, the University for forty-
eight years was firmly tied to the Conference,, but be-
cause of its tremendous unforeseen and unchecked growth, 
the school eventually severed its ties. The O'onference 
ministered to many races and nationalities, and it es-
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tablished several institutions to carry out this ministry. 
Bpani sh .American Institute and Plaza Community c·enter 
quickly proved to be two long-needed institutions. 
Likewise in the heart or Los Angeles the Church or All 
Nations proved to be an answer to many problems and be-
came a living testimony to the power or Christian work in 
the city. 
The Southern California Conrerence, like the South-
ern Cbnrerence, was never actually torn apart by violent 
controversy. Yet there were divisive issues, particularly 
of' a social nature. The war issue brought about the loss 
or one of' the c·onference•s leading ministers; and the 
economic issues during the great depression created much 
more than mild comments. Nor was c·onference without its 
theological disputes. Tbis became evident especially in 
1895 when one or its former ministers rounded the Church 
of the Nazarene. Modernism was opposed ror some years by 
the Conrerence,, but by 1925, at the height of' the con-
troversy~ the Conference was conspicuously silent. 
Methodism in Arizona was never as strong as it was 
in Southern Calirornia in either branch of Methodism, 
though in the Southern Church a comparative strength of 
the two regions could have been more recognized. Both 
branches of Methodism entered Arizona in 1870 on a perma-
nent basis. Work for the Methodist Episcopal Church was on 
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a mission basis until 1920 when. it became a district of' 
the Southern California Conference. For a few years there-
after the attitude of' the Conference relegated Arizona to 
a secondary status, but by 1930 Methodism in Arizona was 
feeling less apologetic. Hy unification the Arizona dis-
tricts were definitely significant parts of the Conference. 
The SoQthern Church in Arizona grew rapidly only after 
the organization of a Church Extension Society in 1907. B~ 
1922 enough growth had taken place to permit organizing a 
separate Conference. Thereafter the Southern Church in-
creased slowly but rather steadily in numbers and achieve-
ments. The youth work and the Methodist hospital in 
Tucson were its two best accomplishments. 
Both branches of Methodism in Southern California 
and Arizona voted overwhelmingly for unification in 1939. 
This was a change from the first attempt in 1925 when more 
than one-third of the .Southern; Methodists in California 
voted against it. Gn the second attempt in 1939 more 
opposition arose from the Nor.thern Methodists than f'rom 
the Southern Methodists, and this opposition centered in 
the proposed jurisdictional system,, or at least the 
Central Jurisdiction for Negroes. Unification was ac-. 
complished, and the results in Southern California and 
Arizona have been good. Tihe united Conf'erence has con-
tinued to furnish leadership for the Church at large. It 
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has continued to grow anu to place side by side the sp~ead 
of the Gospel to the individual its necessary implementa-
tion in society. 
C:ertain conclusions become evident from this study 
of Methodism in the far southwest. ~e Methodist Episcopal 
Chl.lrch \'Tas decidedly the stronger of the two denominations 
in both size and financial strength. ~his in turn pre-
sented many more opportunities for advancement in signifi-
cant areas. Thus while the Southern Church repeatedly was 
unable to organize and maintain an. institution of higher 
education, the Southern California Conference chartered 
and built the University of Southern California. Again, 
the Southern Church 1vas able to establish only two in-
stitutions of a benevolent nature, the Homer ~oberman 
Deaconess Home and the T·ucson Tubercular Hospital. The 
Southern G'alifornia Cbnference, on the other hand, es-
tablished nearly a dozen such institutions,, including the 
C:hurch of All Nations, which gained national prominence •. 
Both Conferences contributed leaders and ideas to 
their respective Churches. Bishops and educators came fnom 
both ITonferences in the area. ']he great ~inity Church of 
Los Angeles pioneered in the development of the Epworth 
League. R©bert Shuler, its minister for thirty~four years, 
was undeniably one of the outstanding preachers of S:ourthern 
Methodism in the country .. Edward Locke, Bromley Oxnam, and 
Frank Stevens were excellent examples of the quality of 
leadership furnished by the Southern California Confer-
ence. In the matter of ministerial pensions, minimum 
salaries, and high educational standards for the ministry 
the Conference played an influential role. 
Certain issues like Mormonism and prohibition 
created a large area of unanimity of thought among North-
ern and Southern Methodists. BByond these a diversity 
could be seen. Whereas both denominations had voiced an 
early opposition to modernism, by 1925 the Southern Church 
alone spoke out publicly against it. The Southern Church, 
moreover, did not become embroiled in social controver-
' sies as did the Methodist Episcopal Church. Tihe issues of 
war and the economic order plagued the Northern Church for 
many years. The Southern Church made few commentsr. es-
pecially on the latter. Neither denomination escaped a 
split in its ranks in Southern California, though neither 
was ser•iously hurt. The injury was more of a personal 
nature to the individuals who were involved .. 
It has been one hundred and eight years since the 
first Methodist minister preached in Southern California. 
Those years have seen joys and sorrows, conflicts and 
harmony, triumphs and failures, both of a personal and of 
a Conference nature. They have seen some men rise to 
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heights of recognition throughout the Church. Others 
have been less well-known, but in their work they have 
been true to the G.:ospel. The Methodist people o:f Southern 
California and Arizona have not been greater than Meth-
odists elsewhere. But when the final chapter of Meth-
odism may be vwitten, those Methodists in the far south-
west must rightfully be given credit :for significant 
contributions to their Church. 
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APPENDIX A 
WHICH IS THE OLDES1!: CHURCH I"N THE SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA-
ARIZONA CONFERENCE 1 
In recent years, as churches have become more con-
sciou-s of their history,, this question has been raised more 
than once. ~e question has created a friendly but at times 
rather spirited rivalry among those who have felt a claim 
upon the title. ~e unavailability of old Southern Meth-
odist journals has been pantially responsible for the 
question being as yet unresolved. Nearly all of these 
journals have been available for this study, and it now 
seems clear, from the evidence given below, that First 
Methodist Church of Los Angeles is the oldest church. 
Four churches have at times contended for the claim: 
c:ompton First, Los Angeles First, C'arpinteria, and St. 
Paul's San Bennardino. The first two were former Methodist 
Episcopal Church, and the latter two were former Southern 
Methodist. 1\:o this list the author wishes also to add 
Santa Barbara F.irst (Gr_ace) and San Luis Obispo, both 
former Methodist Episcopal Church. 
T:he raising of the folloWing poi TIJts Will help to 
clarify the question and ultimately to resolve it. By 
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the oldest church does one mean: (l) the place at which 
the earliest circuit rider worked; (2) the place at which 
any historical record states that 11 a church was organized11 ; 
that is, where an official board (to use a more modern 
l 
term) was established by the minister and laymen; 
(3) the place at which the first Quarterly Conference,. the 
basic structure of a local church,, was held; (4) the place 
at which there was a continuous ministry; that is, the 
place where there was no break in the ministerial work? 
'JJhe six churches will now be examined one by one. 
There is no doubt that Los Angeles was the first 
place where Bland, the earliest minister, worked. His 
presence in Los Angeles is attested by his own letter to 
Owen and by Anthony. The report to the Conference in 1854 
shows a membership o:f fi:fteen and ten probationers. N.o 
record survives by which one can tell if 11 a church was 
organized" as stated in point two above. A·t. least one other 
town.--Santa Barbara--was visited by Bland in 1854: 
11 Adam Eland, Presiding Elden •••. held services as early as 
1854. The circumstances not being encouraging, no regulan 
2 
service was attempted until 1867. 11 Ef~om 1858 to 1866 there 
l. M:eaning more than a class:- or society, as occurred a-t 
L.es Nieta.s,. Southenn, in 1854. See supra, p. 20 • 
2. Jesse D. Masnn,. Hi story of Santa Barbara o·ounty Gali-
forni·a (Oakland: 'Jfuompson &':West, 1883), p. 135 •. 
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was no work by the :Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern 
Qalifornta, and total reorganizationhad to take place in 
1867. In the spring of that year the first Quarterly Con-
fer·ence of either denomination ever held in Southerrm C;al-
ifor.nia occurred at Los Angeles, and; the Rev. G:tolumbus 
Gillet was appointed the pastor. With this appointment 
there begins an unbroken appointment of ministers to Los 
Angeles First Church, substantiated by every A:i:lrrual C::on-
ference Journal. 1 
TUrning to C:ompton,,. the available data indicates 
that the church was organized on April 12, 1868. 2 Tha 
3 first Quarterly c·onference was held on October 23 ,, 1869. 
It is most likely that A. P •. Hendon., who was pastor at 
Los Angeles station in the fall of 1867 ,. v:isited the pres-
ent Compton area and was the one who organized the church 
1. The Horizon,, p •. 12. T;his history~, which is poorly; 
documented, gives no source for the Gillet appoint-
ment. The Cnn~erence appointments for·l866-1867 lista 
Los Angeles 11 to be supplied. 11 However,, a volume pub-
lished in 1876 by Benjamin Haye-s,, J. J •. Warnen,. and J. 
P •. Widn:ey;, An Historical Sketch of Los A eles ctount 
CE.lifor.nia (nos Angeles: Louis LeWis &::: C::o.,_, 1876. ,, pp. 
89-90, lists 11 Rtev •. o~ •. GillettY as past on 1866-1867 .. 
This source claims to be indebted to the Methodist 
C~urch RBcortt in the city •. Tbis Recorfr was subsequently 
either lost or destroyed. At least the fall of 1867 can 
he definitely established since the d~onference appoint-
ments list A. P •. Hendon. 
2 •. G.:'ompton. News-Tribune, May 17 ,. 1938 ,, p. 4. 
3. Ibid. 
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inA:pril. It was :probably Hendon who held the Quarterly 
aon:ference in 1869 there since he was assigned during 
that year to the Los Angeles Circuit (Los Angeles station 
also was an appointment). The name 11 Com:pton'1 does not a:p-
:pear in the list of appointments until 1869. Thereafter 
it appears without a break of an appointed minister. 
Alt Santa B:arbara, after Bland 1 s departure, occa-
sional services were apparently held without any :pastor ... 
The town is listed in the appointments for 1855 and 1856 
11 to be su:p:pli ed, u but no pastor was sent. In 1867, with 
the appointment of R~ R. Dunlap, Santa Rarbara appears 
again in the list of appointments and henceforth W1 thout 
~any break. nuring 1867 at least Santa Barbara was :part of 
a large circuit .. The following year the church was organ-
.' 
ized .. 1 . Whether or not it remained :part of a circuit is 
not absolutely clear. In 1874 the appointment of ministens 
for the first time lists Santa Harbara and Santa Barbara 
Clrcui t. 
San Luis Obispo appears on the list of appointments 
for the first time in the fall of 1867. In D:ecember of 
that year the first members were enrolled,, and by the 
1. Mason, op. cit., :p. 135, and Anthony, op. cit., :p. 
279. 
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next cronference a fully organized church with 66. members 
ana:, 35 probationers was reported. 1 D"Uring these early 
years, however, and until about 1876 San1 Luis Obispo was 
part of a circuit~ which embraced ctayuoos,. Olmstea:., and 
.San Simeon. 
At aarpinteria the appearance of the Rev. J ... Ct .. 
Stewart and the gathering of the first members is estab-
lished in 1862 from the church register •. This is supported 
partially. at least by Simmons,, who states that the Rev.::. 
J. a~-. Stewart was in the Los Angeles area ill! 1862-1864, 
2 
although no mention. is made of precise localities.. lie 
definitely did not remain only at ctarpinteria because his 
presence ~n Ban Bernardino is a known fact •. Oarpinteri~ 
then,, at best, was part of a huge circuit. In 1864 Stew:-
art was killed, and any work that was done in Southern 
California passed to -a Rev •· 0~. Mi .. Hog e ... No Pacific Cton-
ference Journals are available for 1861-1865, and thus 
H~e~s presence cannot be definitely established. Simmon£ 
mentions his name only once,, as having been received on 
trial in 1860 and having remained for eight years With 
l. Elizabeth Crafts,. 11Method;i sm and Its Churches :tn s,an 
LuiS· Obispo, 11 1956,, p. 1 •. (Mimeograp:hed.); Minutes o..if 
the Annual C::Onferences of the Methodist Episcopal· 
Church,. 1868, p.· 219. 
2. Simmons, op. cito,. p. 165. 
2,41 
1 
the Southern Church; but no reference to his appoint-
ment is available from C.onference journals until 1866. 
Carpinteria, as such, does not appear in the list o:r 
cronference appointments until 1873 and then as a circuit 
under R. At. Latimer. 2 The church register and the Con-
feren.ce journals seem definitely to indicate that no work 
was done,. or at least none worth. mentionimg, from 1863 to 
186.8. 
Looking_ finally at St. Paul's San Bernardino, the 
evidence is again rather hazy. The earliest work in San 
Bernardino was begun by the Rev. J. A•. Rurns in 1858. 3 
Appointments appear to this circuit again in 1859 and 
1860. Then one is faced with the absence of Gonf"erence 
journals. As mentioned in chapter three, the presence of 
S.tewart in San Bernardino in 1862 or 1863 and the organ-
ization of a church in 1863 is definitely established. ~e 
presence of Hoge at San B_ernardino,. if he was in Southern 
California, is at least probable in view of the previo:u_s 
1. Ibid., p. 267. 
2. Not J. n. Franklin, as the historical data,, s·outhern 
California-Arizona Conference Journal,. 1956, p •. 440, 
has it •. Much of the data on these early churches needs 
reviston in light of new evidence •. 
3 .. Ingersoll t s Century Annals,. p •. 409. 'Tibis is supported 
by the list of appointments in the general Minutes 
South, 1858, p. 90. 
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work there. In 1866, the first year in which there is a 
record of Hoge•s appointment, his name appears opposite 
Los Angeles. San Bernardino is not given in the list of 
appointments. The following year, 1867, only one ap~ 
pointment in the Southern California area was made: J. E ... 
Miller,. to Los Angeles. In 1868 ·San Bernardino again 
appears as an appointmen-t, but it is considered a 11 Mi's-
sion,11 filled by M. W. Glover. The next year Glover re-
turned to San Bernardino, this time a station. From the 
f'all of' 1868, when San Bernardino is listed as a Mission, 
the town appears as a continuous a~pointment, though in 
1870 it was supplied by the Presiding Elder. 
From all of' the available evidence,, 1 t seems clear 
that L'os Angeles Fin:st Church is the oldest church in the 
present o·onf'erence. c:ertainly it was the location of the 
earliest ministerial activity and reported some kind of' 
organization to the 1854 Conference •. For the beginning of' 
a continuous ministry and the f'irst Quarterly Gonf'erence, 
the f'all of 1867 def'i ni tely, and the spr•i ng of' 1867: 
possibly, can be established. By the :fall o:f 1868 L.os 
Angeles ~irst Church was a f'ull station appointment be-
cause an appointment to L:.os Angeles Circuit also appears 
at that time. Documentation shows thEit c·ompton, San liuis 
Obispo, and Santa Barbara were organized in 1868 and that 
a continuous ministry·existed thereafter. For a f'ew years 
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all three were probably on a circuit basis. Carpinteria 
may have been formally organized in 1862, but certainly 
work was most irregular there, if there was any at all~ 
for the remainder of the war years and. for some time 
thereafter .. Certainly no regular pastorate can be docu-
mented there, even on a circuit basis, until late 1868 
when Miller was assigned to Sa-nta Barbara. c:onference 
journals indicate that most of the coastal area for some 
years was on a circuit. St. Paul's San Bernardino was 
organized in 1863, but the war clearly created breaks in 
the work and the necessity of reorganization in. 1868 as a 
mission. It is only :from 1868, a year after Los Angeles 
Eirst Church, that the existence of a continaous ministry 
can be established •. 
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APPENDIX B 
A SUGGESTIVE ST.AT.ISTIOAL C:ONTRASTI OF THE METHODIS~ 
EPISCOPAL CHURCH AND THE METHODIST! EPISCOPAL CHURCH, 
SOUTH-, IN SOUTHERN. CALIFORNIA TO UNIFICATION IN. 1939 
It is almost impossible to get an exact comparison 
' 
or contrast of the two denominations because of the con-
stant shuffling of boundaries of the Southern California 
Conference. This often involved the large Fresno area, 
which was not,, on a comparative basis, within the juris-
diction of the Los Angeles Conference or the Los Angeles 
District of the Pacific Conference. Nonetheless, the first 
chart is given to show at least a rough estimate of the 
contrasting strength of the two branches of Methodism. 
Somewhat of a more accurate numerical picture can be 
found in. the succeeding charts, which delineate churches 
in. one locality. The data for these charts are taken 
from the Annual Cbnference journals. 
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METRODJ:STr EPISCtOP AL 01ID.RQH, 
a Pr.eacU. Clergy On Ylear.:· Members Places:: In :Rull TirJ.a:l <illi vlJIT€;; ($) 
187:0 300 10 7: 2 3,274 
188D 1,,630 
i 
35 33 2 15,527 1890c 8 798 126 .. 139 'l' 106,968 
'' " 1900 15,758 141 163 18 145,.538 
1910 37,495 249 257 13 435,512 
1920 62,543 291 338 32 1,,388,155 
1930d 93,529 292 433 13 1,490,,024 
1935 86,94-4 27:9 421 27( l ,,116.,,004 
1939_ 106,522 237 402 32 1,163,990 
aFuli members, including inacti v:e;; bot:h 0huncb:.es. 
~inisterial support and benevolences; both Churche.s •. 
CLarge F.iresno-Merced area included',, 1881-1939,. With 
the exception of preaching:: places for 1939. At unification 
40 churches,, 24 clergy in full, .. 5 on trial return.ed to 
Oalifornia-Nev;ada Oonf'eren:ce. 
dNine month report only--change of c:onf'erence date. 
METHOD ISTI EPISC.:OPAIL CHUR:illi,, S.OU'Illt 
Preach. Clergy Olm 
b 
Ylear Members Places In, Full Tirial G:.i v;:tng ($) 
1870 475 13 11 1 N:o !!eport 
1880 1, 127r 20 18: 1 N:o report 
1890 1,932 33 34 0 20,405 
1900 2,392 30 29 l 16 ,.'l8'T 
1910 4,375 34 42 8 23,154 
1920 5,433 50 42 3 98,309 
1930 13,657: 52 62 5 183,292 
1935 14,160 50 6l 3 139,023 
1939a l3,S18 44 56 4 81~481 
aEJ.ght month report oril.y:>--change of C:on:ference date. 
2·46 
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IJCS:: AIDELES EIRST (METHODIST EPISODPAL) (0-867) 
a s. s .. Paid($) ($) b Year Members Enroll. Past on G-'i ving 
187.0 29 No rpt. 800 822 
1880 303 247 1,350 1,593 
1890 780 583 4,000 7,402 
1900 984 721 3,000 6,427 
1910 2,200 2,209 5,000 22,104 
1920 2,500 2,971 6 000 54,739 
' 1930c 4,,500 2,,778 6,750 118,950 
1935 4,500 2,356 6,000 57,597 
1939 4,552 2,407 7,200 53,989 
aFull members, including inactive;; both churches. 
·' ~inisteri~J.':~.s~pport and benevolences; both churches. 
CNine month repent only--change of aonterence date. 
i' } 
t/L,,, 
LOB ANGELES TRINI'ElY (:METHODIST, EPIS0~0PAL, SOUTJffi) (1869) 
s .. s. paid ($) 
'liear Members Enroll. Pastor CfrL V:i ng· ( $ ) 
1870 • t 14 'No :r:pt. No npt • No r.pt. 
1880 92 No npt. No rpt. No rpt. 
l890 328 324 2,000 2,773 
1900 388 197 1,200 2,406 
1910 817 619 2,069 3,400 
1920 1,622 627 5,400 12,804 
1930 4,126 2,637 10,000 56,246 
1935 4,790 1,253 7,200 31,730 
1939a 3,880 1,191 7,066 27,595 
aEight months report only--change of aonference date. 
PHOENIX FIRSTi. (METHODIST EPISCOPAL) (1881) 
a s. s .. Paid ($) ($)b Year. Members Ennoll. Pastor. G:i ving_ 
1883c 20 40 No npt. 25 
1890 90 91 N"o r.pt. 96 
1900 240 199 1,900 2,370 
1910 400 325 3,,000 5,186:. 
1920d 1,029 741 3,600 17,891 
1930 1,180 1,197 4,275 22,473 
1935 1,026 1,025 3,.6.00 8,979 
1939 1,188 799 3,317 7 ,,625 
aFull members, including inactive; both churches. 
~inisterial support and benevolences; both churches. 
cFirst available statistics. 
dNine months r.eport only--change of Conference date. 
PHOENIX\ OENTiRAI.L (biET!HODIST EPISO_OPAI.l_, SOUTH;) ( 1873) 
s. s. Paid ($) 
Yiear, Members Enroll .. Pastor ~j:VJing ( $) 
1883 40 135 164 215 
1890 82 150 657 802 
1900 247 242 916 1,590 
1910 413 319 1,800 2,584 
1920 721 517 2,f.l.oo 9,455 
1930 933 795 4,000 6,522 
1935 1,118 896 4,000 7 ,,076 
l939a 1,228 614 2,400 4,734 
aEight months report only--change of Qonference date. 
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SANTA ANAt FIRST1. (METHODIST EPISCDPAL) ( 1873) 
s .. s. Paid ($) b 
Year Members a Enroll. Pastor Giving ($) 
1873 N·o rpt. No rpt. No rpt •. No rpt. 
1880 40 87 235 241 
1890 320 295 1,450 1,760 
1900 324 359 1,350 2,100 
1910 595 478 2,500 4,616 
1920 l, 0?8 .. 896 3,600 22,198 
l930c 1,662 1,110 4,.650 19,,190 
1935 1,706 1,091 4,200 16,035 
1939 1,400 795 4,200 15,763 
aRull members, including inactive; both churches. 
~inisterial support and benevolences; both churches. 
cNine months repent only--change of aonference date. 
SANTA ANA SPU.RGEONi. (METiHODIS.Tl EPISCD:PAD~ SOU'IlH) ( 1873) 
s. s •. Paid ($) 
Year· Members Enroll •. Paste>r ffiiv.ing ($) 
1873 18 No rpt. No rpt. No rpt •. 
1880 62 N'o rpt. tro rpt. No rpt. 
1890 153 115 616 1,385 
1900 142 91 445 711 
1910 327 244 1,415 2,302. 
1920 412 492 2,400 No l:'pt •. 
1930 574 613 2,000 11,442 
1935 711 560 3,000 7,152 
1939a 688 537 2,120 5,100 
aEight months l:'eport only--change of C_onference date·. 
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APPENDIX C 
GEO}RA~HICAL~BOUNDARIES 
~e maps on the following four pages will give 
the reader a general idea of the geographical boundaries 
of the G:bnferences involved in tbi s study. 
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Los Angeles aourerence 
(1870-1922) and Los Angeles 
District,, Pacif'i c Confer-
ence (1922-1939), Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South 
Arizona Conf'erence 
(1922-1939) embraced the 
entire state of' Arizona 
and also Needles, California .. 
Conferenoe (and District) 
area lies south of boundary 
lines here shown. 
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Southern California 
Cbnference, Methodist Epis-
copal Church, 1876-1939. 
c-onference area lies 
south of the boundary lines 
here shown. 
This Map is also available in size 17 x 22 
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Southern Oalifor.nia~Ari zona 
Obnference, Tihe Methodist 
Church, l939-l958. 
Oo~erence area lies souffih 
of the boundary lines here 
shown. 
' Inolud~ Arizona 
and Las v~e~-e.s , Nev. 
" ··~~RK 
_______ ....r·---------·' 
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APPENDIX D 
C:BARGES OF THE RORMER METHODIST EPISQUPAL CliDRCH, SOUTtR 
The charges which are given below were all part of 
the former Southern Church .. At unification of the 291 
charges of the first Annual c·bn:ference 41 of these were 
of the former Southern Churc?, 237 were of the former 
Northern Church, and. 13 were new charges. All churches in 
the present C:onfererrce:.: which are not listed below and 
which were established before 1939 were Methodist Episco-
pal in background. The reader is referred to the histoFical 
data section of the current.Annual Conference Journal for 
the names of those former Methodist Episcopal churches,, 
as well as for the names of those established after 1939 
by the. united. Conference. In the list below circuits 
(like 11 Apache Circui t 11 ) which have been discontinued arR 
not included., 
Bowie,. C:amp V!erde, Carpinteria,, Claypool,, Downey, Uuncan, 
Hollywood (Vine), Liberty, Long Beach (Moore Memorial), 
Los Angeles (TrJ.nity), Nogales, Norwalk (First),. Parker,. 
Phoenix: (Central, B_ethe1, Margaret Brooks Memorial),, 
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Pomona (Holt Avenue--Westmont,. l948), Prescott, Redlands 
(Grace--University,. l949), Safford,, San Bernardino (St .. 
Paul's), Santa Ana (Spurgeon Memorial), Ventura (St. 
Jo1m1 s). 
C.hurches established l922-l939 which still exist today: 
AZLhambra (Granada Park), Anaheim (Wesley), Avondale,, 
C~oolidge,, Eastmont, Glendale,Broadway), Los Angeles 
(Epworth, Florence Heights), Peoria, Phoenix (Broadway, 
Capitol), Reseda, Scottsdale, ~ucson (University--aata-
lina, Menlo Park), TUcson (St. John's), Warren. 
Churches established l870-l939 which were discontinued 
before unification: 
Beardsley, Buckeye, Clifton, Cottonwood, Fairbank, Gila 
Bend, Humbolt, Litchfield, Dos Angeles (Marvin Chapel and 
Woodlawn--merged with Epworth), McNary, Maricopa, Mayer,. 
Miami, Morenci, San D~ego (University Heights), Superior, 
~ombstone, Welton. 
Churches established l870-l939 which were discontinued 
after unification: 
E.ort Thomas, Solomomrille .. 
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OXficial Methodist Journals 
Annual Report of the Pacific Branch of the Woman.11s Foreign 
Missionary Society, 1907-1939~ Los Angeles: Com~ 
mercial Printing Go., 1907-1939. 
Annual Report of the Woman's Home Missionary Society 
Southern California C:onference, 1896-1939. L_os 
Angeles: California Woice Printing C:o., etc., 1896-
1939. 
Annual Report of the Woman1 s Missionary Society of the 
Los Angeles Conference, '1914-1939. n.:p.: ~n.n., 
1914-1939. 
Journal of the Arizona ~onference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church,. South,. 1922-1938. n.:p.: n.n., 
1922-1939. 
Journal of the Latin American Mission of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church,, 1929-1939. Gardena, Calif.: 
The Spanish American Institute Press, 1920-1939. 
Journal of the Pacific Japanese Mission of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, 1906-1939. n.:p.: n.n., 1906-1939. 
Journal of the Southern California-Arizona Conference of 
The Methodist Church,, 1932. 'Tiem:pl e City, Calif'. : 
W. C~ Botkin, 1939. 
Journal of the Southern California~Arizona Conference of 
The Methodist Church, 1946-1947;. n.,:p.: n.n., 1946-
1947 •. 
J.ournal o:f the Southern Galif'ornia-Arizona Con:ference of 
~e Methodist Church, 1956. n.:p.: n.n., 1956. 
Memorial Journal of Western Norwegian-Danish Methodism. 
n.:p.: n.n., 1944. 
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The Methodist Church• Doctrines and Disciplines of IDle 
Methodist Church, 1939-1956. New Yon:k: The.' Method-
ist Publishing House, 1939-1956 • 
• J.o:urnal of' the General c·on:rerence of Tha Meth~ 
----odist Church, 1940-1956. New York: The Methodist 
Publishing House,, 1940-1956. 
--~-·· J.ounrral of the Uniting C:Onf'erence of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church, Methodist Episcopal 
C:hurch, . South,. Methodist Protestant G'hurch. New 
York: ~e Methodist Publishing House,. 1939. 
Mtethodist Episcopal C.hunch. Tthe Doc.trine and Discipline 
of the Methodist Episcopal Church,, 1852-1936. New 
Y.ork; Carlton· & Phillips, etc., 1853-1911;: Metll-
odist Book C~oncern,. 1912-1936. 
• Journal of the General CDnference of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church,. 1876-1936. New York:: 
N:elso:ru& Phillips, etc.,, 1876-1911; Methoclist Book 
G:onc ern, 1912-1936. 
(' 
____ • Minutes of the Annual cronferences of the· Meth-
odist Episcopal C:hurch,. 1853-1875. New York: 
C:.a.rlton: & Phillips, etc.,, 1853-187!5. 
M1$thodi st Episcopal Church, Sou_th. The D~octrine and 
Dl scipline of the Methodist Episcopal Church, 
South, 1866~1938 •. Nashville: Publishing House oi: 
the Methodist Episc:opal Church,. South,. 1866-1938. 
---~· JJo:urnal of the Cbeneral C:Onference of the 
·Methodist Episcopal C.hurch,. South, 1846-187.0. New· 
York: C:arlton: & P.b.:rter,, etc., 1846-187;0. 
----· Journal of the General C!bnference of the Meth.--
od~st Episcupal Church,. South,_~870-l938 •. Nashy,ille: 
Publishing House of the Methodist Episcopal G_hurch,. 
South, 1870-1938. · , . · · 
---~~· Minutes of the Annual Gonferences of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church,. South,, 1858-1880. Nashville: 
Southern Methodist Publishing House, 1859-1881. • 
Minutes of the Arizona Mission of the Methodist Episcopal 
Cliurch, 1881-1919. T:ucson:, etc·.: Arizona Star Job 
Printing House, etc., 1881-1919. 
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M·inutes of the California Annual Conference of the Meth-
odist Episcopal Church, l870-l879o San Francisco: 
Methodist Book Depository, l870-l879. 
Minutes of the Hawaiian Mission of the Methodist Episco-
pal Church,. l906-l939. n.p.: n.n., l906-l939. 
Minutes of the Dos Angeles Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South, l883-l922. Los Angeles,, etc.: 
Times Printing and Binding House, etc., l883-l922. 
Minutes of the :Pacifi·c Chinese Mission of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, l922-l939. 
Minutes of the Pacific cronference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, So~th, l856-l870. San Francisco: 
Whitton, To·wne & cro .. ,., etc., l856-l870. 
Minutes of the Pacific Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church,. South, l922-l939. San Francisco: 
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Minutes of the Southern California o·onference of the Method-
ist Episcopal Church,, l876-l939. L.os Angeles:: Mirror 
Printing,, Ruling and Binding House,. etc •. , l876-l939. 
']he Pacific Swedish Mission Conference of the Methodist 
Episcopal Cnurch ttistorical Journal and Year BDok 
l908-l928. n.p.: n.n., l92S. 
v;:erhandluugen und Berichte der California deutchen 
Konferenz Bi sch'aflichen Methodisten=Kirche,, l89l-
l927. Ginn.: cranston und ·Stone-, l89l-l927. 
Books 
Among the Pimas'. Albany, New York: The Ladies Union 
Mission School Assoc., l895. 
Anthony, C. y-_ Fifty Years of Methodism A History of the 
Methodist Episcopal Church Within the Bounds of the 
California Annual Conference from l847...;l897. San 
Francisco: Methodist Book Concern, l90l. 
Armor, Samuel. History of Orange County California. Los 
Angeles: Historic Record Co., l92l. 
Berry, Joseph F. Four Wonderful Years .. New York: Eaton 
&Mains, l893. 
C:atalogue of the Uni wersi ty of Southern C'ali:f.ornia, 
1880-1891. Los Angeles: Mirro~ Printing and B~nding 
·House, etc.,, 1881-1892. 
Cleland, Robert G..lass. California in Our Time. New York: 
Alfred A. Knopf,, 1947. . ·' 
--~~· From Wilderness to Empire. New York: Alfred A. 
Knopf, 1947. -
D:ale, Harrison Clifford. The Ashley-Smith Explorations 
and the Discovery of a C~entral Route to the Pacific_ 
1822-1829. Revised ed. Glendale,, California: IDle 
Arthur H. Clark d.o., 1941. 
Douglass, Paul F. The Story of German Methodism. New York: 
T!he Methodist Book Concern, 1939. 
DuBose,, Horace M. A History of Methodism 1884-1916. Vol 
II. Washville: Publishing House of the Methodist 
Episcopal Church, South,. 1916. 
Gilmore, Alexander. Semi-Centennial Sermon. C:amden, N •. J •. : 
Temperance Gazette Printing House, 1887. 
Gunn, Douglas. Historical Sketch of San Diego, San Diego 
C~ounty,. California*;, n.p.: n.p.., 1876. 
Hancher, Johru W.' ( ed.). The Educational Jubilee. Cincin-
nati: The Methodist Book Concern Press,. 1918. 
Hayes,, Benjamin, Warner, J. J., and Widney, J. P •. An 
Hi st:ori cal Sketch of Los Angeles O.ounty, C_'alifornia 
Los Angeles: Louis Lewis &: c::o.,, 1876 .. 
Henley, W. Ballentine, and Neelley, Arthur E. (eds.) 
Cardinal and Gold. Los Angeles: University of 
Southern C:al~fornia, 1939. 
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O:hurch, 1938. 
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Stockton: College of the Pacific,, 1951. 
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']his dissertation describes the historical develop-
ment of Methodism in Southern California and Arizona from 
its foundation to 1939. I~ considers major developments, 
activities,. and leadership, and it evaluates these, es-
pecially as they have had in~luence upon the Church; 
and it evaluates the relative strength and activity of 
the two branches of Methodism which were present in 
Southern California and Arizona previous to unification. 
The history is unfolded in six main divisions: The 
Methodist Episcopal Church in Southern California Through 
1876; The Methodist Episcopal Church, South, in Southern 
Qalifornia ]brough 1870; Tihe Methodist Episcopal Cnurch, 
South, 1870-1939; ~e Methodist Episcopal Church, 1876-
1939; Methodism in Arizona; Unification. 
While both denominations labored in Southern Cali-
fornia before the Civil War--the Methodist Episcopal 
Church beginning in 1853 and the Methodist Episcopal 
Church, South, beginning in 1854---the work was spasmodic 
and was totally reorganized after the war. Tihe Los 
Angeles Conference o:f the Southern Church was organized 
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in 1870, and the Southern California Qonference of the 
Northern Church was organized in 1!876. 
HouthernMethodism was numerically much weaker than 
Northern Methodism in Southern California, but its lay 
organization was considerably more developed. The 
major project of the Southern Cburch was Trinity Church in 
L.os Angeles. 'Tibis church was a pioneer in the development 
of the Kpworth neague, and two of its pastors became 
bishops of .Southern Methodism. Lack of :finances hindered 
the Southern Church in many :fields o:f endeavor. 2/he Homer 
Toberman n·eaconess Home was its major institutional 
achievement. Only on the issue of. modernism did Southern 
Methodi.sm here :find itself involved in disruptive con-
troversy. Among the leaders of. Southern Methodism from 
Southern California were Grover Emmons,. founder of ttThe 
Upper Room, !1 and Robert Shuler, one of Methodism' s most 
contnoversial figures •. 
Northern Methodism grew rapidly and expanded widely 
after its organization in Southern Galifornia in 1876 • 
.Six bishops and numerous educational leaders came from 
the Southern Cali:forn:ta c:onference. Its educational re-
quirements for membership were early among the highest in 
all Methodism. It was a leader in finding a solution to 
the entangled pension problem, and it was a pioneer in the 
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matter of minimum salary for the ministry. The founding 
and developing of the University of Southern California 
was another notable achievement of the Conference. The 
outreach of the Cbn:ference to other races and nationali-
ties was outstanding. Especially significant were the 
Church of All Nations, Spanish American Institute, and 
Plaza Obmmunity C~n~er. Nine other institutions, minister-
ing to the sick, the retired,, students, and orphans',. were 
established. T!he Conference did not escape divisive con-
troversies. The most notable of these were: (1) the war 
issue, leading to the dismissal of a D~strict Superin-
tendent; (2) sanctification, leading to the founding o~ 
the Church of the Nazarene. 
Both denominations entered Arizona in 1870,, but work 
there never assumed the proportions that it did in Sou1th-
ern California. Northern Methodism was the stronger of the 
two. Hospitals in Phoenix and ~ucson were probably the 
best achievements of both denominations. 
Unification passed by majority vote in Southern 
California and Arizona in 1925, but some Southern Meth-
odist opposition was quite noticeable. It passed again in 
1938 with several Northern; Methodists opposing it becau,se 
of the proposed inclusion of the Central Jurisdic·tion •. 
In conclusion, it is evident that the individual 
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C~ont'erences, especially in Souithern Ga.lif'ornia,, made 
important contributions to their nespective denominations. 
It is also apparent that Northern Methodism was C'on-
siderably stronger than Souther·n Methodism, expanded 
f'urther and more rapidly, f'urnished more leaders to the 
Church as a whole, and was able to undertake a Wider 
institutional ministry. 
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